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ABSTRACT. 
It isbelieved that a unified approach to a study of the 
representation theory of the finite groups of Lie type should 
begin \,li th a study of the regular characters of the maximal 
tori of these' groups. This thesis is directed towards 
determining the structure of the maximal tori in the finite 
groups of Lie type. 
Chapter 1 is a general introduction to the properties of 
Chevalley groups, together with the consequences of a result of 
Springer and ,Steinberg. This result establishes a correspondence 
between the conjugacy classes of maximal tori and certain 
equivalence classes of the associated Weyl group. In certain 
cases, these classes are the conjugacy classes, and Chapter 2 
begins w'i th a review of Carter's unified approach to the conjugacy 
classes of "'eyl groups. Chapter 2 also includes some results on 
automorphisms of 'Heyl groups in relation to Carter's approach. 
The finite Chevalley groups are the first to be considered. 
Chapter 3 studies those of type At, and Chapter 4 simultaneously 
considers the Chevalley groups of types B..t ' C t and D,l 
J"inally, Chapter 5 presents the results for the Chevalley groups 
of exceptional type. 
The finite groups of bnsted type are the last to be 
discussed. Chapter 6 begins with a general description of the 
classes of the vleyl group in these types and concludes with the 
results for-the Steinberg groups of types 2At , 2Dl and. 2E6 . 
The Steinberg groups of type 3D4 are left until the end of 
Chapter 7, after a discussion of the Ree and Suz~~i groups. 
The thesis concludes with a note on the representation 
theory and a description of the regular characters of the maximal 
tori. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In 1955, Chevalley showed how to construct analogues of the complex 
simple Lie groups over arbitrary fields. These Chevalley groups were 
found to be simrle and were identified by Ree with some families of 
classical simple groups over finite fields. However, there were families 
of classical groups which could not be identified in this way, for example 
the unitary groups. Independently, Steinberg and Tits modified 
Chevalle;y's construction to obtain. more finite simple groups of Lie type, 
the "t1o,isted groups" or Steinberg groups. These groups accounted for the 
remaining classical groups over finite fields and, in fact, added to the 
list of previously known finite simple groups. However, there were found 
to be three types of Chevalley group which suggested that they might lead 
to further families of finite simple groups, although Steinberg's 
construction did not yield such results. Then, in 1960, Suzuki discovered 
a new family of simple groups using properties of centralisers of elements. 
Ree immediately interpreted these as a new type of twist.ed group, and then 
proved the existence of two further families. These three families are 
the Ree and Suzuki groups. 
TheDe finite groups of Lie type have evoked considerable interest 
. 
since their introduction and rapid progress luis been made in the general 
theory. However, a present unsolved problem is a unified approach to the 
representation theory of these finite groups, and it is believed that a 
study of certain characters of a particular type of abelian subgroup 
(called maximal tori) will lead to a solution of the problem. The 
representation theory problem has been solved ina'few particular cases, 
notably the work of Green on GL (q), and also by Srinivasan in the case, 
n 
i 
of SP4(q), Lehrer in the case of SLn(q) and Ree and Chang in the case 
of G2(q)· In such a light, the purpose of this thesis is to determine 
the structure of these maximal tori in the finite group's of Lie type. 
One of the more rewarding viewpoints of the Chevalley groups is as 
spli t-,forms of linear algebraic groups, and it is from this standpoint 
that the required results are determined. From a theorem of Lang on 
the fixed-point group of an endomorphism of a linear algebraic group, 
Springer and Steinberg have sho,ill in [19] that there is a bij ection 
between the conjugacy classes of maximal tori in the finite group and 
certain equivalence classes in the corresponding Weyl group. This 
result, and its consequences, is discussed in Chapter 1, together with 
a discussion of automorphisms of Chevalley croups. Tn certain cases, 
the above equivalence classes are just the conjugacy classes of the Weyl 
group. Since certain ideas and results from it will be needed throughout 
the thesis, a brief survey of Carter's paper on the conjugacy clGsses [6J 
is included in Chapter 2, together vii th some results on automorphisms of 
Weyl groups which are related to op.cit. 
A v-Torking knowledge of most standard facts on linear algebraic 
groups will be assumed, and these can be found in [1] and [8J. Carter's 
recently published "Simple groups of Lie type" also provides an ideal 
reference to the finite groups considered in this thesis. For the 
construction of, and the main results of, Chevalley groups, the reference 
Some of this is treated in grea.ter detail by Steinberg 
in [20], but the thesis will be based upon the notation of the former. 
Thus, associated 'l'ii th the triple {£. , 1t , k 1 consisting of a complex, 
ii 
semi-simple Lie algebra g, a faithful representation 7t: ,g --+ £l( E) 
of g over a complex vector space E, and the field k, there exists 
a corresponding Chevalley group G~ k • 
, 
Chevalley has shown in (8] 
that, if K is. an algebraically closed field, every connected, 
semi-simple, linear algebraic group over K is isomorphic to one of the 
groups G1r,K. 
Throughout the thesis, K denotes the finite field GF(q) of q = pn 
a 
elements, for some prime p, and the algebraic closure of K 
a 
is denoted 
by K Then G 1l",Ko 
is a finite Chevalley group. Let G = G 1r',K 
is a subgroup of so that G GL (K) 
n 
for some n , and is also an 
algebraic set in the affine space which is determined by the n2 matric 
coefficients and is subj ect to the Zariski topology. Let G(q) denote 
the Ko-rational points of G, ie. G(q) = G1\",K 1\ GL(Ez®~o) , where EZ 
is an admissible Z-form of E with a basis of eigenvectors of the 
Cartan subalgebra h of g. Then it is known that G 
71" ,Ko is the 
derived group of G(q) . In the case that G is simplJ' connected, 
ie. 7t is the sum of the representations having the fundemental weights 
as highest weights, . then G , .is equal to 
71", Ko 
G( q) • 
The group G(K) , of K-rational points of G, can ( and will) be-
identified wjth .G , and a torus in G is defined to be a closed subgroup 
which is isomorphic to a direct product of r copies of K*, for some 
r > () where K* is the multiplic~tive group of K A maximal torus 
of G is one contained in no other, so that r is equal to t , the 
rG.n~ of G. In [8J , Chevalley shows that the m.aximal tori of G are 
all conjugate in G. 
iii 
Now le"l CY be an endomorphism of G onto itself and let 
be the group of &-fixed points. Then Lang has shown that if G
a 
is finite, any element of G can be written as g.a(g)-l for some 
g E' G • This is discussed in Chap"ler 1. The justification for "this 
approach is that the groups G(q) can be realised as groups of type 
G~ . For, if ~ is the automorphism of G (induced from the Frobenius 
automorphism of K) which rai~es every matric entry of an element 
g E G to its qth power, then G
a 
is finite and is just G(q), the 
group of 
groups. 
K -rational points of 
o 
G. These are the finite Chevalley 
The fini te busted groups of Lie type are constructed by 
combining the above automorphism with another type of automorphism and 
are the groups G
a 
again. This is discussed in Chapters 1, 6 and 7. 
A torus of Gcr is defined to be the group TO" of O"-fixed points 
of a ~fixed torus T of G, and a maximal torus to be a subgroup 
obtained in the same way from a maximal torus of G • Then a maximal 
torus in G (q) is the group of K -rational points of a K -maximal torus 
o 0 
(ie. one defined over K ) in 
o 
G • It is to be noted that the maximal 
tori of G (J" need n,?t be maximal in the set of tori of G a ' and certainly 
they need not be isomorphic to direct products of copies of K 
o 
For 
example, there always exists a maximal torus of G(q) which comes from a 
K -split maximal' torus (diagonalisable over K ) of G. 
o· 0 
When q = 2 
this consists solely of the identity element and is thus contained in other 
(non-maximal) tori. The aim of this thesis is to determine the structure 
of the maximal tori of the groups Gcr when G is a simple 9hevalley 
group G~ K and a is an automorphism of G 
, 
iv 
Gi ven ii and k, there is a collection ~ of groups 
l G7f" k' ••• ;G7r k 1 corresponding to different representations 
t n' 
1t'. of Ii. 
~ 
~ is called the isogeny class of type iii , k 1 and there exists 
(under certain conditions depending upon 7r. 
~ 
71" . ) 
J 
an isogeny 
7C .• G ~ G , where an isogeny is a surjective k-rational ~J • 7 ... ,k 7r. ,k 
~ ~ 
homomorphism with finite kernel. In most cases, the cardinality of this 
set is either 2 (when 7rl is the simply connected representation and 
7f" 2 is the adjoint representation of ii on itself) or I (when 
7\. .... 
1 
and 
'1t"2 coincide) • Ho'vever, in groups of type At and D.t , the 
cardinality of ~ is greater than 2 • One might expect the results of 
Chapter 1 to imply that the results of the thesis are independent of ;r 
In fact, it is sho~m in Proposition 1.4. that the order of a maximal torus 
T~ of G~,K(Ko) is independent of the representation 7\ It is 
further proved in [1] that the order of G7I",K(K
o
) is independent of 7\ 
as in the case of groups of type At ,,,There Gad, K(K
o
) ~ PGLt +l (q) and 
G K(K) ~ SLe l(q) have the same order. 
sc, 0 + 
This, of course, although 
st.rQngly suggestive, does not imply that the structure of the maximal 
torus is independent of 7\" and the dependence upon ":A in types AL 
and Dl will be .seen. It is to be noted hO\ofever that in the adjoint 
groups it is the representntion theory whi~h is well-behaved, whereas in 
the simply-connected groups it is the conjugacy classes which are 
well-behaved. 
The finite Chevalley groups of type' At are discussed in Chapter 3, 
and those of type Be ,C~ and De in Chapter 4. The reason for this 
simultaneous treatment become~ obvious when one considers the results of 
v 
The finite Chevalley groups of exceptional type are discussed 
in Chapter 5. At present, only partial results for the groups of type 
E 
n 
are presented, due to the size of the groups WeE ) • 
n 
However, 
the results for the most interesting cases, viz. the semi-Coxeter tori, 
are presented. 
As remarked earlier, when ~ is modified from a pure field 
automorphism to include a graph automor?hism, then other finite-groups 
due to Steinberg, and further groups due to Ree and Suzuki, are recovered. 
The determination of the maximal tori in the former type is discussed in 
Chapter 6, and the latter in Chapter 7. Because of the connection 
bet1'1een types D4 and F4 , the Steinberg groups of type 
3D 4 are 
discussed with the Ree groups of type 2"r:1 
.l!4 in Chapter 7. 
Finally, the thesis is concluded with a brief note on the 
representation theory of the groups G (J' 
recent work to"wards a unified approa9h. 
This outlines Springer's 
To the best of the author's knoviledge those resul ts in this thesis , 
which are not otherwise attributed are original. 
vi 
CHAPTER 1. Preliminaries 
§l.l Definition and properties of Chevalley groups. 
For any group G and any subset S ~ G , we denote by ZG(S) the 
centraliser of S in G, the normaliser of S in G by NG(S) , and 
for any x C G we denote -1 x.S.x For any g ~ G , we denote 
by the inner automorphism i g G , and by '( G) 
the set of conjugacy classes of G Let N be the monoid of natural 
numbera, Z the ring of integers , and R (reap. C) the field of real 
(resp. compleXi) numb era" • 
If 11 is the Cartan subalgebra of the complex., semi-simple Lie 
algebra K corresponding to the Cartan decomposition of g, and 
{h
a 
' eb : a~n, bE::::(l is a Chevalley basis of il with root system ~ 
and fundamental roo.ts J\, and if hH is the dual space of h, then 
.J 
m ~ h* is a weight if and only if m(h
a
) (. Z for all a ~ T\ . The 
weights form a Z-form of h* which we call A ,and the fundamental 
sc 
weights , i~e. those for a, bE: 7l, 
form a basie of this • The subgroup ~ad generated by the roots has 
fini te index in ~ and in fact ~ /~ has relation matrix 
sc ' sc ad 
(A .. ) , the Cartan matrix o.f J( . ~J If (7t, E) is a finite dimensional 
il-module and 
Those m £ h'l. 
'Jf' 
m Eo h , we let E = {v E: E : 7t(h).v = m(h).v for all 
m h E hI. 
for which E f 0 are the weights of 7t , and the space 
m 
E is the direct sum of the E' , where m runs through the set p(~) 
m 
of the weights of 7T • We let ~~denote the subgroup of h* generated 
by the weights of 7t If 7t is faithful , then ~ ::> A J Ad' and we 
sc ~ a 
know from the representation theory that , given A between A and 
sc 
~ad ' there always exists a faithful representation ~ of g such that 
Let (~, E) be any g-module. An admissible Z-form of E is a 
Z-form which is stable under 7t ( e j / j!) for.. A E -:E: and j E. N. If 
a 
7t: g--...:)o~ gl (E) represents g in the Lie algebra of endomorphisms of 
a complex vector space E, then we identify E with en by means of a 
basis of an admjesible Z-form EZ ' which consists of eigenvectors of !!. 
Then :J:>(t) = exp (t.7t'(e
a
» defines an automorphism o:f E(k) = EZ®Z k 
for every t E k • Then, the Chevalley group associated with Ig , ''It, k} 
is· G k = <xW (t) : 4 4( ::E:, t ( k>, and this is a subgroup of ~, a 
If there is no ambiguity, we shall write x (t) for 
a 
By «S : R» , ~e mean the group generated by the set S, 
subject to the 'relation set R. 
For each a E: :::£, there is a unique homomorphism }Aa : SL2(k)~G 7( , k 
which maps (~;) (resp. (~~» onto xC:) (t) (resp. x~:~ (t) ) 
for every t: E k • L t h (t) b th ' f ( t. 0 ) f e a' e e ~mage 0 0 t-1 , or 
'* . 
t < k ,under;Ua The group H = <haC t) : a E 1\, t (, k* > is a 
maximal torus of G7t',k • 
If ~ is a Z-form of h*, we let ~ denote the dual Z-form of 
h , i. e. 
A* = { ~ hE h a(h) E: Z· for a < A} 
If mf.p(n) is a weight of 'X , then, putting 
E(k),m = (Ezf\Em)®z k , we have 
h (t) • x = tm(ha). f E t k* ~ a x, or x f. (k) ,m; ( ; a E • 
To m there is associated a homomorphism of H into k* 
characteri sed by m ( 7\~ h (ta ) ) = n tm(ha ) . a(,,, a a'~ a (I) • 
Let wa be the image of (_~ ~ ) under jJ. a ' fox a E ~. Then. 
w normalises H • We let N =<H , wa : a ~ £> . Let a 
. + < xa( t} , a> 0> - <.xa(t} tEk a<O> u = u = t(k and U = 
Then the group U± is unipotent. Let be the posi ti ve 
roots ~ Then , is a 
bijection of kN onto U%. 
The group U± is normalised by H in the following way :-
. 
Let + B = B = H.U Then (B,N) is a B.N-pair in.. 
G with root system ~, and B is a Borel subgroup. 7\ ,k 
Let ~'be another faithful representation of g 
then the map x(7t)(t) 11--""'. x(~)tt) for t E. k ;1 a€.:£ 
a a. extends to a 
surjective homomorphism ?\~,n : G7\ k~Gt:) k' 
, , ' 
Suppose now that k = K is algebraically closed. Then the kernel 
of 
H 
(1) 
'\ A*D/ A* .... A~.n is isomorphic to ~'~,~ modulo p-torsion. Furthermore, 
is a K -split maximal torus of G7t'K • 0 , 
~'or m ~ P(n) , the homomorphism of H into KH associated to m by 
is a rational character of H . Let X(H) = Mor (H, K") be the group 
of rational characters of H. Then the map p(n)~X(H) defined 
by (1) induces an isomorphism of A-,r onto X(H) • We shall identify 
X(H) wi th ~7't via this isomorphism • Furthermore , we shall 
henceforth use the notation hm for m(h) , where m ~ p("Jt) and h£ H • 
The Weyl group W = NIH acts on h, h~ and on p(~) • We have 
, where m (h* ; h E h ; w ~ Wand 
:i.s the canonical pairing (the non-degenerate restriction to h 
of the Killing form on ~ .). Also, W acts on H via inner 
automorphisms and on X(H) by hW(x) = (hW)x for w ~ Wand x ~ X(H) • 
From now, ( ) denotes a fixed W - invariant, positive-definite 
bilinear form on X(H) • 
Henceforth, we let g be semi-simple , and Let G = G 7r,K • Then. 
the conjugates of H under G are ail the maximal tori of G [8] , and 
we let T be any such maximal torus of G • If N = NG(T) , then 
W = NIT is the Weyl group of G relative to T , and n denotes a w 
represelltati ve for w(.W in N . If X(T) = Mor (T K*) then we know 
that there exists an isomorphism between A"/C'and X( T) • 
Defini hon 1.1. If A is a group upon which the endomorphism ~ 
acts , we let Hl( ~ , A ) denote A modulo the equivalence relation :-. 
(R) aIr' b if and only if a = c.b.<1(c)-l , for some c € A • 
§1.2. Automorphisms of G. 
In this section, we consider automorphisms a of the Groups G~ k ' 
, , 
for any field k • Steinberg shows [201 that automorphisms of G7f k 
, 
are of the following types :-
(1). Field automorphisms . If ¥ ( Aut(k) , then the map 
i: Gn,k---+oG7t,k ' defined by - (n) ( ) .... _-.. .  x(7ta) (t¥ ') ~: x t I ... a on 
generators , extends to an automorphism of G",k. 
(2). Diagonal automorphisms • be a map associating 
an element f E: k* to each fundamental roo.t a ( 7\ . 
a 
extended to a homomorphism of ~ d into a _ 
Let f be 
such that f: x(1t) (t) t-I --,.~ x(~) (f • t) 
a a a 
extends to a unique automorphism 
of G 7f,k If k is algebraically closed then every diaeonal 
automorphism can be realised as conjugation by a semi-simple element , 
Le. an inner automorphism. 
(3). Inner automorphisms . 
(4). Graph automorphisms. Let £ be an indecomposable root system and 
~ an angle-preserving permutation of the fundamental roots such that 
~ ;6 1 • If all roots are equal in length , then ~. extends to an 
automorphism of ~ • If not , and p = ( a , a ) / ( b , b) for a 
long and b short, then ~ must interchange long and shvrt roots and ~ 
extends to a permutation of all roots which also interchanges long and 
short roots , and is such that the map 
an isomorphism of root systems • Let 
p : {aal .... _-+. ~ a for 
" ~ ~ p~a for 
k be a field and let 
a 
a 
long 1-~s 
short 
G 7r,k be 
constructed from a simple Lie algebra g with root system ~ . If -two 
root lengths occur, then we assume that k is perfect of characteristic p. 
If g is of type D2n , then we must assume that ~ (.6..71 ) ~ ~7':. 
Then there exists an automorphism Q of G and signs ~ a (such that 
. E = I if ± a ~ T( ) such that 
a 
Q x (t) 
a 
if a is long or all roots are of one length 
if a is short 
NOTE. Referring to i4. 2 , we see that if S is of type D2n and 
~ = 7t2 ' then Q: G 7l'2,K--"';to~ G7t'3,K is the isomorphism mentioned 
• 
since C) (A ) = l:::. Hence , such groups have only the i denti ty as 
" 7t2 1t3 
graph automorphisms . (We always include the possibility of the identity 
graph automorphism. ). 
Now we want to consider the groups G of fixed points under 
<:! 
~ < Aut(G) , and Steinberg has shown (201 that a = i.d.f.g , where 
i ~ Inn(G) d ( Diag,G) f £ Field(G) and g E Graph(G) • 
In the case of G~ K 
, 
Inn(G) and Diag(G) are uninteresting 
since their fixed-point groups are group centralisers of certain elements 
of G • However, f on its own gives a Chevalley group of the aame type 
but over a different field, (as we saw in the introduction) and such 
groups are the finite groups of (normal) Chevalley type which we shall 
discuss in Chapters 3,4 and 5 • Similarly , g on its uwn gives G 
o 
as:. 
an embedding of a Chevalley group of one type in another Chevalley group 
of different type , e.g. Sp (K) 
n 
If 
we take ~ to be a certain combination of f and g , then we get ne~ 
simple groups - the Steinberg groups of Chapter 6 , and the Suzuki and 
Ree groups of Chapter 7 , i.e. the group Go is a finite group of 
twisted type • An example is the embedding of su (q) 
n 
.' 
We have the following identification with the Classical groups:-
TABLE 1.1. 
~ ad sc 7\1 
At PSLt +l SLt.+l 
B~ PS02t+l= S02t+l Spin2l+1 
Ce PSP2t SP2t 
Dt PS02t Spin2l SOn 
2A 
t PSUl +l 
I 
SU'+l 
2D 
~ 
P!'l2t 
NO~ES. (1) 7t, is defined in Proposition 4.3. 
(2) n is the commutator subgroup of the orthogonll group leaving 
invariant a quadratic form of index.l relative to K and index ,I. -~) 
relative to ~ 
o 
~1.3. The Basic Theorem and its consequences. 
An essential part of our work rests upon the following important 
extension of a theorem of Lang (191 
Theorem 1.1. Let G = G K be semi-simple and r:J an endomorphism of 71', 
G onto G such that Gr:J is finite. Then the map f: x ... , --.~ x. r:J( x)-l 
of G into G is surjective o 
Under these conditions, we can show that ~ fixes a Borel subgroup 
B and a maximal torus T contained in B • Also , any two such couples 
are conjugate in Ga. Now, since C1 fixes N, it follows that a 
fixes Wand we have a natural action of . (1 on W. If G is 
semi-simple, then we can show that the Bruhat decomposition exists for 
N(1 etc. in place of W, N etc. 
Since K is algebraically closed, we know that all maximal tori of 
G(K) are conjugate. However, in the case of a finite field K , the 
o 
si tuation is described in Theo,rem 1.2. , where h (G , T) is the set of 
C1 
G
C1
-conjugacy classes of the C1 -fixed maximal tori of. G • 
Theorem 1.2. Let G and a be as in Theorem 1.1. Then :-
(a). G contains a maximal torus fixed by ~; 
(b). If T is such a torus and W = NIT is its Weyl group, then there 
is a 1-1 correspondence Q: Hl( C1 , W ) ----...)' h( GO'", T) ; 
(c). If Cf fixes each element of W, i.e. commutes with the action. of 
w on T , then the classes ~( G , T ) 
Cf 
correspond to the conjugacy 
classes of W. . D 
. For a proof of this and other results above, we refer to (21). 
Definition 1.2. 
correspondingly 
wi th n 
w 
"Twi sting" • 
n EN. 
w 
Hence 
Let T be as in Theorem 1.2. W E W and 
By Theorem 1.1. , there exists some g ~ G 
Cf fixes the maximal torus 
Also , every Cf-fixed maximal torus can be obtained in this way by 
"bTisting" by some w.c. W • For , suppose that Tl is fixed by (j. 
Then for some G Hence , normalises T , 
and so corresponds to some wl ~ W This is the correspondence Q in 
Theorem 1.2. (b) ; see [19] 
If we identify T' , above, with T according to the isomorphism 
i g then the original action of a on T' is equivalen·t to that of w a o 
on T • For if t ~ T , and correspondingly t' ( T' such that 
i (t) = t' , then :-g 
ig 0 (w 0 a)(t) = i (w a)o i _let') = goo g 
Hence the following diagram commutes :-
T -------)J. T' WO~! :: .l. cr 
(j i (t) () g 
If we replace w (by an element equivalent to it in Hl ( cr , W ) , then. 
this amounts to replacing 
For if 
on T. 
w cr by something conjugate to it under W.· 
o 
for w' { W , then w' •. (w cr). 
o 
If we let G , (j, T , be as in 'l'heorem 1. 2 , then we denote the induced 
action of (j on X( T) , the (discrete) character group of T, by (1'* • 
If u £ X(T) = Mor(T, Kit) , then we write the image of t ~ T under 
u as t
U 
'. and w acts on X(T) by 
Since aCT) = T , we can consider 
u 0 (jT "is an automorphism of X( T) • Thus 
, where 
<11 T' so that 
tcr(u) = (f' (t)U 
tt (j , mapping u to 
for t E T 
1.10. 
and u ~ X(T) , and this action extends to X(T)R = R ~ z X(T) , the real 
extension of X(T) • From now, V = X(T)R • 
Now the isomorphism i from g T to, T' induces , naturally , the 
dual isomorphism g* X(T' )I---+-~ X(T) defined by 
U' ~ X(T') and t E T • ' Hence , * *( I) to' .w.g u = 
t~(u') = (gt)u' 
(i . (T (t»U' 
g.nwo 
=( i () 0'( t) ) 0' g 0 
u l for all t ~ T u' E: X(T') and so 
for 
the action of 0'* on X( T' ) is that of 0-* w on X( T) • 
o 
Thus the 
following diagram commutes :-
Also, i extends naturally to an isomorphism from N = N(T) to g 
N'=N(T') Hence on T and -1 g.n.g = nl .tl. 
w W 
n (N and n I E. N I , and ::.::ome tiE.. T' • 
w w 
for 
Finally, we make the convention that if T is a fixed, ~-fixed' 
maximal t.orus of G, and T' is obtained from T by twisting by w: E.. W '., 
then we denote T' by T , Md also 
w 
T 
w 
With the above notation, we have the following (191 :-
Proposition 1.3. (i) Suppose that G is simple and that T is a fixed 
K -split maximal torus ofG • 
o 
Let ~ be a combination of a field 
automorphism ~ and a graph automorphism ~ as in § 1. 2. where we allow 
~ to be the identity Then a = q l:., for some q > 1 and some 
i some try "z: of V. 
1.11. 
(ii) Further, given any a -fixed torus T' of G, we can find w ~ W 
such that T' = T , and the action of 0-* on X( T' ) is given by 
w 
(iii) If ~ is the identity graph automorphism, then G~ is a finite 
group of normal Chevalley type, and ~ is the identity. Then , the set 
b(G~, T) is in 1-1 correspondence with the set jb(W) of conjugacy 
classes of Wunder ·the action of twisting • 
Proof. (i) Since G is simple , then ~ is an indecomposable root 
system • Now if all the roots of ~ have equal length , then ~ is an 
automorphism of ~ and an isometry of V • For T we may take the 
maximal torus generated by the h (t) , as in §1.1. , and we let 
a 
'i 0... ..... --1"~ cq be the Frobenius automorphism of K • 
Let t E. T so t :::: n h (t) for some t E. K Then 0- acts a(n a a a 
on T by oi t) = ~h a~ (t q) • Now a a let u tAn. Then 
t attu = C1' (t) U :::: !Itt t a qu(h~a) .:::: 7\ t q ~u(ha) aE. 7\ a • However , 
'* tC1' u = 7T t (j'*u(ha) and this must be true for all ~E7\ a ' t E T , i. e. for all 
t € K 
a 
Hence * O"U= and on X(T) Since ~ is an 
isometry of V .in this case, the result follows with 'l::.. = ~. 
On the other hand ,. if roots of different lengths occur , then the map 
fa, ~ ~a for a long 1 ~: for short is an i somQrphi sm of root systems al ') p~a a 
for p = ( a a ) / ( b , b ) if a is long and b is short • However 
is not'an isometry of V. Now , in such a case , we shall show in. 
-
1.12. 
Chapter 7 that we must restric~ K to fields of a certain type , viz. 
o 
such that Ko has characteristic p = ( a , a ) / ( b , b) as above, 
and also that 2m+l p for some Then we mus t take ¥ 
m 
to be the automorphism '(/ : c .... --.,. cP for C E K , since has 
order 2 in this case • Now A" = A ad for such case~ , whatever 
the vaiue of '7t as we shall see in Chapter 7 Thus :-
{
Xa(t)\ 
C1' : 
x (t)t-t-...... 
a 
m 
~ x (tP ) if a E 7\ is long (a 
m+l defines C1' on 
~ x (tP ) if a ~ 1\ is short 
~a 
generators of G •. 
Suppose that u E ~_ and that p acts on 7\. in cycles C. = (a .. b.) 
"" 1 11 
of order 2 , with ai long and b. 1 short • 
that hO'*U C = 
m m+l m < '- m+l '-
(h (tP) h (tP »)u __ t P ' u,~ ....... tP • <u,a.....- • b a' ab a - b 
Also, h
d'u ~;_ 
c - t
<d*u, b> 
• b ' and this must be true for all 
t t b' 
"c.a = P • ta = P • Similarly , 
<rru ,b,> = < m+l > < m+t '-P .u, a = p. l:U , b / where 
"C b = P -t. ~ b = p -t . a m+t ./ oM Let q = p , so '" C1' U - q. u 
for all a IE T( . Hence, cr*u = q. "Cu for all u· e ~ 1t , and so 
it X( T) (T = q. 'l::. on . 
Now (ta , 1:.a ) = P ( b b ) = ( a , a ) , if a E. Tt.. is long 
and b = ~a and ('l:.b , ~b ) -1 ( a ) ( b , b ) Hence , , = p a , = 
1.13. 
't: is· an isometry of V, and ~ 0" = q."1:. for some . q "> 1 and isometry 
"t:, in all cases • 
(ii). We have seen from Definition 2.that given any a-fixed maximal torus 
T' of G , we can find w £ W such that T' 
== 
T 
w ' 
and then the action of 
CT on T' is that of w C! 
0 
on T • Further , the action of 0"" on X(T') 
is that of O"~ w on X( T) , ie. of q.'l:w 
o 
Since replacing w by an 
equivalent element in RI(O", W) amounts to replacing * 0" W by an element o 
conjugate under W , and since ~ (w) is equivalent to w, we can take the 
action of cr" on X(T') to be that of ~..tt' -1 WofJ wow 
o 
, ie. q.wt on X(T) 0 
(iii). If e is the identity , then 0- (t) = t q for all t £ T • 
Hence , W 0- (t) = w (tq) == w(t)q = CT' w. (t) for all w £ W 
o 0 
Hence ([' 
commutes with the action of W on T and by Theorem 1.2(c) , the bijection 
Q: '(W)-~)l:(GC!, T), since ~(o-, vi) = ~(W) 0 
o 
Defini tion 1.3. Following Proposi tion 1. 3 , we say that the triple 
( ::(., X , 'C.) of a root system in V, a lattice X = ATCin V and an 
isometry ~ of V, is the ~ of (G 0") , and that q is the 
parameter of (G, 0-) 0 
PropOSition 1.4. Assuming the notation and situation of Proposition 1.3. , 
with X == X(T") and (~, X ,1:) the type of (G, 0') , we have :-
w 
(a) • T is in duality with, and hence isomorphic to X / (~- I)X 
w 
Thus the matrix (0"* - I) is a relation matrix for the group T 
w 
(b). If f wt: (t) is the characteristic polynomial of W~ on X(Tw)R' 
then the order of T is 
w 
1.14. 
Proof. (a). Consider 0:* (modulo p) relative to X, ie. the action of 
0"* on X{pl = X®z zp , the localisation of X at p • Then , by 
Lemma 1.3. cI m = qm , where m is the order of Wl:,. E <W , ":t.)- = W*. 
Hence, if '"' n is the exponent of W, then (modulo p) , and 
? is nil!potent on X{p} 
Now" if (0"* - I)u = 0 for u E X [p} ,then ~u = uand 
(~~ U= U • Hence, u = 0 , so that (0"* - I) is injective an X{p} • 
Consider the exact sequence X (~- I},.X Tt > X / (<1* - I)X--.~ 0 • 
Then the following sequence is also exact :-
X ( 0"'* - I) ~ X {p} {p\ 
, 
n Now, 
(0"* - I). is injective on X{p\ ' so that the following sequence is short 
exact:-
( cr-~ - I) 
)0 X{p} 
7r' )(X / (0"*- I)X){p\--~~O. 
But is finite so that (0"* - I) is an isomorphism on X{p} and so 
~' is the zero map. 
Hence , (X / (0"*- I)X)® Z = 0 p 
isomorphic to a direct sum of cyclic groups 
cince z ~ Z is isomorphic to 
m n 
Now X / (0"* - I)X is 
z , for integers 
qi 
p) = 1· for all 
Hence X / (O"'-lt - I)X has fini te order prime to p 
i • 
By the elementary divisor theorem, and by choosing compatible bases 
for X and (0"'* - I)X , we have f X / (0-* - I)XI = Idet(O"* - I) I 
Under the duality between X and T , the annihilator of (O"'*"- I)X in 
w 
T is isomorphic to the dual of X / (0''' - I)X 
w 
1.15. 
Since the latter is 
a finite abelian group which has order prime to_ p, it is isomorphic to 
i ts own dual • 
However , the annihilator of (er*- I)X in T -is just 
w 
T 
w 
For, 
if t £ T and t annihilates (er* - I)X then for all 
w 
u € X Thus (o{t).t-l)U = 1 for all u E X Hence aCt) = t and 
t E. T 
w 
Converseley , if t £ T , then t annihilates 
w 
(a*-I)X. 
Thus, Tw is isomorphic to X / (aM - I)X , and I Tw 1= 'det(O''' - 1)1· 
(b). Since M-er = q.w"C. 
Now ( Wl:) is an isometry 
(Wl:)-l = t( wt:) Thus 
, 
, 
on 
of 
ITwl 
X(Tw)R then ITwl = Idet(q.w~- 1)( • 
XCTw)R so that Idet W1:.f = 1 
= Idet(q.1 - (w~)-l)I.ldet(w~1 
= fdet t( qI - w~ I = If w1:o( q)J 
and 
o 
Hence , the characteristic polynomial of W"C. evaluated at q yields 
the order of Tw' and the corresponding matrix (q.(w~~ I) is a 
relation matrix. for the group T
w
' where A is some basis of X (Tw) = f::l.7f. 
All the groups T corresponding to some ~lass h ~ HI(er , W) form a 
-w 
conjugacy class of maximal tori of Ga by Theorem 1.2. , and hence have 
the same structure Thus we need only determine the relation matrix 
(q. (w'e'~ - I) for a representative w from each class of 1 H (0' , w) in 
order to determine the structure of the maximal tori of Go-
Now, T is an abelian group with -e generators and vIi th relation 
w 
matrix (q. (wr).t\. - I) This relation matrix is equivale~t to a diagonal 
1.16. 
matrix D, in the sense that there exist integral , uni-modular matrices 
x , Y such that X. (q~ (w~h - I). Y = D • According to the theory of 
abelian groups, [241, if D = diag(e~ ,e2 ' ... ,e..t) , then these_ ei 
are called the elementary divisors of T , and T is isomorphic to the 
w w 
direct product of cyclic groups xC, where 
ek 
{ e1 , ••• , ek 1 are the non-unit elementary divisors of T w Hence, we_ 
must determine those elementary divisors corresponding to a representative 
w of each class of HI(a,W) , by diagonalising the matrix (q.(w~~ - I) 
over Z. 
Notation. By the above we mean that given an integral matrix A which 
is a relation matrix for a group G , we reduce A to a diagonal matrix 
(or diagonalise A) in order to find the elementary divisors of G (wa 
freely make use of also calling these the el'ementary divisors of A) • 
This reduction process involves the use of elementary transformations of 
the matrix A • We use the following transformations:-
(i). ar. to r. for i:#=j . This amounts to replacing the g~nerator 
~ J 
Rj of G by R.+a R. , where aE. Z , and is the o_pera tion of replacing J l. 
.th 
of A by adding times the .th to the .th J row a l. row J row. 
(ii). f x r. , where e. is a uni t of Z, ie. replacing the generator 
l. 
Ri by its inverse, which multiples the ith row of A by -1 • . 
(iii). a c. to c. for i~j • 
l. J This is the operation of replacing the 
j th column of A by adding ,a times the i th column to the j th column, 
for a ~ Z • 
1.17. 
(iv). This is when A is of the form [±l Q] 
Q AI 
and we can remove the unit elementary divisor ±l , reducing A to AI • 
Such an elementary divisor corresponds to a generator of 
redundant by A. 
T being made 
w 
Finally we denote a reduction of A by one of these transformations 
as A.-~--~~~ B , with the relevant transformation described with the arrow, 
according to the notation above. We sometimes say that B is equivalent 
to A. 
~1.4. Some results on weight lattices. 
In this section, we prove a result which reduces the number of 
cases to be considered • We let ~ be any Z-module and 
*' A* x Eo ~ and x E- ~ , then we denote If * Li = HomZ (A, Z) its dual • 
x*(x) ~ Z by 4 ' x*-> • , If LS. is another Z-module, end u is a 
linear map , . then we denote the transpose of u by t 
so tu: ~ * ___ + 1\* ) ~ such that 
Hence 
Let A be a basis of b. and 
t 
u * * * N* y t-' --lIoo,> y u for y E: ~ 
o 
for x Eo L • I*, , y* E LS. • 
V=A®R. 
z 
The matrix of u 
u , 
with respect to ~ is denoted by u~ Let ~ be a system of roots 
in V, w(:£:) the Weyl group of ~ , and let (. ) be a 
non-degenerate , symmetric bilinear form on V , which- is W-invariant. 
Then identify V with V*=HomR(v,R) = ~ ~ zR according to this form, 
ie. given y* ~ V*, there exists a unique yEo V with yit(x) = tx,y) for 
all x E. V and we identify 
1.18. 
If ~ is the weight lattice ~7( for some faithful representation 
?r of a complex, simple Lie algebra K with root system :E: , and 
u is an isometry of A with respect to ( ) , then u (= u~l) 
acts on V and hence V* t by (u(x) y).= (x , tu(y) ) , on as u , • 
Lemma 1.5. If .JC is the dual basis of A then t -1 u~ = u.ft. . 
.A = I ¥ i 1 it=l' * = f~~ ()ti ,'2t; ) = ~j ~ Proof. If then J\.. is a J 
. * basis of E. , the dual basis of A Since u is an isometry 
then (u('b'.) , u(~~) ) = (V. ,"If~) = b. j ~ J ~ J ~ 
.t 
Further, (ll()'.), u(~» = (~(1l.A)k .. ¥k ~ J k=l ~ 
= 
t ( ll.A. u~ ) ij 
Hence , and 
o 
N f L L' th . t 1 t aV ,. V* such that. ow or every a ~ ~ , ere ex~s a an e emen ~
Then v 2a a = (a,a) under the identification By [4] :. 
Lemma 1.6. then ~v is a root system in 
'* V (ia in V) and aVv = a • The map Q w (:€) --.,..~ w( -:(.v) defined by 
t -1 Q : w ... 1 --....;')~ w is an isomorphism of groups • 
Both statements follow since t . -1 w = w v , as the axioms for a 
a a 
root system are readily verified • D 
Lemma 1.7. Let AV L-l. ad be the Z-module generated by the root system 
~v • 
1.19. 
Proof. This follows since 6. = {XE. V 
sc 
(x,Y') E. Z for all y~€. ~v ad1. 
D 
If K is a simple Lie algebra with root system ~ , then let KV 
denote a simple Lie algebra with root system ~ v. By Lemma 1.7 , if 
D.. c. A c:. A , then A v ~ A* :J A v d Hence, if 
ad sc ~sc ~ ~ a 
~ = ~7t for some fai thful representation "7t" of K , then 
.L::: = ~ .... -M for some faithful representation ~* of v 
" .K 
If ~ is not of type Bl or C~ 
'
the. n L'v = ~, so A = gd ' 
.-::::..., <, ~sc a 
and the map Q of Lemma 1.6 becomes the identity when induced to 
Q : k(W)-~"'~J:(W) , since Q is the identity. 
L' ~v However, if ~ is of type B~ , then  is of type Also 
wV is isomorphic with W and Q: ?:(W)--"")r~(Wv) is the identity 
Lemma 1.8. Let q E Z and wE W • Then AI '::! (qw-I).6. - ~I (qw-I)~ • 
Proof. It suffices to show that (q. w~ - I) and (q. ~ - I) are . 
equivalent in the sense of the previous section. We know , by [6] • 'that 
w is conjugate to -1 w in W. Since Jdet wl= I for w ~ Wand w 
is known to be integral [4] it follOWS that there exists an integral 
unimodular matrix -1 -1 wi th Xl • w.J\. • Xl = w....\.. 
Suppose that X (q.wJ\..- I) • Y = D, "There X, Yare integral 
unimodular , and D is a diagonal matrix Then 
(X Xl) • (q w;.l - I) • (XiI Y) = D 
Hence, (X Xl) • (q.tw"A!' - I) • (XiI y) = D, by Lemma 1.5 , 
1.20. 
so 
Thus, (q.w~ - I) and (q.w~ - I) are equivalent to the same 
diagonal matrix and the result follows. o 
Gi ven the group) G7( ,K corresponding to the triple [Ii ,7C', K 1", we" 
let v G 7t'* ,K be the Cheval ley group corresponding to the triple 
Corollary 1.8. If T (resp. T*) is a maximal K -split torus of 
o 
G1(" K (resp. G V7(H ,K) , and w is a representative of some element of , 
);(vT) then ,., oM and the structures of the tori are identical , Tw = TQ( w) , so 
in the groups G7r,K(Ko) and G v7t* ,K(Ko) 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.4 since T ~.lY( q. w - I)~ 
w 
o 
This means that we do not have to determine the structure of the 
maximal tori of v G 7'(ft K separately • For example , if ~ is not of" 
type or 
identical • 
C t 
, 
, then the results for G (K) 
ad,K 0 
This is discussed in Chapter 4 • 
.§1.5. A result on normalisers of maximal tori. 
and G - (K ) 
sc,K 0 are 
We conclude this chapter with a result concerning the normalise~ of a 
maximal torus Tw in Ga In Chapter 8 , we note that in considering 
the representation theory of the finite groups we are interested in. 
NG (iE,) / Tw which is ahlays isomorphic to Wa 
cr 
maximal torus • 
Let T be a a'-fixed 
1.21. 
Lemma l~. Let Tw be a maximal torus of G obtained from T by 
twisting by w f W , and let be the class containing w. 
Let W be the Weyl group of G relative to T 
w 
Then there is a 
bijection 
W I W~(--~~ h (1'. w 
Proof. We know that (f acts on W as conjugation by w-z; , so that 
WO' = { wI ' 
= {WI t 
Thus the map 
bij ection • 
W (w'\: )-~wl. (w 'C.) 
W wI. w. O'(wl)-l 
Q:W/W-~~h 0' W 
= wl \ 
= w 1 . 
such that w' • w __ ..... w'. w. 0'( w' )-1 
(J' 
This follows from the Orbit-Stabiliser Theorem. 
o 
is a 
This bij ection is in fact a generalisation of the bijection bet.ween 
and C 
w 
where Cw( w) is the centraUser of w. in. Vi and 
C is the conjugacy class of W containing w. 
w 
This is the special case 
of the Lemma when 0' is just a field automorphism of K , in \.,hich case 
W(j is isomorphic with Cw(w) Although we cannot in.general say what the 
structure of W 0" is , we do know that in the case when w. is in the 
Coxeter class of. W , then d:W(w) is a cyclic group of order h, the 
Coxeter number of W, see (6] Furthermore , in. groups of small order 
viz. those di scussed in Chapter 7 , we are a.ble by virtue of Lemma 1.9 to 
state the order of the group W~ corresponding to the maximal torus 
of GO'. 
CHAPTER 2. Conjugacy classes in the Weyl group. 
Let G = G7t',K be a simple Chevalley group , and let w be the 
corresponding Weyl group • Suppose now that ~ is the field automorphis~ 
of G induced by the Frobenius automorphism of K , so that ~ is the 
identity. Then G is a finite group of (normal) Chevalley type, and 
Cf 
we have seen in Proposition 1.3.(iii) that, in this case, the classes 
HI(CI , W) are just the conjugacy classes &(W) of W. Hence, in 
order to determine the structure of the maximal tori T of G , we need 
w CT 
only consider twisting the fixed K -split maximal torus 
o 
T by a 
representative from each conjugacy class of W, and to diagonalise over 
Z the matrix (q. w.A,. - I) • Also the ~-fixed maximal tori of G are 
just the K -maximal tori , ie. those defined over K 
o 0 
Hence , we need a uniform ~escription of the conjugacy classes of the 
various Weyl groups, and this has been discussed by R.W. Carter in [6] , 
where he describes the conjugacy classes of W by using its structure as 
a reflection group , hence obtaining a uniform description • We pres~nt 
a brief summary of this work in § 2.1. • 
To determine the elementRTy di visors of T , we need to consider the 
w 
matrix of w with respect to 8. sui table basis A of A"K 
.' In fact , 
great care should be taken to ensure that A is a basis of b. 7l and not a 
basis of V which generates some Z-module in V other than ~7r' in 
which case it follows from Lemma 1.4 that (q.w~- I) is not a relation 
matrix for Tw In § 2.2 , we show how we can find a suitable basis 
! of h. ad from the description of § 2.1 , for which the matrix.. \i~ 
is readily obtainable • Due to the results of Chapter 1 (principally 
Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8) , it turns out that we need only consider 
A7t for it = ad • 
In § 2.3 , we consider some examples of i f~om §2.2 , and in ~ 2.4. 
we discuss certain automorphisms of W. Finally, § 2.5 contains a 
discussion of why we are forced to consider all the conjugacy classes of W 
and not just those contained in no Weyl subgroup , as described in S\ 2.1 
and 2.2. 
The material in this chapt~r is aimed principally at Chapter 5 , 
although we do use the results and ideas in other chapters. 
§2.l. Description of the conjugacy classes of W. 
Referring to [61 ,we see that the basis of the work rests upon the 
fact that one can express w £ W as a minimal-length product of reflections 
. 
of W, ie. • w with k 6 t , and then split the 
r k 
correspondil1g set of roots ! ::: {rl , ••• , rk 1 into ~wo subsets of mutually 
orthogonal roots , so that W ::: (w • ••• • w ) • ( w • •• • w ) is a 
a l ah ~+l ~. 
product, of two involutions • Corresr;ondingly , we define a graph r with 
k nodes, where two nodes a and b are joined by a bond of strength 
nab' nba ' where nab = 2(a,b).(a,a)-1 • Then , r represents the 
conjugacy class of w, and the admissible graphs corresponding to all 
elements w ~ W can theu b~ determined , as in [61 In f ac t , it is 
only necessary to determine those admissible graphs r' for which the 
corresponding conjugacy class is not contained in any Weyl subgroup 
W' of W, and these are tabulated in. [61 There is not a 1-1 
correspondence between conjugacy classes and admissible graphs , and this 
breakdown is discussed fully in [6] 
If Aw is the matrix. with coefficients n a.a. 
~ J 
in the position 
(i,j) , which corresponds to w , then A 
w 
is determined by r to 
within alterations obtained uy replacing certain roots by their negatives, 
provided we know which nodes of ~ correspond to long roots and which to 
short roots Hence , care must be taken in assigning signs to the bonds 
a task made easier by the result that a subgraph of r which is a' cycle 
contains an even number of nodes , and an odd number of acute angles between 
roots adjacent in ~ Also , the characteristic polynomial of w is 
determined by r Now, if w is as above, with ~ split as 
. .. , and we order the roots in this way , 
then they are linearly independent and so span a subspace U Of V = .~ 
of dimension k 
Proposition 2.1 
Aw = [
2 Ih 
C 
respect to the 
Then, it is shown in [61 , that :-
The matrix A is a block matri~ 
w 
: IkJ· and also the matrix, wi 
rc - Ih (ordered) basis i' is - C 
, of w on U with 
B IkJ 
0 
~. Choosing a basis of ~ad • 
We have already mentioned the importance of choosing a suitable basis 
.J\. of Aad ' and in order to empl'oy the above result for obtaining the 
matrix of the action of w on Aad ' we must ensure 'that i is a 
basis of ~ ad ' (which it certainly need not be , even when rank"i =.e.) • 
Now, a natural basis of Aad is any fundamental system of roots 7\ 
and we must consider the matrix E~ corresponding to the change of basis 
of V from 7\ to ~ In order that ~ be a basis of Aad it is 
necessary and sufficient that the matrix E ~ be integral and unimodular • 
In fact , since ~ is contained in ~ d ' it is only necessary to check 
. a 
that E~ is unimodular. Hence, in order to employ the result of 
Proposi tion 2.1 to obtain the matrix wi' as the action of w on A ad ' 
we must check that the corresponding E~ is unimodular for every 
i -type of W. 
Certainly E 1: will not be unimodular in the case when rank 'I" <:: t' , 
fo~ then U has dimension strictly less than that of V. Even if 
rank :f = .f it does not always happen thc.t E:i is unimodular (e.g. in 
However ,we do have :-
Proposition 2.2. If ~ corresponds to a conjugacy class of W which is 
not contained in any Weyl subgroup WI of W, then the corresponding 
matrix E'i" is unimodular. 
Proof. For every root system ~ , W(~) has at least one conjugacy 
class which is not contained in any Weyl subgroup', viz. the Coxeter class, 
where ~ is jus t 7\ (For more details see [4) .). Hence , in 
this case, EI is the identity matrix and the result follows trivially. 
If ~ is of type At ' B,t , Ct or G2 , then there are no 
conjugacy classes satisfying the hypothesis of the Pro.posi tion , apart 
from the Coxeter class • In those cases , we use methods other than 
those employing the result of Proposition 2.1 •• Similarly , we use other 
methods for £ of type D" although we do prove the Proposition for 
this case In fact the remainder of the proof follows a "case - by - case". 
:!' 
treatment , and we consider the list of ~ -types , corresponding to 
conjugacy classes of W not contained in any Weyl subgroup and excluding 
the Coxeter class, which appears in [6] We call such a i-typo 
a semi-Coxeter type . In these cases, except for types E7(a4) , 
one root from ~ , and replacing it by another root such that r becomes 
the Dynkin diagram r' of the group W, the new system i' remains 
linearly independent and assumes the property that the scalar product of 
any two of its elements is non-positive. Hence , this new system it 
becomes a fundamental system, 7t say Then we can check that Ei 
is unimodular by checking that in the expression for the removed root in 
terms of the elements of 7\ , the coefficient of the new root is ± 1 • 
Then , 
, which is unimodular • 
to replace more than one node of r to make r' the Dynkin di agram 
of W. Hence, it will be necessary to compute the determinant of E§ 
directly , to check that E ~ is unimodular • 
We omit the details of this" case - by - case" treatment, but we 
gi ve two examples of the method in § 2.3. • o 
Hence, by Proposition 2.2, we may use the result of Proposition. 2.1 
to obtain the matrix of the action of w. upon ~ad ' in the case 
where ~ is a semi-Coxeter type Then we can find the elementary 
divisors of the group T for a representative 
w 
w of the conjugacy class 
corresponding to. ~ ,by diagonalising the matrix. (q. wi I) over Z. 
In fact, as we shall see in Chapter 5 , the matrix (q.w~ - I) is 
diagonalisable over the ring Z[ql of polynomials in q in every case 
except one • This exceptional case occurs in groups o£ type ES ' and 
is dealt w'ith in § 5.5 .• 
Before proceeding with the details of the proof of Proposition 2.2 
we give an eJ\.ample of the need to take care over the choice of basis for 
A in the case of ~ad ! -type D..e (a) , l .... here a particularly simple 
expression for wi can be found by considering the action of w ~nth 
respect to an orthonormal basis , Sf , of V However, E J. is not 
unimodular in this case and' , in fact , if this basis is considered 
then one can show that Tw is isomorphic to for 
i = j+l , which is inconsistent with the result obtained by considering 
the matrix. w~ , with respect to a fundamental system)r\ , and 
certainly inconsistent with the isomorphism between \f(~) and W(D3.) • 
NOTES. (1). Since we must take care of the lengths of roots, we make 
the notation that in any graph ~ ,. , we denote long roots by nodes of 
the form • , and short 'roots by nodes of the form o. If r 
represents a class of a Weyl group W whose root system ~ has roots 
of two lengths , and the system ~ corresponding to r has all its roots 
of the same length , then we denote ~ by X if the roots are long and 
'V 
by X if the roots are short , where X is the type of ~ 
(2). Although the results for the classical groups could be derived 
entirely in terms of root systems, as explained above, we find it more 
convenient to follow [61 and to use the language of permutation groups 
in Chapters 3 and 4 . 
~. Examples of the methods to prove Proposition 2.2. 
(i) F4(al ) . r r' 
<> r l r3 • '>-----0 Pl P2 P3 p* 4 r 2 
A system of roots ~ wi th graph r is:-
{ ei ' is an orthonormal basis of XR • 
A system of roots 7\ , wi th graph r is :-
Then r 4 = P2+ 2P3+ P4 ' and, since the coefficient of P4 is +1 , the 
change of basis from ! to Tt is integral unimodular. 
(ii). Ea(aa) • r r' 
r 2 
r 4 
p'* 
1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
pM 
7 
r* pM 7 a 
r5 r6 
In this case , we must replace the three nodes r l , r7 ' ra • A system 
of roots "i with graph r is 2' = i r i 1 ~=l ' and a system of 
fundamental roots 7'( Wi th graph r' is 7\ = {Pi 1 ~=l ' where :-
r 2 = P2 = e2 - e3 
r3 = p . = e3 - e4 2' 
r 4 = P4 = 
e4 - e5 
r5 = P5 = e5 - e6 
r6 = P6 = e6 +. e7 , 
Then we find :- r l = -Hel + e2 - e -3 e4 + e5 + e6 + e7 + ea ) , 
r 7 =-Hel + e2 - e3 - e4 - e5 - e6 - e7 - e8 ) 
ra = -Hel of: e2 + e3 - e4 - e5 + e6 - e7 - ea ) • 
Thus , r 1 = -P3 - 2P4 - 2P5 - P6 - P7 - Pa ' 
r7 = PI + 2p + 2 2P3 + 2P4 + 2P5 + P6 + P7 + Pa ' 
ra = PI + 2P2 + 3P3 + 3P4 -I- 3P5 + 2p + P + 2p 6 7 a 
If we order i" into two mutually orthogonal subsets as 
fr1 ' r3 ' r5 r7 r 2 ' r· 4 r6 r8 1 and 7\ as 
i P1 P8l then -1 • w.,. E.. ' where P3 ' P5 P7 P2 ' P4 ' P6 w7r = E. 
o 0 0 1 000 1 
-1 1 0 2 000 3 
-2 0 1 2 0 0 0 3 
-1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
E = 000 210 0 2 , and det ~= 1 • 
:i' 
-2 0 0 2 0 1 0 3 
-1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 
-1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
Similarly, we can check that, for each ~-type satisfying the 
hypothesis of Proposition 2.2, the matrix E"I.', is unimodular. Hence we 
have proved Proposition 2.2, which we use in Chapter 5 
~. Some automorphisms of W. 
In this section , we combine the work of Carter described in the 
previous sections and a result of Burnside ,to obtain a useful result. 
Let ~ be any irreducible root system in a real vector space V, and 
let A(~) be the group of all automorphisms of V which leave ~ 
invariant. Further , let 7\ be a fund~mental system for ~ and 
D(:€) the subgroup of A( ~) formed by elements leaving 7\ invariant. 
Then by (4] 
~emma 2.3 w(:::€.) is a normal subgroup of A(~) , and A(~) is the 
semi-direct product of W(::E:) by D(~) • Moreover, D(~) is the 
group of automorphisms of the graph of ~ , which is thus isomorphic to. 
Proof. If a ~~ and t ~ A(~) , then Since 
( 
2.10. 
w(~) is genera ted by the set f wa a E. ~ \ ' it follows that 
w(~) -<l A(~) • Now t transforms 7\ into another fundamental system 
7\' , and , since W(::E:) opera tes simply transi ti ve1y on the set of 
fundamental systema, t can be written uniquely as w.d for w ~ w(~) 
and d Eo D(:::€) • Hence A(::e) = W(~).D(~) 
Finally, since the graph of ~ has nodes in 1-1 correspondence with 
the elements of J1C, it follows easily that D(~) is the group of 
automorphisms of this graph • 
Now let 1: E: D(-:e) Then 1: acts on W(~) by conjugation in. 
A(~) , and let ord(-e) = b Then "t: corresponds, by i1.2, to a 
permutation ~ of ~ • 
Lemma 2.4. 7\ acts on ·the set .-b(W), as a permutation of order b , by 
permuting the set of admissible graphs • 
Proof. Since 7\ E Aut( W) , then Ir acts on the set l: (W) by 
conjugation • We can see this action by considering how ~ acts on the 
graph ~ of a class C E ;b( W) • Let ~C have nodes representing the. 
, ... and a bond of strength 
nab.~a = 2 ~ • 2 ~ joining the node 
--a,ay 1b,bJ a to node b. Then on-
acts on the nodes of r'C by its action on ~ , and we claim that bond 
strengths are preserved. Then ~(C) has nodes representing the set 
"It" !" ={1T(al ) , ••• ,71"(~) ;"If(bl ) , ••• ;7I"(bk ) 1 
If the roots a, b have the same length then ~ = ~ is an isometry 
2.11. 
of the space they generate • So If 
a is short , and b t is long, then 'C.a = p .'1\'" a , 1 and 'C.b = p~. 7rb 
by Proposition 1.3. Hence , 
{E-t~a 1 1 1 = 2 E~'l:.b} . 2 {E~eb E72~a) 
\ 1 . 1 \ 
(p:-2-.:a , p :-2t: a) (p!eb , p"!cb ) 
= 2~ . 2~ since "C. is an isometry a,a b,b 
Hence , bond strengths are preserved , and r:( C) = "7t' ( rC) 
D 
Hence , we can see precisely how?r acts on r(W) by seeing how 7\ 
acts on the set r(W) = f ~ : C ~ '(w) ~ of adaissible graphs of W. 
Notation. If G is any group and C ~~(G) with g ~ C , we specify C 
by writing C as C if there is no ambiguity. g Otherwise , or in case 
of ambiguity, if H ~ G , we write the H-conjugacy class containing 
vIe now prove a result (due to Burnside [5] ), l'lhich proves to be 
very useful in later chapters • Let w* -:: <W , '7:.7 = w • <-c.)- • 
ProEosition 2.5. Suppose that I '(W) J = c , and that the action of 7\ 
on ):(W) leaves cl classes fixed. Then '7\ permutes the remaining 
(c - cl ) classes in orbits of length S , and the number of conjugacy 
classes of W* which are in any non-trivial coset of W in W* is just 
cl • Moreover, the total number of conjugacy classes of W is 
2.12. 
Proof. If W = {W1 , ••• , Wn 1 ' then let n = {Wlt: , ••• , wn"e} 
Then , the elements of ~ , when transformed by conjugation by any 
element of W*, are permuted amongst themselves , and so W* acts as a 
permutation group on the coset W1: = n. We suppose that n ·splits. 
into t orbits under this· action as D = Dl U··· V D t • 
Suppose w € Wand that w:€ C for some C £ ~(W) with ~.C.~-l = C • 
Then -1 'C.W.'C for some fixed j E {l, ••• ,n} , since l:.w.-r.-l E. C • 
Hence , any element En is fixed by 
Hence , there are precisely 
-1 
= w .• w.w. 
J J 
such elements w. l: E. Q . 
~ 
On the other hand , if w E. Wand W E C for some C € J;(W) with 
-1 I r'\ . -1 
"l:.C.l:. l' C , then wi~ E. }"'L is fixed by w·<::~==;}~w.wi~'w .= wiz: , 
-1 -1 ~ -<t~=:::j»?w: .• w.w. = l:.w .. ~ ~ 0,. 
~ ~ 
which is not true for any wi • Hence , no element of ~ is fixed by w. . 
Hence , when (l is acted upon by all the permutations of W, the total 
number F of fixed symbols is cl • ICI.( IwI/ICI) = cl.IWI 
Now W is transitive on each !lL i ' so consider the action of W on 
, ... , Let jl'i (w) = for 
2.13. 
and 'A.(a.) = 
~ J w.a. J 
Certainly , we know tha~ 
• 
Now 'A.. (a.) = I Sj I ' where S. = stab w( aj ) , and since W is ~ J J 
transitive on 
.eli ' we have k =IOil = Iw / Sjl for all j So 
.1 w J = k·ISjl ' and IS j I = I Sll for all j • Hence , 
k k 
~ A. (a.) = ~ISjl = k·f Sll = I w I • j=l ~ J 
Thus w?fw f'i ( w) = I w I by ("*) This is true for aJ.l .n . ~ 
so if " ( w) = I i a €: n : w. a = all ,then 
F = ~w -Yew) = =:£w (~l j.A.(w) 
w. E w t ~= / ~ 
t -~Iwl = tlwl 
4:::~ 
=·l( w).l·(W:»= ~= w E / ~ 
However , we have already seen that F , so that 
Then and 
• 
Hence c::: fixes each n. for i ~ tl, •• 0, t } 
~ 
arid so each n: is 
- ~ 
invariant under the action of any element of W~ • Hence , the sets 
, ... are just the *' W-conjugacy classes in the coset. W~. 
( This is a union of conjugacy classes since ~ is an automorphism of W.). 
n t W~· I Hence , the set ~ L = W-c. falls in 0 c1 -conJugacy c asses • Simi'larly 
W_2 &-1 lU th the other cosets '", ••• , W~ 
Finally, since ~ permutes the (c c1 ) classes of /!(W) , which 
are not fixed by 't in orbits of order b , these fuse in sets of 
2.14. 
order b to give c - c £, 1 W*-conjugacy classes , whereas the cl classes 
of ~(W) which are fixed by t remain as ~-conjugacy classes • , 
Hence the total number of W*-conj~gacy classes of \riM is 
o 
Hence, by combining Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.5 with the work 
described in §2.l , we obtain a useful result about the number of conjugacy 
classes of \'1* by considering the action of 7t on the set r (W) of 
admissible diagrams of W. In Chapter 6 , we show how this result gives 
us the number of equivalence classes in nr(a,w) when a is not a pure 
field automorphism , and we use this in Chapters 6 and 7 • Although we 
need to know representative elements of the classes of HI (O",W) in order 
to determine the structure of the maximal tori, this result does tell us 
when ''Ie have all the represeatati ves • 
§b2. Haximal tori cor~es ponding to l'le'y1 subgroups of W. 
In §2.1 , we mentioned the fact that is only necessary in the work 
of (6) to determine those admissible graphs of a Weyl group W for 
which the corresponding conjuGacy class is not contained in any Weyl 
subgroup WI of W. FurtherDore , in Proposition 2.2 , we savl that. the 
matrix E § corr'esponding to such classes is unimodular , thus enabling us 
to readily compute the elementary divisors of the maximal tori 
corresponding to these classes from the graph • 
T 
w 
Suppose that w E. WI , a proper Weyl subgroup of W of rank i' • 
Then we can choose iv' so that w, belongs to no proper Weyl subgroup of W' J 
2.15. 
and then the conjugacy class containing w has as graph an admissible 
graph r' of W' • Then the roots 'j' mentioned in § 2.1 span a 
subspace U of V of dimension i' , and the characteristic polynomial 
of w:- is f (t) = fr' (t) w . (q_1)t-
I
' , [6J. One :dght therefore expect 
.t-t' 
that Tw would be isomorphic to T'x~l where T' is w q- q~ w 
the maximal torus of the corresponding Cheva11ey subgroup G' of G. 
A1 though this ma;), be true in certain cases , one only needs to refer to 
Table 5.2 to see that this is certainly not so in general We now 
discuss this situation. Even if the above were to'be valid one would 
have to be careful of the isogeny type of G' with respect to that of G 
a problem which involves the extension problem of finite abelian groups. 
Suppose that W' is a Weyl subgroup of W of rank .t, and that 
w~ W' • Let T be a maximal torus of G~K twisted with respect to w, 
, 
and let X = X(T) If XI {x~ X : w for all w ~ w'l then = x = X 
.J. 
it easily follows that X/X' has no torsion • Hence , (X') = T' is a 
subtorus of T , see [81 , and X/XI ';!t X(T' ) . 
Now , although w acts trivially on X I , it is not clear that there 
exists a w-invariant complement of XI in X, and indeed such a 
complement does not exist in general. However, if it did , then the 
action of w on X could be represented as a block matrix [It-~I 0], 
. 0 Wi. 
where Wi is the matrix of w on the subgroup X(T') Then we should 
certainly be able to say that Tw is isomorphic to C IX .•• xC I x T' q- q- w 
Hence , we must direct our study , not only to the semi-Coxeter classes 
2.16. 
of W, but to all the conjugacy classes of W. 
A simple counter example is in the adjoint group of type A2 , where 
w is in the conjugacy class corresponding to the partition [1,21 
Then w ~ WI ~ W , where WI ~ w(~) , and by Proposit~on 3.3 , Tv ~ C 2 ' 
q -1 
which is not isomorphic with c x C ~1 ~1 
\ 
/ 
w~en q is an odd prime power • 
CHAPTER 3. Chevalley groups of Type At 
~3.1. 
-
In this chapter , we discuss the groups G-,r ,K when is a 
simple complex Lie algebra of type A~ These groups are of especial 
interest because G K ~ SL~ l(K) sc, ~+ (as groups) , and 'generally they are 
the first to be investigated with regard to conjectures, and their 
properties often bear fruit for generalisations to Chevalley groups. 
However, although these groups generally prove to be easier to handle, 
in this case the problem has not been solved completely for all cases • 
We proceed to give an account of the partial results that we have so far 
been able to obtain . 
In this situation, the isogeny class ~~ of simple groups of type 
At contains groups other than G ad,K and G sc,K . 
group 
.t6..sc / .D.ad is isomorphic to the cyclic group 
Hence , given any divisor d of (I. +1) , we can find 
that L sc ::> 4 :::> ~ad and ~ / ~ ~ Cd • sc 
there exists a faithful representation .,..d of g, 
and hence a corresponding gr01.tp G d • 
7t,K 
If 
For then the finite 
C'+l of order e+l 
a lattice ~ such 
Then , by § 1.1 , 
with ~ = I\. ~7td ., 
are faithful 
representations of g, , then the kernel of the homomorphism 
~ GI{ (K) , mentioned in ~ 1.1 , is isomorphic with the 
. 
group ~~/ A7'C modulo p-torsion • Hence , there may be some repeti.tions 
or collapsing in the groups G ,depending upon the value of 
7(d ,K 
(t+l,p) • 
If there is no collapsing , then there is a radical isogeny between 
, where Zd is the unique central subgroup of G 
sc,K 
G ~,K 
of 
order d. From now , we denote 
Lemma 3.1. The lattice ~d 
t+l 
where r l = d( el - .t !l f!t e) 
has a basis Ad = 
and r. = el-e. J. J. for 
Proof. Now 
system of type 
7\ = A. n, where A is the Cartan matrix of the root 
AI.' 1\ is a system of fundamental roots of the root 
syst€~ ~ of type Al' and ~ is the corresponding system of fundamental 
weights. Since we can diagonalise A to 
A' = [~t-l t~l] over Z by the basis theorem for abelian groups 
[24] to find a basis of A and a basis r'\, ad .l.. L of A such ~sc 
tha t T\' = A' • n . Now A' = R. A. C , "There R is the product of the 
elementary roi'; operations on A and C is the product Oi the elementary 
column operations • Hence , if 7\' = R. IT and .0.., = C-l . n, then 
-rc I = A' • fl· as required. 
is an orthonormal basis of a real vector space V, then 
we can embed ~ ad 
and realise the bases 
Recalling that 
R = .~~ .... ~~~ .... [ : I ] 1 :2 3 •.••• I 
• 
and A ~sc f .l+l .1+1. in the hyperplane ~ ~ .. e. : ~-~. =0 1, r;r J. i J.=1 J. 
TI and Oas I\=f p . = e.-e. 1: i f{l,oo.,t}l, t J. ]. J.+ 1 
A 
~e. : if {l, ... ,tl}. j=l J 
is the matrix 2 -1 0 
-1 2-1 
• Q 
o 
-1 2-1 
-1 2 
, it follows that 
Hence, for any divisor d of (l+l) , there corresponds a proper 
sublattice of ~ sc containing ~ad denoted Ad' and Ad is 
generated by the basis .AI d = {Pl,P2'·· .P/_l,dql \ 
The lemma now follows since .A.. d and AI d are integrally 
equivalent in the sense that an element of one can be expressed as an 
integral combination of the elements of the other , and vice versa • 
Explici tly , 
Conversely , p. = r. 1 ~ ~+ - r .. ~ 
r. = 
~ 
t;t p for j=l j i E {2, ..• ,ll 
o 
Hence, by Chapter 1 , we must find the elementary divisors of the 
matrix (q.wd - I) for a representative element w from each class of 
Hl(o-,W) , where wd is the matrix of the action of w on LJ. d with 
respect to the basis 
-Ado 
We have seen in Chapter 2 that in the case of the Chevalley groups 
the set 1 H (0",101) of equivalence classes corresponds to the set ,r(W) of 
conjugacy classes of W 0 ,NO~l , in groups of type A,t, W'::t ~.e+l , the 
symmetric group on (e +1) letters , and this is another reason why this 
group tends to be the first to be investigated • 
It is well known that there is a 1_1 correspondence between the 
conjugacy classes of ~t+l and parti tions of e:rl , due to Young •.. In 
fact the group W acts upon V by permutations of the basis f ei 1 f:~ 
Let A = [AI' "2' •• 0 ,At J be a general parti tion of .( +1 such that 
t 
:;:::: Ai = l +1 and "1 ~ "2 ~ ~ At. Then we denote the corresponding 
i=1 
conjugacy class of W by CA Following the work of Carter [6], 
this has a graph of the form A~ -1 + ~ -1 + ••• + A~ -1 • 
1 2 t i 
A representative element of C" is the element, . w such that :-
e~."I~e').."':1~ . 
w: / 
t---+ e ).L+">-..... ? .. ~ eo,., ... 'l ..... , 
Then w acts on A d in the following ~lay with respect to the basis 
.A .-d • , where kd = e +1 • 
Hence, the matrix (q.Wd - I) can be obtained and this reduces to the 
matrix Ld(.~) upon diagonalisation over Z, l'lhere 
~ [q\-2+ )..-3 (A.-2)q + (~.-l)J where Z = 2q~ + ••• + and 
~=l ~ ~ 
f (q) n,....l + ••• + l. We note that (q~l) Z = k f~. (q) - (l +1) (~ = q 
n i=l ~ 
The matrix Ld(~) appears to resist all attempts at a general 
diagonalisation which accounts for the incomplete results for these groups. 
However , in the next few sections , we consider some particular cases , 
beginning with the groups G sc,K 
~ . ..!.3..!.._-,T!:..!h!..::e::......t:go..;!:.r~o.=.u.t::ps~..;:..G d K and a , G sc,K • 
We consider the groups G and , equivalently because of sc,K 
Corollary 1.8 , the groups Gad,K' These groups correspond to the 
situation d = 1 , and then the matrix Ld(A) quickly reduces to the watrix" 
~'~T ... / .. I r- r-.~ . ~.. ~L . [j-, 
<\-i -I' . j . 
1'- ,~ ~.~.-~., 
! 1,,;-1 
. - j I 
i I I 
by the following operations :-
(ii) 
t+l 
~ r .. to 1. r l ' using the expression (*) 
To diagonalise this matrix Ll(~) , we need 
the following Leffima • 
Lemma 3.2. Consider the submatrix L = q~ -1 0 f"l( q) of Ll ().) , 
o 
o 
'>.2 1 q -
o 
and let vI = (~l' ~2) be the greatest common divisor of !\l and ~2 • 
Then L reduces to the matrix (q~1 -l)(g~'-l) (qVl_1) 
I 0 o 
Proof. If A2 
"1 
bl 
b 
n-2 
b 
n-l 
= al ·\' + b1 
= a2 ·b1 + b2 
= a3 ·b2 + b3 
= a.b 1 + b n n- n 
= a l' b n+ n 
( 2) to 
o 
o 
so that b = v , and 
n 1 b 1 = 0 • n+ . 
( bi-I) ] + q + 1 • Then by the sequence 
if i is odd , 
if i is even, beginning with i = 1 , 
we can reduce the L.atrix L to a matrix of the form 
L. bi 
- 1 (~2_1)( ?'l_qbi ) f b . (q) = q 1. (qbi_l) 1. 
bi +l 'A2 ).1 bi+l q 
- 1 (~-l)(q -q ) f b. (q) ( qbi +1_l ) \+1 
0 0 f,. ( q) 
t 
After the 
Hence , 
operation , we have the matrix L l' where 
n+ 
L 1 = n+ o 
(g~l_l) (9').2 -1) 
( qVl_1 ) 
, and the result follows. 
o 
o o 
o 
We are now able to solve the problem for the groups G after 
sc,K ' 
introducing some notation • Let ':A =~\,:\, .•• ,lt1 be a partition of 
(l+l) , and let v.= (').1,12",,'\) be the greatest common divisor of the 
and v. = (v. 1'~' 1) for i = 2, ..• ,s , 
J. J.- J.+ 
so that v = (v 1'" 1) = v • s s- s+ For, certainly such an s with 
1 ~ s < t exists, by definition of v. 
Proposition 3.3. Let w. be a representative element of the conjugacy 
class C). of W(Ae) , where A = ["1' "2' ••• , ~\ l .. Then, with the above· 
notation , the corresponding maximal torus T of the group 
w 
el emen tary di vi sors , when 7'\ is ad or sc, equal to : 
(ll_l~ (g').2 -I} (9 vI "3 {g vS-~12 ,l's+1_1} el = e2 = -~H 9 -I}., ... ,es = (q vI_I) (q 2_1) (q V_I) 
v-I 
+ •.• +q+l (q"s+2 -1) (qAt_I) e8 +1 = q es+2 = , ... , et = . 
has 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 , it follows that we can reduce the matrix LI(A) to 
e l = 
(q~1_11(q~2_1) obtain the first elementary divisor __ ~__ _ 
(q 1_1) 
and we are left 
with the matrix 
r-V.i ! I 
q,.~~ : 
: -~r--] -I --, -
, I , _. --_~_~v,l"l 
~~~~i-~~---~+-~--~---~~ 
1---<--1 ~r·-cI,---,---+-, --+------t~l') 
I 'I ! ~ i 
! I . i ! I~l"(~ 
-. LL.J __ L.L L~i _.1_1_,---1..--'-.. 1.. 
We can continue this process until we have obtained the first s 
elementary divisors e. = ~ 
we are left with the matrix 
for i = 2, .•. ,s Then 
since v = v • 
s 
Now if we. subtract the final column from the first column (q-l). 
times , and add the intermediate columns to the first column , then we can 
reduce this matrix to 
Now, since v = (~1'~2""'~t) , it follows from Corollary 4.6 that 
since v I Ai for all i, then fv(q)1 f~i (q) for i = 1, ••• , t and in 
particular for i = s+3, ••• ,t • Hence , by operations on the first row 
of Ll(~)~ , we can reduce the matrix to 
. «) ~s+3 ~t-l 'At) d1ag . f q , q' -l, ••• ,q -l,q -1 • 
v 
Hence, the result follows. D 
Although the results in this case are not quite as simple as oae might 
expect , in practice it is generally possible to arrange the sequence 
t 11 , ••• ,At 1 so that the sequence {vI' ••• ' v s! becomes qui te short • 
Examples (i). If ').. = [t+lJ , so that t = 1 , it follows that v = e +1 • 
Since s = 0 , it follows that there is just one elementary divisor in this 
case , viz. 
(ii). If '). = [4,6,8] , then v = 2 • Now VI = (4,6) = v , so that 
s = 1 Hence the elementary ~ivisors in this case are 
e
l 
= (g4_1)(g6_1 ) 
(q2_l) . 
2 6 
= (q +l)(q -1) , 
~~3~.~4~. ___ T~h~e~C~0~x~e~t~e~r~t~0~r~i~i~n~t~h~e~g~r~ou~p~s __ G~ 1t",K 
Consid~ring the previous results and Corollary 1.8 , the fact that 
the tori in all of the groups G
1t
,K corresponding to a particular class 
of .-t'( W) have the same order (a consequence of Proposition 1. 4) might 
seem to suggest that such tori have the same structure also. Although 
we have been unable to obtain complete results for the groups Al, we now 
consider a special case which demonstrates that the structure of the tori 
3.10. 
corresponding to some class of ~(W) does depend upon the isogeny type 
of the group concerned • 
We have discussed the Coxeter class of W in Proposition 2.2' and 
we define a Coxeter torus of G7t',K to be a maximal torus of, ~,K which 
corresponds to the Coxeter class of C (W) under the 'bij ection Q of 
Theorem 1.2. We now discuss the structure of the Coxeter tori in the 
various groups G for d 
7ld K , 
a divisor of (.t +1) , where G is of type 
-
Now the Coxeter class of W corresponds to the partition 
). = [).11 such that ).1 = (t+l) , since this is the only partition of (e+l) 
which corresponds to elements not lying in any Weyl subgroup of W 
Lemma 3.4 The matrix Ld (?) in this case reduces t6 the matrix 
[ 
q":, 1 
d-l q + .•• +q+l o 
d k-I d (q) + ••• +q +1 
Proof. The matrix Ld (~) = [q - 1 kJ 
-d z 
in this case , where 
( i -1 e -2 ( ) l) z = q + 2q + ••• + i-I q+ • 
the operation y.cl to c2 reduces Ld(~) to 
(q-l) ( d)k-l ( d)k-2 d + 1 q + q + ••• +q 
-d ( ( d)k-1' d) (d-2 d-3 () ( » q + ••• +q +1 • q + 2q + ••• + d-2 q+ d-1 
multiplying r 2 by the unit -1 of Z, this matrix reduces to 
q-l ( d)k-l d q + ••• +q +1 
d-l q + ••• +q+1 o 
o 
(~ 
3.11. 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that B - ral 0] is a relation matrix for an 
- L~ a2 
abelian group G , and that e = (al ,a2,a3) - the greatest common divisor 
Then B is equivalent (in the sensa 
-1 
of relation matrices) to the diagonal matrix diag (~1.a2.e ,e), and , 
consequently , G is isomorphic to the group 
Proof. Let a. = a! • a for i = 1,2,3 so that (ai, a2, ai) = '1 , and ~ ~ [a' :J then B = a1 . B' where B' = 1 Since the matrix e1 is in a ' 3 
the centre of the group GL2(Z) , we may just consider reducing the 
matrix B' • 
We assume that al > ° , and let a!. = (a! , a~) ~J ~ J so .that 
for i,j,k distinct. Then we proceed by induction on the modulus of the 
leading term of B' 
Suppose that at = 1 , so that 1 
Assume now that ai > 1 . 
B' easily reduces to 
Suppose first that ai3 - a ' - 1 . Then ai I a} , and B easily 
to the matrix [:i a: 1 However (ai, a2) = (I I I ) aI' a2 , a3 = 1 , so 
there exist ~,v ~ Z with u.ai + v.a2 2 1 . Hence 
[1 OJ_ [ai 0] [1 OJ. = u 1 ° a2 v 1 [ a
i 
° J ' which reduces to 
1 a2 
Suppose now that ai3 < ai ' so that there exist u,v £ Z with 
Then 
and we have reduced B' to a matrix 
u ]. [~ ail I at \3 3 ° J tal "" 13 at ° 2 
B" = (hI °b J such that Lb3 2 
reduces 
that 
3.12. 
( 
and 
X =[Xl 
x3 
We assume for our induction principle that for matrices 
wi th (Xl ,X2 '%3) = 1 and 0 <.. xl < ai ' then X is equivalent to the 
diagonal matrix [~ Xl~2] Thus , by induction B' is equivalent to 
[~ b~b2J = [~ o ] d. Thus we have found integral unimodular ai .a2 
matrices P,Q such that P.B'oQ = A • Hence , 
P.B.Q = P.(o1).p-l. P.B'.Q = 01 • A = [~ a'~'.] = ~ o 1] • 1 2 ~a2e 
The final part follows obviously • 
o 
Lemma 3.6. The Coxeter tori of the groups G (q). 
'ltd . have the structure 
,K 
C x. C , with elementary divisors 
el e2 
( 1+1 ) d'd,q-l and 
( l )-1 e2 = q +.0.+1 .el • 
Proof. By Lemmaa 3.4 and 3.5 , it follows that the matrix_ Ld(~) is 
equivalent to the diagonal matrix [e . 0 J ' where 
o (qt+ ••• +l).e-l 
(. 
( d-l . (d)k-l d ) ( ) e = q +,,0+1, q + •• o+q +1 , q-l = d,k,q-l 
If w is a representative of the Coxeter class of W, then it 
follows from §3.2 that the matrix reduces to I 0 J, 
(q + ••• +l).e-~ 
Hence the Coxeter tori have elementary divisors el = (d,t+l,q-l) and 
Example. Obviously , in the groups G 
sc,K 
that el = 1 , as we have already seen • 
d 
o 
when d = 1 , it follows 
The first non-trivial example 
(--
occurs in groups of type A3;, where ~sc /~ad ~ C4 If we let 
then there is no collapsing in the groups G d • 
7t',K 
The only 
proper divisor d of (~+l) is 2 , so that G 2 is a Chevalley group 
7t',K 
of type ~ distinct from G ad,K and G sc,K • In this case, 
el = (2,2,4) = 2 , and (3 2 )-1 e2 = 5 +5 +5+1.2 = 78 • Hence , the 
structure of the Coxeter tori of the group G / (5) is C2 ~Ci8 7r,K 
However , in the groups G (5) 
sc,K and Gad ,K(5) , the Coxeter tori have 
structure C156 ~ C4 x C39 ' as in Example (i) of § 3.3. 
li!-::5~._-..:.:A,---",-g..::;.e.:.:n..::;.e=-r;::;al:=.;~=.;· s=-a=.t.::.:i::.:o:::..;:n~. 
Finally , we discuss the case of those maximal tori of the groups 
G which correspond to the conjugacy classes of W(At ) with elements 
rrd,K 
inside a pro,per Weyl subgroup of type W(At _l ) ~ @,Q These classes 
correspond to partitions 
,--
and we may assume that '). t+l = 1 • 
~ 
in which some ').. = 1 
~ 
This amounts to assuming that the 
action of a representative element w of C~ on V leaves one 
co-ordinate axis fixed • 
Lemma 3.7. 
, 
3.14. 
Proof. From!3.2, the polynomial entry fl (q) of Ld(~) becomes 
t+1 
f ~ (q) = 1 , when '}.t+l :;::;1. Hence , by elementary operations , we may 
t+l 
remove and transpose r 1 and to the 
matrix Ld (A') I above • o 
Proposition 3.8. Let ~ be a representative element of the conjugacy 
l.-t+l = 1 • 
Wi th A defined as above and the no.tation of Propo.si tion 3.3 , the 
corresponding maximal torus 
e = e 
s+l (
V) -1 
e 2 = q -1 .e s+ 
where e = (q-1,v,d) • 
T has elementary divisors 
w 
e 
s+3 
Proof. We can proceed as in proposition 3.3 until we reech the stage 
If , as before , we subtract the final column from the second column 
(q-l) times , and add the intermediate columns to the second column , then 
3.15. 
adding the first column to the second column d times, we can reduce 
the matrix to 
L (",), = d s 
~FIII i r ! i: i;;:; ,-~ I ' 
: : I 0 ! Ii! I : r : f-'t(~ 
i : I ! ! !, L,i I ! I ! i i 
Ii' : : a,~fi ; ',' i ' : J) " ~~ I 'I i ~~~ j l' I I I I , ;. , i i r I ; : '-; .. 
, jii-i-I -r-r j I ./ I I ! I I , 
I I ! ~I', 1 " r I Ii. ! I I .: ~l' I 
! , I : ! i : i ' '~~' \' D' 
',' it ,~,-~-, _r"\-.$ .... J 
, I i II; ! I i I r ' t 
i I '~[t' i ,I i ' I: : ~' 
'-r-[-+\-- , -+-+ I ' ii, ' ,t"l-(~) 
... . ..,L,__L_-1~_.J_ I LL_LL,L ___ ,_L .. 
Proceeding as in Proposition 3.3, we can reduce this IIiatrix~ ta.· 
diag ( ~s+2 q -1, ••• , "t q -1 , L ) , where 
L = t~l f)q)] .~) 
(e,(qV_l).e-l ) By Lemma 3.5 , L reduces to diag , where 
e = (q-l,f (q),d) = (q-l, v, d) , and the result follows • v D 
We conclude' this chapter by considering the isomorphism between 
groups of type A3 and groups of type D3 • In both of these , there is 
a group G~,K distinct from Gad,K and G K sc, since 
Using the results of ~3.4 , we see that the Coxeter torus of the group of 
type A3 has the structure C x C 3 2 1 ' 
e (q +q +q+l)e-
where e = (q-1,2,2) • 
So e = 2 in the case of K having odd characteristic , and 
T ~ C2 x C 3 2 
w (9 +q +9+1 ) 
2 
/" 
I 
3.16. 
This class corresponds to the class with signed cycle-type 
in the group W(D3) under the above isomorphism , and the results of § 4.4 
show us that the corresponding torus T is isomorphic to 
w Cq+l x.. C 2 • q +1 
This does not contradict the previous paragraph since. ~q+l,q2+1) = 2 if 
q is odd However this does suggest that the result of ~3.4 may 
not be in the best form , since , in this case , the polynomial 
t t..;.l (q -:.q + ••• +q+1) 
That this does not happen ( and therefore that the results of j 3.4. 
are in the best form) is demonstrated in groups of type A3S ' where 
k = d = 6 , for the field GF(S) • Our results show that the Coxeter 
torus has the structure C2 x. Ct ' "There t = 5
36
_1 • 
8 
However , a torus 
with elementary divisors of the form ( d) (( d)k-l d) q + ••• +q+l and q + ••• +q +1 
would have a subgroup isomorphic to C6 x C6 • 
CHAPTER 4. Chevalley Groups of type B,R. C,I and D~_. 
lid· In this chapter , we consider the groups GT,K ' where is 
a faithful representation of a complex, simple Lie algebra of type 
The reason for the simultaneous t+eatment of these 
groups becomes apparent when one considers the description of the conjugacy 
classes of their respective Weyl groups , and we refer to (61 For, 
let W = W(Bt ) = W(Ct ). The elements of We Ct ) operate on an 
orthonormal basis {eili~l of XR by means of permutations and sign 
changes • Each element w ~ W dete~ines a permutation of the set 
tl, .•• ,l\ which can be expressed as a product of disjoint cycles, and if 
(jl j 2 ••• j r) is one such cycle, then w operates as 
e. '""' --~) + e. I'-'--~'" _+ e
J
. a--
J l - J 2 3 
--+ ±e j ,\---.~ ±e j 
r 1 
The cycle is said to be positive if , and negative if 
The lengths of the cycles together with their signs 
give a set of positive or negative integers called the signed cycle-type 
of" w . Two el~ments of Ware conjugate if and only if they have the 
same signed cycle-type • A positive A.-cycle ll.1 is a Coxeter 
~ ~ 
element of a Weyl subgroup W(A).._l) so is represented by th~ admissible 
~ 
graph Al ._l (with Ao the empty set) , whereas a negative J'lj-cycle [jjl 
~ 
is a Coxeter element of a Weyl subgroup W(C'j) so is represented by the 
graph jj . If we define the partition [">..,t] by and 
f = ['1'···' fs ] , then we recover Yourig's classical result that there is 
a 1-1 correspondence between the set ~(W(CA)) and pairs of partitions 
(A,,.) such that I ~I +1.1"1 = t . 
Then WI is a subgroup of W, and an 
element of W lies in WI if and only if it has an even number of 
negative cycles in its signed cycle-type, ie. s is even. Two elements 
of Wl are conjugate if and only if they have the same signed cycle-type , 
exoept that if all the cycles are even and positive then there are two 
conjugacy classes • The admis sible e;raphs representing the classes are 
as follows • The positive i-cycle [i] has graph A. 1 ~- and the pair 
of negative cycles [jj] , with i ~ j > 1 , has graph D .. (a. 1) , ~+J J-
A general graph is obtained by combining such graphs. 
§4. 2. Illodules in V 
We know that, given any maximal torus T of G7\"K' X(T) ";! A7( 
, 
and is generated , as a Z-module, by the weights p(~) of ~ 
Whichever representation ~ is, ~ is a real vector space , say V, 
of dimension t Let {el , ••• ,e.t1 be the natural basis of V, with 
scalar product (x,y) on V for which this basis is orthonormal and 
. d t . f V* ,.ri th V ~ en 1. y n ... by this product Then X is embedded as a 
lattice in V and we define certain Z-modules in V as follows 
, 
(i) , Let Ml be the Z-illodule with basis f ei \, ie. Ml = !l Zei 
(ii). Let be the submodule of 
such that k 
. 1 f;. ~= ~ is even • Let HI 2 
consisting of elements x 
be the submodule of 
k = . ll.e. ~= ~ ~ 
generated 
by the 
since 
(iii). 
Then x 
set 1 e. +e·1 . l.- J 
2et, ~ M' 2 , then 
Let M3 be the 
.t 
= ~1 ~.e. if M3 l.= l. l. 
k C! Then . 1 ;.e.: (?!I ~.)el l.= l. l. l.= l. modulo M2 , and 
k J. 
. 1 'E;.e. E M' if ~ ~i l.= l. l. 2 is even • Hence 
Z-module generated by Ml 
, t 
and ~L = t ~ ei . 
if and only if 
(a). 2~. ~ Z 
l. 
and (b). C~.-l.) E Z for all i,j E ll, ••• ,tl 
l. J 
(iv) • Let M4 be the Z-module generated by 1<12 and ~t. • Then it-is 
Furthermore , if -( is a multiple of 4, 
then M4 is the set of elements k . I ~.e. l.= l. l. which satisfy (a), (b) and 
(c). k . 1 ~. 6 2Z • l.= l. 
Lemma 4.1. If M* = HomZ(M, Z) is the dual module of a modUle M, then :-
M*2=liI3 ;and M~=M4 if t is a multiple of 4 
Proof. Trivially is self-dual because the basis f e. 1 is 
l. 
orthonormal under ( , ) . 
. (..l 
Suppose x = ~l ~. e. E H2*· 
1.= l. l. 
Then , since M2 is generated by 
{e.+e.\ ' we have (~.+~.)EZ for all i,j Eh, ... ,tl 
l.- J l.- J Hence , since 
this is equivalent to * (a) and (b) , it follows that 1.12 = M3 and 
are dual . 
Finally 
~ 
i-14* = f x = ~l ~. e. E M3 L l.= l. l. k } . 1 ~. E 2Z • l.= l. If ..e. is a 
multiple of 4, then M4 is self-dual D 
We consider the modules M. to be embedded in V and let 
l. 
~:V~V be the involutive automorphism 
Lemma 4.2. (i). If t is odd , then there is precisely one Z-module 
This is Ml • 
t ii). If t is even , there are precisely 3 Z-modules M satisfying 
Proof. It is clear that the abelian group M3 / M2 has order 4 , and 
there are two cases • 
If t is odd , then n. ~t e H2~ n == 0 (modulo 4) • Hence , 
M3 / M2 ~ C4 and there is precisely one subgroup M This is , . 
.t 
generated by 1iI2 and 2 ~t = r£e. , so since t is odd it follows that J.= J. I 
M ;.: Ml . 
(ii). If e is even , then n. ~t ~ M2~n is even , and 
n. '"Z"(~) E 1-12 t } n is even. Since 
that M3 / M2 ~ C2 x C2 ' and M3 / M2 contains 3 distinct, proper 
subgroups. Since (\1 +]'.12) + ("C(~ )+M2 ) = et + M2 ' it follo'.vs that these 
are <r.12 , \t7z = M4 , <I'12'l:.(~) > Z = -Z:(I'14) , <:M2 ,et >z = Ml 
Rence , in this case , since "?: fi:lCes M2 and M3 ' then l:. acts on 
the subgroup lattice of M3 / M2 by permuting M4 and t(1v14) , and fixing 
o 
Defini tion. We say that Hl is situated diagonally between }12 and 
Consider now the fundamental roots 1\ = {Pi 1 and the fundamental 
weights D. = {q.1 of a root system ~ • 
J 
~ = Z.Q. sc 
So that ~ad = Z T\ and 
Proposition 4.3. If G7\",K is a group of type Bt , C t or Dt ' then.. 
A7C is one of the modules . Ml ' 1-12 ' M3 ,N4 or t:.(M4 ) as follows • 
~ Ml H') 1113 M4 l:(I14) ,-
B~ Aad Asc 
C, Asc Aad ,,,There 7f l' 7(2 and 7t"3 
D,t At( Aad .6sc A7r A7\ Leven 1 2 3 
B 
A7r .Aad .6sc l lodd 1 
are 3 faithful representations of a complex, simple Lie algebra of type 
Dl which we describe below 
Proof. (i). If ~ is of type B.t ' then Pi ::: e. ~ 
and Pt ::: eR Hence , Aad ::: Nl Also, q. = J 
and qt = ~t Hence .6sc ::: M3 . 
(ii). If ::£ is of type C~ , then p. = e. - e. 1 ~ ~ ~+ 
j 
p( ::: 2e.t Hence , ~ad = 1>12 . Also q. = ~ ek J 
so Asc ::: 1-ii '-. . 
(iii). If ~ is of type Di , then p. = e. 
- ei +1 ~ ~ 
Hence Aad::: M2 • 
and Hence A = M3 ;, sc 
- ei +1 for i< t 
j 
~ek for j<~ 
for i<.e and 
for all j ~ t , 
for i< t and 
When g is simple of type B. or C., then A / A ~ C and 
J1.- .c. ~sc ~ ad - 2 
there are no submodules A such that 
isogeny class ~ consists solely of the groups G 
ad,K and 
Hence the 
G 
. sc,K 
However when g is simple of type Dt , then ~ contains groups other 
than G 
ad,K and G K. sc, For then 
Lemma 4.2 , there exist submodules 
~ se / ~ ad ~ M3 / H2 ' and , by 
A Co A Co A such 'that 
ad sc 
Then b. = ~1t for some faithful representation 
~ of ~, and , correspondingly , we have the group G~,K which is 
distinct from G ad,K and G K. sc, 
Following Lemma 4.2 , we have 3 representations 7\ l' 7t" 2 and 1t' 3 
which we define by A7( 
1 
We note 
that only the first representation occurs if ~ is odd • 
D 
By § 1.1 there is an isomorphislJ. between "f = ker (" ) 
..) "'ad, se and the 
group ..6.
sc 
/ Aad modulo p-torsion, so there may be some repeti tions 
or collapsing in the groups G 1t'. ,K 
l. 
Assuming otherwise , if ~ i is 
the subgroup of 
between 
) corresponding to ~. , there is a radical isogeny 
l. 
and G K /1· . sc, l. In fact , we have :-
if i is then 'S <Z,ZI 2 ,2 =. [z, z'J l>~ C2 x C2 , even = . z , . = z = 
and if e is odd then 1 .: <z . z4 = 1 > ~ C4 , . . 
In the case when I. is even , then the two elements z, Zl playa 
cymmetric role , in that there exists an automorphism (inducing the 
automorphism ~ of Lemma 4.2) of G 
sc,K which interchanges z and 
Hence, if ~2 = <z~ an,d 13 = <z'> , then there exists an 
. , 
z • 
automorphism between G 
'1r2 ,K 
and which induces l:. :A.,....---'~~ A 
"2 7t3 
Hence , we need only consider the submodule A = 1-14 
1r'2 
On the other hand , the element (zz I) , which generates 'S 1 and is 
fixed by the above automorphism , is essentially different from z and Zl 
(except when in which case G #OJ Spina(K) 
sc,K has an_automorphism 
which cyclically permutes Z,ZI and ZZI - see Chapter 7.) • We say that 
11 is situated diagonally in l 
Description of the weight lattices 
Suppose that A 1t has Z-basis A , and that with respect to 
this basis , the action of w e W is given by the matrix w~ Then, 
in order to deter~ine the elementary divisors of the ~aximal torus T in 
w 
the groups G~,K(Ko) , we must take a representative w from each· element 
of ~(W) and compute the elementary divisors of the matrix. (q.W.,A. - r) . 
We have seen in § 4.1. that such a representative is given by a pair of 
parti tions [A, j] of t . So , for this chapter , we take a general 
element of .r(W) with representative wand signed cycle-type [A.,jl 
Furthermore, by Proposition 4.3 , in the groups under consideration, 
~7t is one of MI , ~12' M3 or M4 , since we can exciude "C (lw14) because 
r-
of the automorphism . By Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8 , "Ie may exclude one of a 
pair of dual modules , since the elementary divisors will be identical in 
such cases • Hence 'i we need only to consider the action of w on Ml ' 
M3 and M4 to determine the elementary divisors of the maximal tori in 
In fact :-
Proposi tion 4.4. Let w have signed cycle-type ['" t 1 . Then the 
elementary divisors of (q. w-I) acting on the module 1·1 are those of the 
corresponding tori T in the groups G~ K(K ) 
w ", 0 
according to the table :-
X Ml M3 M4 
Bt ad sc 
, where a 
Ct sc ad 
D; 
7tl ~even 
ad,sc 7t2 ,"'K3 
Dt 
1('1 ad,sc t. odd 
gi ven type G and module M fixes the representation ''It" 
I 
Proof. From the above, and Proposition 4.3. D 
The module Ml . 
In this section, we consider the action of w upon the module Ml 
with basis A " \ t -'~l = leo , and we make the convention that if 
~ i=l 
as above , then w acts on A 1 as:-
{ 
el,+'). ....... +", .. +1"-"" e.",+ ... + ~i" +:t 1---+ • 
w: 
e.1),I+I,-t-·, '1",1-1+\ ~ el').\+/,i"'+JA.i-'+2.~ • • • 
for all i '- [l, ... ,t~ and j ~fl, ... ,s\ , where A 
o 
Proposition 4.5. The elementary divisors of (~.w~,-I) are 
w is 
'-2 e2 = ~ -1 , ••• , e t At PI = ~ -1 , e t +1 = q +1 . Jl.s , • •• , e t = ct +1.. +s 
Proof. 
and 
'rhen each M'Xi , IvI)1j is w-invariant and so is (~.w-I)-invariant. Also , 
Hence , \~.wJL -I) is e~ual to the diagonal 
1 
block matrix diag«q·;~-r)llitl , ••• , 
~ow (q.w~ -I)IM1i = 
1 . 
Hence , 
The mod~le 1113 • 
-1 q 
q -1 
q 
. q -1 
1 
1 
li 1 q -
, and 
In this section, we consider the action of w upon the module J.1
3
, 
which is generated by HI and ~l. Then , a Z-basis ~ of M3 is 
-A = f el , • •• , et -1' ~l' ' since 
different cases • 
.t -1 ~l e. J= J We now consider 
Case (I). In this case we assume that s> 1 , ie. that there is at least 
one negative cycle , and for the moment we also assume that there exists 
some j ~ fl, ••• ,s} for Which;Uj * 1 . Hence , we may assume that 
I's >-1 . 
We let Ml).i and r-lj be as in §4.4 except that for j = s , we 
have ~l·s ./e' 
1'1 = ~ l'A\ .. ? ... .. ·+r~''''' ~ . . . 
Then and are w-invariant for all i E {I , ••• , t 1 and all 
j " {l , ... , s-l t However , w acts on ~ts in the following way :-
4.10. ·1 
i 
I 
W: 
et_I 
[-~ q] q -1 and t qw-I) I r/'j = l~ -q] q -1 
whenever j:/= s • Then it follows that the matrix (qw-I) reduces to the 
matrix 
where fn( q) n-l = q + .. . +q~·l , for any posi ti ve integer n , as in Chapter 3 • 
We have assumed that Jls "T 1 , so now let us assume that )l j = 1 for 
all j t { 1, ..• , s 1 Then w e.t----+ e. for all j E: [1~I+l, ••• ,t L J J 
so that w I l:tj = -I for j t s • Now l.(S = -<~J.."> z ' so 
4.11. 
Then 
(qw-I) = 
I 
~i' 'r-~4-~~-+~~--~+-+---~~ 
. • i i '\, i, I 1-+---'--~1'"1 ---L-;-_~ _::!J-t--+--+---1 
i i ; i ~~r: --'---+---+~--"'~ 
! I ! I ! I 
." 
which can be diagonalised. to 1·1 ('A,F) • Hence we do not need to consider 
this case separately • 
As in Chapter 3 , for any sequence ial, ••• ,an~ of integers, we 
denote the ideal of Z that they generate by «al, ••• ,a ~ We also 
. n 
Considering M (~,~) , we see that, in order to diagonalise it , we 
need to consider whether f,. (q) 
i 
and (ii) 
So we make the following notation for any non-negative integers 
a , b • / a b > Let J b = ,q +1 , q +1 
a, 
- /,a b > and J a, b = ,q .-1 , q +1 • 
Proposition 4.6. For any non-negative integers a, b such that 
d = (a, b) , we have 
a+b -1 /d -
Ja,b ="q +1 , 1 + (-1) d and 
4.12. 
a 
. / d d-1 
= ,q +1,1+(-1) > . 
(i). Suppose that (i) is true for (a,b) = 1 , ie. suppose that 
J 
a,b 
/ ()a+b-1 > 
= <",q+1 , 1+ -1 • 
integers such that (a,b) = d • 
(a',b') = 1'. Hence , 
(1) Now let a,b be any non-negative 
Then a = aId and b = bId and 
Ja,b = ~qd)a'+l , (qd)bl~l~+~ ~qd+1 , 1+(_1)a'+b'-1» , by (1) • 
. --1 
Thus, Ja,b,= <qd+1 , 1+(-1) d >, and it remains for us to show (1) 
Consider the Euclidean algorithm for finding the greatest common divisor 
of a,b. Then a = sl·,b+r2 
b = s2· r 2+r 3 
r 2 = s3· r 3+r 4 
r n,...l = s .r +r 1 n n n+ 
r = s n+l·rn+l where r 1 = 1 n n+ 
< b /, b s1 r 2 b \... /1 sl r 2 b '> Then qa+l , q +1,> = ,,(q) .q +1 , q +17= ~-l) q +1 , q +1 
by this process • 
Hence the result follows. o 
Corollary. 4.6. 
1 
i. 
" 
Proof. Assume first that (a,b) = 1 . Then , if both a and b are odd , 
4.13. 
it follows from Proposition 4.6 (i) , by replacing q with -q, that 
On the other hand , if one of a and k 
is even and the other is odd , we may choose a to be even , then by 
replacing q with -q in Proposition 4.6 (ii) , it follows that, 
-< qa_l , qb_l ,>- = ~d_l > .' The result follows as in the proof of 
Proposition 4.6 (i) • r==J 
Proposition 4.7. Let a,b be any non-negative integers such that 
d = (a, b) • Then , 
f (q) 
a == fOl if l otherwise 
a is odd and q i. odd 1 modulo J b. a, 
Proof. We have two cases 1-
Suppose that a / d = 2c is even • 
() a-l a 'c 2d) c f q =q + •• o+q+l = ~ = g -1 = 
B ~l ~l 
o modulo J • 
a,b 
(ii). Suppose that a / d is odd , so that 
we must consider the parity of q. 
If q is odd , then J = <2>, so 
a,b 
On the other hand , if q is even , then 
f (q) == 0' modulo J b' a a, 
Corollary 4.7. With a,b' as above, we have 
if (a+b) is odd and 
otherwise 
Proof. Thi s follows since J a+b, b = J a, b • 
ThEm J = <qd+l > ~' and a,b 
[c 2d)c-l 2d] q + ••• +q +1 
Then. 
f (q) == a ulodulo J b = <2>. a a, 
J = <1> = Z , so that a,b 
q 
o 
modulo J 
a,b 
o 
Suppose for the moment , that we have fixed )As • Then we order 
are odd and 19+1' ••• ,At are even • 
We also order the ~j \ such that for j ~ tl, • 0 • , hI, we have (!j+ fs) is 
odd and for j' {h+l, ••• ,s-l\ 
Returning to M(~,jl) , we can perform elementary row and column 
operations using r. 
~ 
and c t+s to alter the (i, s+t)-entry' of M(~~) , 
for i E-ll, ••• , t+s-ll • Then we can use Proposition 4.7 and its ~orollary 
to obtain :-
Lemma 4.8. (i). If q is even , then 
. . II "t ~1(1). ,p) --.... d~ag(q -1, ••• , q -1 )Al als ) q +1, ••• ,q' +1 
(ii). If q is odd,then 
( _) . ('Ag+l ').t Iii A,r ---+ hag q -1, ~ •• , q -1, Ph+l Ps-l q +1, ••• , c[ +1 where 
Proof. (i). If q is even, then, by Proposition 4.7 and Cor.4.7 , 
f').. (q) == 0 
~ 
modulo modulo J 
JAj 'fs 
Hence we can eliminate the (i,t+s)-entry of M(~'f) , for all 
I 
·,1 
.1 
4.15. 
i ~ {l, ••• ,t+s-l}, and the result follows. 
(ii). If q is odd , then , in the same way , \.,e can reduce the 
(k, t+s)-entry of M(~'r) to:-
[ 
~k (modulo 2) 
JUk-t~s (modulo 2) 
Hence the result follows. 
if k ~ {I, .•. , t 1 
if k E. {t+l, ••• , t+s-ll. 
o 
Henceforth , we shall assume that q is odd • Then it remains to 
consider the matrix H(~ ,1) I , and we assume , for the moment , that 
g 4= 0 • Then we can reduce M(?',;') I to 
Lemma 4 • .,9.. Let a,b be any odd integers with d = (a,b) 
(qb_1 ) = 0 . modulo I b ' as long as q is odd. a, ,c 
Proof~ 
a = aId, then 
let c be 
A.16. 
= <2> since q is odd • 
However f ,(qd) == a' 
a 
:; 1 modulo <2?- . !Jence , 
<qC+l fa,(qd» ... <qd_l ,> , = Z and I -a,b,c -
(qb -1) :; 0 .= 0 Thus modulo I , as claimed • a,b,c J 
Lemma 4.10. Let a be any even integer, and b,.c any odd integers 
with (a,b) ~ d • Then_, as 
long as . q is odd I 
a,b,c 
Proof. By Proposition 4.6 , 
Let e = (a, c). Then 
<g;+l,qc+l>;2 ~a+l,qc+l> = <qe+l ,2> by Proposition 4.6 
= <2> since q is odd. 
However , since q is odd and a is even , then qa+l = 2 (mod 4) • 
Hence , <ga+l c '-,and 2' q +1 ~ = Z . 
Hence and 1 b • a, , c o 
Lemma 4.11. When q is odd , then N(" ,1")' diagona1ises to 
Proof. 
. A2 :\g)ll )!h "1 Is d1ag(q -l, .•• ,q -l,q +l, ••• ,q +1,(q -ll( +1)). 
By considering M(",P.)" and Lemma 4.9 with a = 'A. 
1 
for 
b - '). 
- 1 a.nd c =)As ' we can eliminate the first (g-l) 
entries of the final column . 
4.17. 
Suppose now that )Aj is even for all j E {l, ••• ,sl Then )A-s 
would be even so that h = 0 , and this case can be treated as above (since 
c is artibrary in 4.9.) . Hence we may assume that some ~j is odd , 
and we choose ~s to be odd. 
Then, for j ~ {l, ••• ,hl , we have JAj is even. By considering 
M(" f-) " and Lemma 4.10 with a = Ij for j ~ {I, ••• ,hl, b =:\1 and 
c =~s ' we can eliminate the remaining non-diagonal entries of the final 
column • Hence the result follows. o 
We have assumed that g ~ 0 , and if we assume otherwise then 
M(). ,p.) , = , \~hich diagonalises to 
Lemma 4.12. Let a,b be e¥en integers with d = (a,b) , and let c be 
an odd integer • Then 
I , as long as 
a,b,c q is odd • 
Proof. We have to consider two cases :-
When a+b 
d 
say. 
( 
(ii). When 
q is odd • 
a+b 
d 
is even , and 
is odd , and 
I 
a,b,c 
I 
a,b,c 
4.18. 
Now I,J? <qa+1 ,qc+1> = <q(a,c\1,2> = <2>- ' since q is 
odd • 
a 
Now a ';s even so that. 92+
1 
-- 1 d 1 '/'2'- . L 4 10 .. mo U 0 ~,. . as ~n emma • 
a 
and hence .9....±l = 1 modulo <2> Thus I = J = Z .. and so d -
q +1 
I a,b,c = <qd+l> in case (i) and I a,b,c = <2> in case (ii) 
Hence qb+l - 0 modulo I a,b,c 
Lemma 4.13. If g = 0 and q is odd, then N(".,ji-) , 
diag (/2+1 , .•• ,lh+1 ,(/1+1).(cls+1) . 
Proof. If f'j is even for all j€!1, ••• ,s1 then 
r~(? ,,.) , p. . is just the. 1 x 1 matrix (q s+1.) . Hence , 
to be odd, so that ~j is even for all j ~ {l, ••• ,h} 
M(t ,f) "' and Lemma 4.12 with a = f"j for j ~ {2, ••• ,h { 
o 
diagonalises to 
h = 0 and 
we can choose JAs 
By considering 
c =JAs" we can eliminate the non-diagonal entries of the final column. 
o 
We collect these results in :-
Proposition 4.14. The elementary divisors of (qw-I) are:-
. j 
4.19. 
. {AI 12 At;'l }ls J (1). q -l,q -l, .•• ,q -l,q +l, ••• ,q +1 if q is eve~ or if all A. 
1 
are even and all ~ j have the same pari ty • 
f ).2 ~ t"l ls-1 '11 ) Ps 1 (ii) • q -1, ••• , q -1, q +1, ••• , q +1, ( q -1.( q +1) if there exists 
some ~i ' say "1' which is odd , and JAs is odd (unless all .p j are 
even, when ~B is even.) • 
( ... ) S ').1 At P2 }.ls-l (PI \(ts )1 111 . lq -l, ••• ,q· -l,q +l, ••• ,q +1, q +1, +1) 
( 
if all ,.. 
1 
even, and there exists some f"j , say fs ' which is odd, and f4'1 ' 
v;hich is even • o 
This completes case (r) , &nd now we turn to :-
are 
Case (II). In this case , we assume that s = 0 , ie. that all cycles are 
posi tive 
"t > 1 • 
we define 
Then 
Then we can assume that". > 1 for some i , so we choose 
1 
. li (, f 1 Then vie define M as in :J4. 4 , for i ~ 1, ••• , t-l ') , but 
< e.,. '\ l' ••• , e.t. l' DII '-..... Z ~l+···+At_l+ - \~;r 
r=~ : q] 
L q -1 
for i (; £ 1, ••. , t-ll , and on 
w acts as :-
w : e" I 1 +. : '+~t-l +1 >- e ).1 + •• '+\-1 +2 
. 
el _2 » el _l 
e.l_1 )0 -e1-e2-· •• -et _l +2 ~t 
~t >- ~.t 
'I 
I 
1 
4.20. 
Then (qw-I) diagonalises to 
-~r-- -_.- ---- . 
-r-Ti--rr i.~_(OVl ' ~~-\ , 0 I I : I , I i 'I i i i I 
!~~, ! , ! ~ .~ (oJ I I ' ; I 0 
i Ii l,J j I ; . .: 
)1(:>') = I ! I ! ! .1 
I ~ I I I i , I ., 
! ! i '(t-l : fl.~·i 0 I , ' -\: I I I i i I iii i I I I 
, i I I IJ~i (\-)! I I 0 I It 
i I I I I ! ! J 1 [ 
I ! I !C\,.j.,! ! ~.;. I 
I I I I I I 1-.l_ I I· I ''-:-... _I __ 1 J __ 1 __ L_ 
Lemma 4.15. Suppose that not all cycles are even • Then M().) 
diagonalises to ).1 At diag (q -l, ••• ,q -1) • 
Proof. If not all cycles are even, then we can choose ~t to be odd, 
and then 
and the result follows. o 
Hence the only remaining case is when w has all cycles even and 
positive, the case which causes the correspondence between pairs of 
partitions of t and the conjugacy classes of W(D~) to be not bijective. 
So 'tle assume thi s si tua tion from now , and we have the following lemma • 
4.21. 
Lemma 4.16. (i). Let { a1 , ••• , an! be any set of integers , and let 
d .. = (a. ,a.) . If we 
1.J 1. J 
kE:{l, ••• ,nl such that 
(ii). If , further , 
a. ' 
g J_1 = 0 modulo 
2 
Proof. (i). 
write 
~j 
q is 
a. = d .. a! . , then there exists some 
1. 1.J 1.J 
is odd for all j ~ {l, ••• ,n}', 
8. 
qaj _1 > odd and I' < ,1. then 
a. ,a. = q 2-1 , , 
1. J 
for all , and k as in (i) 
Then a./d must be odd for some 
1. 
iE-{l, ••• ,nl , say k. Since dl dkj for all j E- {l, ••• ,n J ' then 
~j I aid , so ~j is odd • 
(ii). 
Since 
Since 
By Corollary 4.6 , 
(a! .,a~.) = 1 for all i,j 
1.J J1. 
is odd , then 
a. 
9 J_l ~ 0 modulo 
2 
dk · < = 9 J -1 • f,' (q) 
2 ~j 
E {I, ••• , n 1 then 
, 2 f I (q» 
a jk 
by Corollary 4.6 
q is odd. 
Hence 
o 
Lemma 4.17. (i) If q is even, then H(~) diagonalises to 
'A1 At di ag ( q -1 , ••• , q -1 ) • 
(ii). H().) II ~t 1 If q is odd , then diagonalises to diag( q -1, .. , 9 2- ,2) 
where 
"t is such that ~t.(l.i' "t)-l is odd for all i ~ {I, ••• , t,...l 1 . 
Proof. (i). This follows by elementary rOvT and column operations , since 
(q+1,q-1) == 1 • 
, 
4.22. 
(Ii). In this case, M(") diagonalises to diag (2,H().)') , where 
~~~j-l ;--', -,--..-! -~i----'-,---ri--~C' 
IV- I 'I !', I I I~ ! , _ I I I ~~_ 
-+--:1-+1 ~':..l !+' i I' I, : ~-i~ 
--I I j'-' -'-t-I ---'. r-----i i i .1 
I I I .! I I I .1 • 
By Lemma 4.16(i) , we knovl that there exists k~{1, ••• ,t1 such that 
Ak • (l.i' Ak)-l is cdd for all i- f [l, ... ,tl Choose k = t , and then 
Lemma 4.16 (ii) shows that we can eliminate the (j,t)-entry of r~ (~) , 
all j E {I, ••• , t-l ~ , by elementary row and column operations with 
and Hence the result follows. o 
This completes the section for l-13 ' and we have :-
Co 
J 
Proposition 4.18. The elementary divisors of (q.w-I) with respect to 
M3 are:-
o {).l l2 ~t PI Jls 'l J.0f (l.). q -l,q -l, ••• ,q -l,q +l, ••• ,q +11 q is even , or if all 
~ 0 are even and s)- 1 wi th all JJ.. 0 having the same pa:s:i ty • 
J. / J 
for 
) f '-2 ~t PI Ps-l 'Al)()As)} (ii . Lq -l, ••• ,q -l,q +l, ••• ,q +l,(q -1. q +1 if there exists 
some ).i ' say Al ' ''I'hich is odd , and)As is odd (unless all JA-j are 
even , when)As is even) ~ 
(iii).! q"1_1, ••• ,{t_l ,!2+1 , ••• ,IS-1+1,(!1+1).(ls+l) J if all).i are 
even , and there exists some JAj , say ~s ' which is odd , and ~l which 
is even • 
4.23. 
(iv). {:1_1,l'2_l , ••• ,g').t_l , 2 J if all cycles are even and positive, 
2 
where At is such that At' (li' :\)-1 is odd for all Ai :f: It . 
Proof. From Proposition 4.14 and Lemmas 4.15 , 4.17 • D 
This concludes the section relating to the modules M2 and M3 • 
() a-I From now, we cease to make use of the notation fa q = q + ••• +q+l. 
94.6. The module M4 • 
In this section , we consider the groups G~,K' where q is a 
group of type . D.t for .t even , and 7t is one of the pair of "dual" 
representations 7r2 and Ir 3 of g, mentioned in. S4.3 We have seen. 
that we need only consider one of these groups since they are isomorphic • 
In fact , these groups tend to be rather ill behaved and , for reasons 
very similar to those of § 3.4. we have been unable to obtain complete 
results for these groups. This is due to the fact that, with the 
rather complicated basis of A7\'" viz. the module H4 , the ;uatrix 
(q.w4 -I) does not appear to be readily diagonalisable ·over Z[q] to give 
a general result , although it obviously diagonalises over Z in any 
particular case • 
HOl-leVer, we do have results for the classes corresponding to the 
semi-Coxeter classes of W( 11) • These, in themselves, are rather 
interesting in that they show how these particular groups behave differently 
depending upon the value of t (modulo 4) • We saw how is self-dual 
if t is a multiple of 4 in Lemma 4.1. 
4.24. 
Lemma 4.19. The set .A = f r l , ••• , r.,t' is a basis for the Z-module 
f 
where rl. = ~4 = t ~ ei ' r i = ei -ei +l for i E- t 2, ... ,l-l} and-
r.t = 2e.e 
) 
Proof. This follows immediately by definition of 1.f4 as in § 4.2, and 
vie note that tt E Z 
o 
We now consider the case where w is a representative of the 
particular conjugacy class corresponding to (A,;;:l, where t = 0 s = 2 
This is denoted in_ [61 by Dt (ai_I) with 
the Coxeter class of W(DL ) • 
, 
Then we can choose w to be the element which acts on f eJ by:-
w 
.. 
Then w acts on A by :-
T,I • "'I-el-~"" =- --Ij+Yi+2"3 T •• ·+<i-')yi+(i:'h4-H+~ .. +~l)fJ-t+(tlht---
CJ: 
Then the matrix (q.w -I) is 
• 
This reedily diagonalises over Z[qJ to the matrix 
[ t-2 J - 3 (n) ( II)] 1 n [ t -i-l 1 where x = q + 2q + ••. + ~-2 q+ ~-l - 2" {. q + ••• +q+l 
< i .q-i > To diagonalise this, we need to knOi'l l'lhen x € q +l,q +1 = J. t ., 1., -1. 
in the notation of Proposition 4.6 'l'hen we have :-
Proposition 4.20. In the groups G1(",K( q) , where 7r" is ei tiler 7r 2 or 
7( 3 ' then the torus T for w corresponding to the class w 
elementary divisors as follows :-
has 
(i). ( i) ( t -i ) el = q +1 • q +1 if l == 2 (4) i == 0 (2) and q is odd • 
Proof. By Proposition 4.6 , 
! -1 
J. IJ • = ./qd+l , 1+(-1) d ~,where 
1. , ~ -1. " /" 
4.26. 
d = (Li) Then two cases arise, viz. either tid is odd or tid is 
even • Let J = J. t . • ~, -~ 
(a) . If .tId is odd , then J = <qd+l ,2> and we have to' consider the 
", 
J =<1> = Z.' parity of q • If q is even , then so x E J and so 
X has two elementary divisors el = (qi+l) , e2 = (qt-i+l) However, 
this Gase does not really occur since A I A d modulo 2-torsion is. 
sc a 
trivial and the groups G~,K all collapse to Gad,K. This accords with 
the results ~f Propositions 4.5 and 4.18 • 
On the other hand, if q is odd, then J = ~2~ = 2Z. Then 
te.(t-i) (modulo J) 
= L{i-l} (modulo J) . 
2 
So x == 1 1 (modulo J) if e:: 2(4) and i ~ 0(2)1 0 (modulo J) otherwise 
Hence : the elementary divisors of the maximal torus T are :-w 
(i ) (t-i ) if i= 2(4) , i == 0(2) and is odd 1 {"I = q +1 • q +1 q 
(qi +1) (i-i ) otherwise el = , e2 = q +1 
(b). If tid is even , say t = 2kd , then ild is odd , say 
i = (2m+l)d. Hence, J =<qd+l >. Let n = k-m-l • 
t -i-l d( 2nd-l ) (d-l ) How , q + ••• +q+l = q q + ••• +1 + q + ••• +1 
= qd(qd+l).(qd_l).(q2n-2+q2n-4+ ••• +q2+1) + (qd-l+ ••• +l ) 
q-l 
Proposition 4.7 • 
as in 
Hence , tt [l ..-i-l + ••• +q+l] - t~( qd-l+ ••• +1) modulo J. 
• 
(1) 
4.21. 
where y = L-d-2 q, + l-d-3 t -d-4 t-2d-1 2q +3q + .•.......•........ +dq 
+dq.t-2d-2 + l-2d-3 L-3d-1 dq + •••••••••••••••.•.••• ~ •• +dq 
t 3d 2' ( \ R-3d-3 l-4d-1 +(d+l)q - - + d+2,'q + ••.••••••••••••.••••••••• +2dq 
l-4d-2 
+2dq, + ~-4d-3 l-5d-1 2dq + .•...•..•.••••.•••..•••• +2dq 
( ) t -5d-2 ( ) l-5d-3 t-6d-1 + 2d+1 q '+ 2d+2 q + ••••••••.••••••••••••••. +3dq 
2d-2 
+(k-l)dq +. (k_l)dq2d-3 . o( ) d-1 + ..•...................•. + k-l dq 
+((k_l)d+l)qd-2 +((k_l)d+2)qd-3 + .••••••••••.•••• +(kd-l) 
By (1) and (2) , and since kd = it, it follows that 
So , in this case, X diagonalises over Z(q1 to give the two elementary 
( i) (L-i ) divisors e1 = q +1 and e2 = q +1 
Since the condition 1 = 2(4) and i = 0(2) implies that ~ is odd, 
the result follows as stated. D 
This concludes the chapter on Chevalley groups of type Bt , Ct , and 
~. In this chapter , Vie consider the groups G"7f K ' where Ii is one 
, 
of the exceptional complex, simple Lie Algebras, ie. of type G2 F4 , 
In such cases, G K is either 
7t, 
G . 
ad,K or Gsc,K ' and 
the latter case arises as a distinct group only in the case where Ii is 
of type or Hence , since :E::, v = ~ in these cases , 
Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8 show that in all these cases we need only consider the 
action of w on ~ad' where w is a representative of each conjugacy 
class of W. 
In this chapter, we make use of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 to find the 
matrix from the graph r of i , in those cases for which we have 
shown that ~ generates ~ad' ie. for the Coxeter and semi-Coxeter 
classes of W. 
groups of type G2 
Using further methods, the results are complete for 
or F4 ' but not for groups of type E , due to the 
n 
size of the grQups W(E
n
) . In fact, we are only able to give the results 
for the Coxeter and semi-Coxeter types in E6 and We also show how 
many of the results for group::; of type E8 can be obtained in terms of the 
results for the groups of type D8 , which are not situated diagonally, 
viz. the groups treated in §4.6 However, the results there not being 
complete, we are only able to present slightly more results than in the 
other two cases . We omit most of the details of diagonalisation • 
i2..d. Type G2 • This case is straightforward since W(G2) is 
isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 12, and so has 6 conjugacy 
classes • If we let 1\ be the system of fundamental roots {PI' P21 with 
corresponding diagram 
o e 
then where w. = w 
J. Pi 
Moreover, representatives for the set ~(W) are R = {I , (wI w2 ) , 
(Wl W2)2 , (wl w2)3 , wI ' W2 1 ' with respective graphs 
[¢ , G2 ' A2 ' Al + ~ , Al ' AI} , where X denotes a graph consisting 
IV 
of long roots and X a graph of short roots 
Considering the action of each w E R upon the basis 7\ of A ad ' 
vie obtain_ the following results :-
TABLE 5.1. 
J -type Elementary divisors e. 
J. 
¢ el = e2 = (q-l) . 
Al el = (q2 -1) . 
*'V 2 
Al e1 = (q -1) . 
A1+Al e1 = e2 = (q+l) . 
2 
A2 el = (q +q+l) . 
2 G2 el = (q -q+l) . 
IV NOTE . The class Al + Al consists of the unique non-identity central 
element Wo = -1 , vlhere Wo is the unique element of W of' maximal length 
ihl.. Type F4 • The ~roup W(F4) is soluble of order 1152 and it 
has 25 conjugacy classes with admissible diagrams as in [6]. A system 
of fundamental roots of type F4 is 
in a real 4-dimensional vector space V 
, p 4 = t (el-e2-e3-~ 4) 1 embedded 
with natural basis { e.1 4 
J. i=l 
Hence, A ad is generated , over Z so that 
Now , the root system ~ of type F4 has a sUb-system ~I of type 
B4 ' and so W = W(F4) has a Weyl subgroup {II isomorphic to W(B4) , (in 
fact (W:W') = 3 . ) Hence , for any conjugacy class C r of W with 
admissible diagram r such that r is also admissible for W(B4) , we can. 
find a representativE: w ~ C r such that w E: WI • Now. , a fundamental 
that W' acts on b. ad by permutations of the (e. \ 
J. 
and by sign changes 
Hence, the action of such an element w is known from §4.5 , and is noted 
in Table 5.2 
(, ~ 
classes (see §7.5) From Table 5.2 , we see that there are precisely 7 
not dealt with in this way, viz. 'f;*= {7,13,l6,18,20,24,25} .• Now there 
are 3 maximal Weyl subgroups of W, viz. WI ~ W(B4) , w" ~ W(C 3) x WeAl) 
Then Class 1::os. 13,20 are 
entirely contained in W" , Class Nos. 7,16,18 are entirely contained in W"', 
and Class Nos. 24,25 , being the Coxeter and semi-Coxeter classes 
respectively , are contained in no proper Weyl subgroup • 
Now in the case of Class Nos. 7,13,16,18 and 20 , the corresponding 
~ does not generate ~ad' and so we cannot use the results of 
Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 Hence , we must calculate w~ directly in 
these cases • However, by Proposition 2.2 , we know that 9[ does gellerate 
I\. in the case where j corresponds to a Coxeter or semi-Coxeter class ~ ad 
Hence we may calculate w:i in the cases of Class Nos. 24,25 from the 
graph, as in Proposition 2.1 • In the remaining cases , we refer to 
Proposition 4.18 
It is ",ell known(i7.4.) , that there exists an involutive 
automorphism l:. of A in this case such that ~normalises w. ~ad In 
fact , by Lemma 2.4 , 't: acts on l:(W) by permuting the r in orbi ts of 
length 1 or 2 • Then we have : 
Lemma 5.1. Let w be a representative from a conjugacy class r , and 
r 'e. Wi a representative from the class Then T ~ T I • W W 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that (q.w~-1) and (q~w~-1) are 
equivalent, (in the sense of § 1.3.) , since then 
- (' 
NOvl we may choose Wi to 
be t -1 w = 'C.W. "C. ,and then ( q. ",-!- -I) = t:"}\". (q Won ... 1). ~l . 
Since t is an isometry , then ~ is integral unimodular and the result 
follows • o 
Proposition 5.2. The elemEntary divisors of the Chevalley groups GX,K(K
o
) 
of type l!'4 are those of Table 5.2 • 
TABLE 5.2. 
No.of ~-type of r' tcl Signed Elementary divisors e. 
c'f:. 
1 
Class C cycle-
C type 
1 t/J rp 1 ClUJ] e1=e2=e3=e4=(q-l) . 1 
2 Al • 12 (112) el=e2=(q-l),e3~(q2-1) . 3 
3 ~ 0 12 [1111] 2 e1=e2=(q-l),e3=(q -1) . 2 
..., 
• • [22] 
. 2 
4 2A1; 2Al 18 (1111] e1=(q-l),e2=(q+l),e3=(q -1 4 0 0 
A1+A1 (121] 
2 
5 ., 0 72 e1=e2=(q -1). 5 
6 A2 ...---. 32 [13] e1=(q-l),e2=(q3-1) . 7 
7 
,.., 
A2 0----0 I 32 e1=(q-l),e2=(q3-1). 6 
8 B2 a:::::::It 36 [112] e1=(q-l),e2=(q-l)(q2+1). 8 
9 3A1:2A1+Al • • • 12 /:211] e1=e2=(q+l),e3=(q2-1). 10 0 0 • 
10 2A1+A1;3A1 • • 
0 12 1).111] ~1=e2=(q+l),e3=(q2-1). 9 
0 0 0 
,., 
• • • [4) 2 ( 2 11 A3;A1+B2 72 [112] 6 1=(q -1),e2= q +1). 12 0 a::::::lt 
,., 0---0--0 72 [22] e1=(q2-1),e2=(q2+1). 11 12 ~;Al+B2 • ~ 
13 C3 o---a:::::::::. 96 
9 1 =( q-l) ( q3 +1) • 14 
14 B3 • • $) 96 [13] e1 =( q-1) ( q3 +1) • 13; 
A2+A1 
-, 
15 e----e 0 96 [31] 8 1 =( q3 -1) (q+1). 16 
16 A2+Al 0---0 • 96 e1 =( q3 -1)( q+l). 15 
4A1 :4~ • • • • [111i] 17 2A1+2A1 0 0 0 0 1 e1=e2=e3=e4=(Q+1). 17 
• • 0 0 
18 N A2+A2 e--e o---<J 16 e1=e2=(q2+q+1). 18 
A3+A1 0--0-0 • 
19 A3+Al • I' • 0 36 L1l2J e1 =( q+l), e2=( q+1) (q2 +1). 19 
B2+2Al a:::::::II • • 
B2+2Al c:::=::> 0 0 
TABLE 5.2.(continued) 
:no. of !-type of r I c I Siened Elementary divisors e. 
c"'C 
Class C cycle- l. 
C type 
.., 
o--c=::::t • e1=(Q+1),e2=(q3+1) • 20 C3+A1; D4 32 21 ~ 
":B3+~ ;D4 • ......... u 0 [13] e1=(QT1),e2=(q3+1) • 21 32 20 ~ 
i 
22 D 4 (a1 ); <> (22) 
2 12 e -e -(q +1) 22 1- 2-
D 4 (a1); 
:B2+B2 <> 
a:::::a a:::::. 
[4J 4 " 2:," 23 B4 ; C4 • • I 144 e1 =( q" +1). 
~
24 96 4 2 F4 • 
__ '>--0 e1=(Q -q +1). 24 
25 F4(a1) 0 16 e1 =e2=( q2_q+1) • 25 
cP 
• 
Proof. 
Class Nos. 7,13.16.20. 
"z:. 
In these cases, ~ is class No. 6,14,15 
and 21 respectively. 
for such classes • 
Hence , we may use Lemma 5.1 to determine the e. 
l. 
(ii). Class No. 18. In this case , r is fixed 'by "C. , so we cannot use 
thi s method • However , f' is the graph ~l 
• • 
, and we 
may choose a system I = {rl = -S, r 2 = Pl ' r3 = P3 ' r 4 = P41 ' where 
b is the highest root of ~ A representative of r is 
w'= w: w .w w , and so we may calculate w .... directly. 
r 4 r 2 r 1 r3 " 
(iii). Class Nos. 24,25. In these cases, we use Proposition 2.1 , to 
calculate directly from the graph kno.ri.ng that '! generates A ~ ad ' 
and we give an example here in the case of ~ -type F4(al ). Then 
r is 
with signs assigned to the bonds as described in Chapter 2 
Then 
Thus wi: 
A = 
w 
= [f 
So we diagonalise 
1 3 
21 
0 -1 
2 2 
-1 -1 
1 0 
(q.Wi-I) 
2 4 
-1 -1 1 
3 
2 
, so that BC = 312 • 
2 -1 f------
21 4 
-~J and (q.~-I) = ~2r 0 -q -qj -1 2q-l 2q -  0 -q -q-l -q~l -1 2q q 0 
by the following operations :-
I 
-1 -q -q 1 
0 2q-l 2q -q (il. ,,0(", t. "'l 2q-l 2q -q 
_o(~ \-0""', 
>-
-q-l 
(ii). 2<\-. Vi ~ f'+ 2 2 q -q 0 ) -q -q -q -q-l q (iii). R.z.~ l1O,CI ) 
2q 0 -q-l 2 2 q-l q -2q +q -2q 
I 2 2 0 [_q2:q~1 m. '\.·1'1 h. f3 -q +q-l -q +q-l 
_q2:q_1] 
U\. -C1 \-0 Ca )- 2 2 ) 
(ii). 1& to 1"1 -q -q -q -q-l q Gil. Re~ ("'a,eal 
. 
, 2 I 0 0 -q +q-l I 
I 
l 
. 
• ,
Hence, the two non-unit elementary divisors of (q.wi -I) are both 
(iv). Remaining Class Nos. In these cases, we refer to Proposition 4.18 , 
where the elementary divisors for T are calculated for an clement 
w 
w with 
signed cycle-,type [A ,j1 acting on M3 • These are straightforward to 
calculate , but vie note that in Class Nos. 4 and 11 , there are two 
cycle-types corresponding to each class • In these classes , one of the 
cycle-types has all its cycles even and positive, a case which necessitates 
individual treatment in Lemma 4.17 As an example , in Class No.4, 
according to Proposition 4.18 , if we take 
( 
(a) • (~'r1= l22) then 2 2 2 el = , e2 = .9......=1. , e3 = q -1 2 
(b). [ I). :;'1 = [1111] then e' 1 = (q-l) , e' -2 - (q+l) and e3 = (q-J)( q+l) 
Since (q+l, 9-1) = 1 , and C x C ':!C 
2 m n ron 
rewrite el = 2.9-1 = q-l = e' 1 , and e2 = q+l = 2 
Similarly if qt 3(4) by taking 9+1 • 
2 
if (m,n) = 1 , then 
e' 2 , if qf; ( 4) 
In case q is even, then for w of signed cycle-type [l,~] 
we may 
f "I l t 1'1' "'s 1 (q.wn-I) has elementary divisors q -l, ••• ,q -l,q +l, ••• q ~l \ • 
However, that causes no disagreement with Table 5.2 , since, for example 
. 3 
in Class No. 15 , (q -l,q+l) = 1 so that C 3 x C 1 ~ C 3 • 
q -1 q+ (q -lXq+l) 
Similarly for class Nos. 3,8,13,14,15,16 and 19 • Hence the results of 
Table 5.2 hold for all values of q. D 
This completes the section on F4 • 
For the groups of type E6 or E7 ' the results 
here are incomplete , due to the large order of the Weyl groups , since 
1;e(~)1 is 25 and 60 respectively, end the structure of the maximal tori 
T is determined o~ly for w a representative of the semi-Coxeter or 
w 
Coxeter classes of the corresponding Weyl group . To deterruine the 
elementary divisors of T in these cases, we use the results of 
w 
Propositions 2.1 and 2.2., and present the results in the following table :-
J-type 
E7 
E7( a l ) 
E7(a2),E7(b2 ) 
E7(a3) 
E7(a4) 
TABLE 5.3. 
Elementary divisors e, 
~ 
el ='(q2+q+l ).(q4_q2+1 ) • 
el = (q6+q
3+1 ) . 
el = (q2_q+l) , e2 = (q2_q+l ).(q2+q+l ) • 
el = (q+l).(q6_q3+1) • 
el = (q7+1) • 
01 = (q3+1 ).(q4_q2+1 ) • 
el = (q3+1).(q4_q3+q2_q+l) • 
el = e2 = (q2_q+l) , e3 = (q3+1 ) • 
These groups are the only ones considered in this chapter where the 
isogeny class ~ contains more than one distinct element , viz. G 
ad,K 
and G K' sc, By Corollary I.e , the results are identical for these two 
si tuations 
~. Type EO • In groups of type Ee , the results are more detailed 
because of the nature of A ad = b.. sc ' even though ',r( W)I = 112 in 
this case • Let ~ be a root system of type Ee embedded in a real 
vector space V with natural basis tei1 ~=l ' and let Jr\ be the 
fundamental system 
7\ = { p. = e. -e . 1 1 J. 1+ 
Then the corresponding Dynkin diagram is 
-s 'p 1 
0 0 
Hence ,by [3 ] 
viz. WI ~ W(De) 
Ws ~ WeE?,) x WeAl) 
P2 P3 P4 Ps P7 P8 
0 0 0 
r 
0 0 
P6 
there 'are five maximal Weyl subgroups of W = W(E
e
) 
As in .§ 5.3 , for any conjugacy class C 1"' of W 
wi th admissible diagram r such that r is also admissible for WI ' we 
can find a representative wl Cr such that WE WI • 
WI is "large" in the sense that it meets 
exactly half (ie. 56) of the classes of W in this way • If £ 1 is 
the subsyste;n of ~ corresponding to WI' wi th fundamental system 
sign changes and every element w corresponds to a·pair of partitions 
of 8, as in ~ 4.1 • It is clear that Do. d ~ ~ ,so that 
a 4 
the ~ction of w ~ WI on ~ ad is known from § 4.6 • 
Although the results are incomplete in that case , ~4.6 does give the 
elementary divisors of the maximal torus T when w is a representative 
w 
of a class of W which corresponds to a serni-Coxeter class of WI • 
Furthermore , for the 9 semi-Coxeter classes of W, we may use the 
results of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 to obtain from the corresponding 
graph r , since 'I generates A ad in such cases •. 
Lemma 5.3. The matrices (q. \'1£ -I) are diagonalisable over Z [q] , with 
Proof. This folloy1s a case-by-case argument. In the exceptional case 
~8(a4) , the matrix (q.wI-I) diagonalises over Z[q] to the matrix 
P = 
P is not diagonalisable over Z [q1 ,since f. (q)" = h .. (q) • f . (q) + 3 for 
~ ~J J 
some h;J' (q) E. Z [qJ , if deg f i)- deg f. , \-.here the f. (q) are the ~ J . ~ 
polynomial entries of P. Hence , the diagonalisation of P depends upon 
i1 
I 
5.10. 
the value of (q+l,3) :-
(i). If (3,q+l) = 1 , then there exists some n ~ Z with 
(q+l)+3.n = ± 1 • P reduces to ~ q6_q3+1 
7 6 4 3 
. q +2q -q -2q +q-2 
Now , and 
this reduces to a matrix with one elementary divisor e l = (q2_q+lHq6_q3+1) 
on premultiplying by the integral ur.imodular matrix 
. q+l] 
-n 
• 
(ii). If 31(q+l) , then (q+l) = 3.m for some m e Z , and hence, as 
above (q6_q3+1 ) _ h(q).(q2_q+1 ) = 3. Thus " 
Thus , in the case of 1" -type E8 ( a4) T ~s isomorphic to w 
C 2 6 3 if 
(q -q+l).(q -q +1) 
(3,q+l) = 1 , and to C 2 x C 6 3 
(q -q+l) (q -q +1) 
3 I (q+l) • 
However, suppose that (3,q+l) = 1 • Then , for 
Then :-
if 
if q+l = 1 (modulo 3) then q ~ 0 (mod 3) and d = (3,1) = 1 , 
if q+l == 2 (modulo 3)· then q ~ 1 (mod 3) and d = (3,1) = 1, 
again. Hence C 2 6 3 is isomorphic to. 
(q -q+l).(q -q +1) 
C 2 x C 6 3 
(q -q+l) (q -q +1) 
Also, if 3 I (q+l) , then q == 2 (mod 3) and q2 == 1 (mod 3) • 
Hence, d = (3,0) = 3 • 
T is always isomorphic to 
w 
Thus, whatever the value of q, it is clear tha~ 
C 2 x C 6 3 (q -q+l) (q -q +1) 
D 
I 
5.11. 
We collect the results for the groups of type E8 in the follo\"ling 
table :-
TABLE 5.4. 
~~type Elementary divisors e. l. 
D8 e1 = (q+l) , e 2 = (q7+l ) . 
D8 (al ) el = (q2+l) • e2 = 
(q6 +1) 
· 
D8 (a2) 9 1 = ( q3+l ) , e2 = 
(q5 +1) 
· 
Da(a3) e1 = ( q4+l ) , e2 = (q4+1) · 
E8 e~ = 
87543 ) (q +q -q -q -q +q+l 
· 
E8 (al ) e1 = lqS_.q4+1 ) . 
E8 (a2) el = (8 6 4 2 q -q +q -q +1) . 
Es(a3) 
4 2 
el = e2 = (q -q +1) . 
E8 ( a4) e l = 
(q2 -q+l) , e 2 = (q6_q3+l ) . 
ES( a5) el = 
(q8 _q 7 +q5 _q 4+q3 -q+l) 
· 
E8 (a6) 
432 
el = e 2 = (q -q +q -q+l) . 
ES(~) el = e 2 = (q2_q+l) 
4 2 
, 9
3 
= (q -q +1) . 
ES( as) el = e2 = 9 3 = e4 = (q2_q+l) . 
CHAPTER 6. steinberg groups of type 2A! ,2D~ , 2E6 • 
It was mentioned in §1.2 , that the Steinberg groups are the groups 
G~ for ~ a combination of a field automorphism and a graph automorphism 
of G. Precisely how this is achieved , v,e explain now , and then we 
spend the rest of this chapter in determining the structure of the maximal 
tori of such finite groups. 
Following Tits [23] ,we let K G be any semi-simple algebraic group 
o 
defined over K and we extend the base field to obtain a group G defined 
o 
over K Then Chevalley has shown that G = G 
7t', K "There 7r is a 
faithful representation of a semi-simple Lie algebra g We say that 
K G 
o 
of 
is a K -form of 
-0 
K -forms, 
o 
viz. 
G71" ,K We are interested in two particular types 
'[ 
I 
normal (Chevalley, split) forms • \fe say that' K G 
o 
is normal (sulit) I 
over K 
o 
if every conjugacy class of parabolic subgroup& contains at least 
one subgroup defined over K 
o 
Then every simple algebraic group defined 
over K has'one and (up to isomorphism) only one normal K -form, viz. 
o 
G71" K - the Chevalley form , and this vTe have studied in tIle previous 
, 0 
chapters • 
(ii). Exterior (semi-split) forms. We say that K G is ~terior 
o 
(semi-split) if it has Borel subgroups defined over K 
o 
it follo,.,s that every semi-simple group K G is exterior • 
o 
By Theorem 1.1. , 
We will 
follow the normal practice of giving these exterior forms the name 
I 
I 
r 
steinberg groups , since K = GF(q) 
o 
throughout • 
ihl. Exterior forms • In this Chapter we are interested in the 
exterior forms and we let G = G~ K • 
, 
Theorem 6.1. (a). The Borel subgroups of G are all conjugate 
(b). The parabolic subgroups of G are all conn~ted ; 
(c). The lattice- of parabolic subgroups containing a given Borel subgroup--
B is isomorphic to the lattice of subsets of a finite set. In. other 
words , if , for i ~ I , denote the maximal subgroups of G which 
contain. B , then the index set I is finite, and every subgroup containing 
B is uniquely an intersection of the form 
(il ) (i 2) (im) P I\P A··.I\P 
(d). Two parabolic subgroups containing the same Borel subgroup Bare 
never conjugate • 
It follows that the classes of conjugate parabolic subg~oups are in 
canonical 1-1 correspondence with the subsets of the finite set I • 
See [23J o 
Construction of the diagram ~ of G . 
For all subsets J sr I', we let d - d· (/\. p(i» J - ~m ifJ ' so 
Then, by 6.1 , it follows that d .. - d.,r. ~ 2 ~,J ,., and 
dp = dim B • 
for 
i,j (: I • So we construct :8 by nodes corresponding to each i ~ I , and 
those corresponding to i,j E I are joined by a band of strength 
Suppose that K G is any exterior form of a semi-simple group G 
'7f ,K 
0 
Then the Galois group r of K / K acts 
- 0 
for "tiEr and some embedding of G in 
a Borel subgroup of K G 
o 
defined over K 
o 
hence permutes among themselves the 
on G by ~ (a .. ) = «lC{aij»ij) l.J 
GL (K) Suppose, that B is 
n 
Then r preserves B, and 
Since these are represented 
• 
by the nodes of 3:J ,we can say that r operates on !lJ , and it is clear 
that the elements of r induce automorphisms of 2!J since 
• 
If r operates trivially on £J , then the p{i) are defined over 
Ko ' and so K G is a normal form, by Theorem 6.1 • 
o 
More generally , if 
r. denotes the group of all elements of r ~lhich induce the identity on £) 
then th~ field KI of the invariants of ~ is the smallest extension of 
K 
o 
for which K G is a normal form • 
I 
We call K1 the spli tUng field 
of KG. 
o 
is a finite Galois extension of K , and its Galois 
o 
group A = r / r I operates faithfully on £J • 
Theorem 6.2. Let ~ 
Galois extension of K 
o 
be the diagram of a simple group G~,K ' K1 a finite 
and suppose we are given a faithful representation 
Then G7r,K has one 
exterior Ko-form and (up to isomorphism) only one having KI as splitting 
field , and such that with respect to this form , ~ operates on ~ in 
the given way. See [23] o 
D 
NOTE. Since K is a fini te field , then l::::. must be a cyclic group , 
o 
and this excludes the case 6D4 , where ~ ~ Aut(cf» ~ ~3 
In Table 6.1 are represented all the groups of non-trivial automorphismsof 
diagrams of simple groups • By 6.2 , to each of them corresponds a type 
of exterior form • Once th,; type G = At, Bt , ... . of the diagram 3j and 
the order 'b of the group ~ is known., then this group A and its action.. 
on ~ are fully determined , so we may denote the type of forms in question.. 
by' 'G. In the case we consider, it is clear that Kl is well-
determined as GF(q') • Hence, since a given exterior form K G of type 
o 
'G is fully determined if we are given Ko and Kl ' we may denote this 
exterior form by : G , and its group of 
o 
K -rational points by (, G(K ) • 
00
TABLE 6.1. 
.--------... o----o~~--o..: ............•. -<>>---~o>----o 
0 .... ·---(0)----0- • . • • • • • • • • • • • ~---<:;c J 
We are interested iil the groups G G(K ) , and these groups can be 
o 
obtained from the groups in the following way , where 
The group ~ operates trivially on the group G(Kl ) of 
G = G 7r,K 
KI-rational points of the normal form KG. 
1 
Consequently , A = r/r. , 
acts on.. G(Kl ) , and the group of A -invariant points of G(KI ) is 
'G(K ) 
o 
§6.2. 
In this chapter , we are interested in the Steinbel·g groups 
and 2E , where 6 S = 2 • In it is shown that G(Kl ) 
admits an automorphism (j : where 'Z:. is the 
permutation of the fundamental roots (ie. graph automorphism) of Table 6.1 • 
Then 2G(K) = G(K) , the (j-fixed points of G(Kl ) • o 1 (j If '\'le let (j = q"l:. 
be the corresponding automorphism of G = G~K (ie. the combination of 
, 
field and graph automorphisms mentioned in ~ 1.2), then G 2 = G(~) • 
(j 
Since (G 2) = G , then 
(j (j (j 
2G(K ) = G , a situation we are equipped to 
o (j 
deal with, by Chapter 1 • 
Let ~ be an irreducible root system in a real vector space V, and 
let A(~) and D(~) be as in§2.4. Then., as in [4] :-
Lemma 6.3. The group A( ~ ) / W(.:;C) (and hence D( ~ » operates 
naturally on ~sc/ ~ad • 
Proof. If q E A and w ~ W(.L') , then ~se ~ q-w(q) E: Aad • For, 
let Then 
w = w •••. w we repeat this. 
a l ar 
Now A(Z) fixes b.. se and A ad ' and so operates on ~se/ ~ ad • i 
By the above, W(~) operates trivially on. b:. / 6. d ' so that the 
se a 
result follows. o 
This justifies our statements in ~ 1. 2 , where we impose the condition 
on -C E D(~) that 'C (A7I') = A-,r . For , "C. operates on. the 
subgroup lattice of L:::::. / A d by Lemma 6.3 , and hence permutes the 
sc a 
So we now consid-er the situation of Chapter 1 , with T a K -split 
o 
maximal torus of G = G K' and suppose that T is a a -fixed maximal . ~, w 
torus of G which is twisted from T by w E W • From the previous 
section we have seen that we must restrict_ attention to G of type At, 
or E6 ' and that the representation 7t' I 
Then the action of (j induced to X(T) ~ A7C is Furthermore ,1 
the action of (j induced to X(T') 
w 
is given by oM w a = qw~ , 
o 
by 
Proposition. 1.3 • By Theorem 1.2 , the G -conjugacy classes of (j -fixed 
a 
maximal tori of G~,K are in 1-1 correspondence with the elements of 
So we must investigate the nature of Hl(a,W) , when W is of 
type A.t., D,a or E 6 and c:r is as above 
Now (j acts on \i according to the way r E- D(~) acts on W in 
the semi-direct product W(~) .D( -:£.. ) = A( -:;£,) , viz. by conjugation in 
A(~ ) • So we let w* = < W, "t:. '> ~ A(.:::E:) , so that * . W = W. <.-c.7' 
(semi-direct) • 
How in the case of a normal form , 
1 . 
H (cr, w) =;b ( W) However , in the 
case of an exterior form, whe~ ~ acts as q~ on V, we have :-
Lemma 6.4. 
is the set of conjugacy classes of W* which are contained in the coset W~. 
Proof 0 Now ~(W~) is well-defined since W~ is a union 'of conjugacy 
classes of W*. and 
Now wI r R w2 <: ) 3- w E W -with wI = wow2 ·a-(w)-I--
-< } "3 w f W with -1 -1-wI = w.w2 °1:..'"l.1:. 
< "3 W with -1 z-- wE wr"'C. = w 0 w2"C.. w. 
< , wIt --., w2 "Z:.. where ~ denotes W-conjugacy W , W 
"f: 1 ~ t {w. -e1'" wI Thus there is a bijection H (0'", w) . wE ie. , . , 
the set of lv-conjugacy classes of W'l: • 
Now 
f -1 -1. 1 = WI w • w Z. • ",wI • WI l: Ii 
Hence ! we 1 W* = {w t 1 W u { w~ 1 vl~ = {w t 1 W , and the W~· 1 -conJugacy c asses 
of W'l:. are identical with the W-conjugacy classes of . Wl:. • 
Thus , ~: Hl( 0'", W) ----')rip. rl:,(W*) is a bij ection such that if w is a 
~epresentative of 1 h ~ H (a,W) , we have "I' (h) = 'I. W* {w"C.. j - the 
';l~conjugacy class containing w't: • o 
Hence , to find the structure of the maximal tori T of 2G(K) , we 
w 0 
must determine the elementary divisors of ~/(qo\vt-I)~~ , where 
G = G K and w-z: runs through the representatives of the classes of 
1\, 
;er(vl*") • We now consider the groups * W for the groups and 
. 
2E6 in which case "C.. 2 = 1 and W 'C- is the unique non-trivial coset of 
W • W.)(r. ~n 
§6. 3. The root systems of type Al'~t and E6 • 
Type AQ • (e.~ 2) • We must assume that l ~ 2 because "C is the 
identity in the case ~. Let ~ be a root system of type AJ.. For 
.t ~ 2 , let -r f A(~) . ,.., be the automorph~sm 'z::: : Pi ,~-.... Pt.+1-i ' where 
7\. = {p. 1 ~ is a fixed fundamental sys tem in. ~ ~ \ .. ,,' It is clear that the 
automorphism 
of D(~) ,.., induced by ~ is the unique non~trivia1 automorphism ~ of the 
graph of ~ The group A(~) / W(~) is isomorphic to Z2 Since 
-1 € A(~) always but -1 ~ W(~) in this case, we see that 
A(~) ~ W(~) x {1,-11 , and "" w. = - 't:. • 
o 
Furthermore , the unique 
non-tri vial element ~ of A(~) / W(~) acts on A /~ by the 
sc ad 
automorphism x ..... -~~ -x , by Lemma 6.3 . 
Type E6 • Let ~ be a root system of type E6 with fundamental system 
6 
i=l 
Let ~ ~ A(~) 
such that ~ has graph 
be the automorphism which maps into 
As for Ae' it is clear that the 
automorphism of D(~) induced by ~ is the unique non-trivial 
automorphism t of the graph of ~ Also -1 1= vl(~), so 
A(~) ~ W(~) x tl,-lt , and w = 
o 
Further , the unique non-trivial 
element 'r.. " A(£') / W(~ ) acts on A / A d by the automorphism 
sc a 
X I ,. -x • 
Type D.-. • Let ::( be a root system of type Dt with fundamental system 
such that ~ has 
Let -t: E- A(~) be the automorphism of V which maps Pt_I",,4---+' PL and 
fixes p. 
~ 
for i~tl, ••• ,e-21 . If p. = e.-e. 1 ~ ~ ~+ for i£ {l, ... ,i.-l} 
is the automorphism such that ~ fixes 
~: et!-I -+) -et ' (see § 4.2.) • 
Assume that t '» 5 • Then the automorphism of D(~) induced by ~ 
is the unique non-trivial automorphism ~ of the graph of ~ • Hence 
A(~) / vl(~) is isomorphic to Z2' 
Now, W(D.e) acts on [e.} t by permutations and an even number of 
~ i=l 
sign changes 
t even. 
e odd. 
Hence we have :-
Then -1 ~ W( Dt.) , so 
Then -1 f. W(Di) 
w = -1 by uniqueness • 
·0 
Now A(Z,) / W(~) acts on b.. / A. as described in ~ 4. 2 sc ~ ad 
particular :-
(i). if t is even , then 't: fixes 61\, and permutes A" , 2 
(ii). if t is odd, then r fixes An: 
I 
OOJ 
W = - l:: 
o 
in 
and A 
71'"3 
6.10. 
Lemma 6.5. 
Proof. As above , let W = W' •• 
Pi ~ 
Since -1 'l: • W • 't = W ( ) , then. a "C a 
centralises wi for i E f 1, ••• ,t-2\ and permutes wl _l and rI.e. • 
where R is the 
set of defining relations :-
1 w~ ="t. 2 = 1 (w. w,. 1)3 i<.t-l 2 :L<..t-l R = ; = 1 for . ( w. -e) = 1 for j, ~ ~+ , ~ 
2 (W
t
_
l
't)4 = 1 (w. w.) = 1 for j ;-i+l 1 , ~ J 
since 
,Hence, W~ is a Coxeter group satisfying the relations of wtBe) , 
so W'* is isomorphic to a factor group of W(Be.) • Since 
o 
Corollary 6.5. The set 't-c.( W*) of conjugacy classes is in 1-1 
correspondence "d th the pairs of partitions [').. ,~] of t , consisting of 
an odd numbers of negative cycles. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.5. , the classes of 'C'r:.(W~) are those in W(Bt ) ~ \i(C.t) 
which are not in W(DL) • By§4.1 , these are the classes of w(e.t) which 
correspond to pairs of parti tions [).. 'rJ of .t consisting of an odd 
number of negative cycles . o 
NOTE. As we see in Table 6.1. , when t = 4 , there is a further 
automorphism ~ t:. D(~) and 
6.11. 
In. this case , we still have the automorphism ""C- interchanging 
P3 and P4 ' and D(D4 ) = <~,~: '"C.2 = r( = ("e~)2 = 1> ~ @3. So 
that, although W*< A(D4) (strictly), we still have 
'* W = W(D4 ) .<l::"7 ;;r W(B4) • 
Then (. acts on by permuting the ~ for i = 1,2,3 
-rr. 
1.. 
in a cycle of order 3. However , we leave the Steinberg groups 3D 4( q)-
until Chapter 7 , for reasons which become obvious there • 
~. ..:.T;:;:,he.;:.....tg~r-=-0~uJ::.:pS=--_2=Ai ' 2D.l (t odd) and 
In all these cases , "l: acts on A / A by ~: x ~ -x , and 
sc ad 
hence "l: fixes the subgroup lattice of A / A sc ~ ad • Hence , 
is defined for the group- G~K = G for all possible faithful representations 
, 
.,.. of g (of type At, DR,. (D. odd) or E6 ), since then "C. (Ax) = A~ for 
all A7\ with A ad C A7\ C. A sc • 
Lemma 6.6. 
* . w ~ W x { 1, -1' • Further, I):(vrlt)/ = 21,c(w)/ and Z(W) = 1. -The set 
'f:.r, (vr) is just the set t -C _: C € ~(\>1) t , and the class~s HI (0", W) are in.. 
1-1 correspondence with the W-conjugacy classes of W ie. the set .'(vl) 
under the map ~ = - ~ , (for t as in Lemma 6.4) So that 
Vt-l:Ct---'IoC.w ,for CE~(W). 
o 
Proof. The first statement follows from the investigation of the root 
systems above • Secondly , we knOi'! from § 2.4 that "Z.. acts on the set of 
6.12. 
graphs { rc In the case where ~ is of type At or E6 , 
there is a 1-1 correspondence between admissible graphs and conjugacy 
classes in W • Hence , 1:: must fix each class C ~ ~(W) • However , in 
groups of type Dt , there is no such correspondence, but for ~ odd, there 
is a 1-1 correspondence between conjugacy classes in Wand signed 
. cycle-types r", r] 1;i th seven. Now 'l:.. acts on. the class C 
corresponding to the cycle-type [~,~] by mapping w' to w"C • Let ¥ 
be the cycle of Le 1 ~ under w which contains eft. 
i 1 i=l ~ Then 't:. fixes 
all other cycles , and acts on. ~ in the following way :-
if )! = ( ..... e.e~ e .•.•.• ) , then ~~ = ( ••..• e.-et e .••••• ) and 1.. J 1. J 
sgn( 'ti""t!) = sgn("l{) • 
Hence, w~ has the same cycle type as w, and ~ fixes the classes 
~(vl(D.f)) for t. odd. In fact , this fo11ol'lS directly since 'l: = -w 
o 
but we need the fact that ~ fixes the signed cycle-type of rulY w ~ W(D~) 
for any t.. , in§6.5 • 
Then, by Lemma 6.4, "f is the map "{.J: ):(W)---+- Hl(O",w) such that 
'Ib C ~Cl:. = -Cw 
• 0 So i'le put "f = - "I' . o 
Corollary 6.6. Let ,:c( Ii) = {Ci I i:1 , and let w.w be a representative 1. 0 
element of c. for a subset f Wi . i = l, ••• r 1 c- W-. Then a , . 1. 
representative for the corresponding element h. E t-(O",w) 
1. 
is w. • 
1. 
Proof. By Lemmas 6.4 and 6.6 • o 
6.13. 
Proposition 6.7. Let G = G K be a simple group of type All Dt (~odd) 7r, 
or E6 I and let w. E W be the representative of the element h. it Hl (0", W) , ~ ~ 
as above • Let Ei = {eij = f ij (q) : j runs over some subset Ni eN}, so 
that Ei C. z( q), be the elementary divisors for the torus T 
w.w. 
~ a 
in the 
corresponding Chevalley form G(K) • 
o 
Then the elementary divisors for 
the maximal torus of the group in the conjugacy class 
corresponding to hi under Q are 2E. = { 2 e. . = If .. (-q) I : j ~ N. 1 . ~ ~J ~J ~ 
Proof. Given a K -split maximal torus 
o 
T of G = G~,K I and a maximal 
torus Tw' twisted from T by w e W , the action of 
is given by q. Wl: = -q. ww ,by Proposition 1. 3 • 
o 
cr'* on X(T' ) ~ A7t 
w 
Hence , 2T = CT') ~ ..6.1f / (-q). ww -1) A.". 
w w C1 0 
, by Proposition 1.4 • 
Thus , for w = w. , 
~ 
2 
e .. = ~J 
Hence we may obtain the sets 
the sign of q in the sets E. 
~ 
o 
for the group 
for the corresponding group 
by changing 
G(K ) , and 
o 
we have determined these latter in Chapters 3,4,5 • 
~. The gro'\.lps 2D.Q for t even . 
In this case , 'Z::. acts on by permuting A7( 
2 
and 
so that, by ~l. 2 , we may only consider G to be one of 
We have seen, in the proof of Lemma 6.6 , tha~ 
"t: acts on ;t:. (W) by mapping the class with signed c~!cle-type [",;.J to 
another class with the same signed cycle-type. Wh~n e is odd , we have 
6.140 
seen that this just means that ~ fixes every element of J:(W) , but 
when t is even , there are two classes corresponding to the signed 
cycle-type [~J ' where A. 
~ 
is even for all i ~{l, ••• ,tl . Hence , 
this allows the possibility of '"l: per:o.uting such elements of ~(W). 
In_fact, 
Lemma 6.8. If C and C' are two distinct classes in .b (W) with the 
same si gned cycl e- type , then c"C. = C' • 
Proof. By Lemma 6.5 , we knovl that W"* ~ W(C..l) , and Z(W) = {1,-11 
Now , there is a 1-1 correspondence between classes and sig~ed cycle-types 
in W*, by [6] Hence , the t.wo. classes C and C' cannot be distinct 
inside W* and so must fuse under action. by W* • Thus C and C' are 
permuted by W* / W , ie. by 'z:: o 
Corollary 6.8. Let I ~(W)I = r , and suppose that there are r 2 distinct 
"even-posi ti ve" parti tions of e Then. there are r l ' classes fixed by 
t:. acting on ): (W) , and 2r2 classes which are permuted in cycles of 
order 2, where r = r l + 2r2 • Then the number of classes of W~ in 
the coset W-c is r l , and the total number of conjugacy classes of 
W~ ~- W(B,) ;s (2r + r) 2r 3r ~. 12= - 2· 
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 6.6 , all the classes of C(W) are fixed 
except those corresponding to {'even-posi ti veil partitions • The result 
follows from Lemma 6.8 , using Propositio~ 2.5 • o 
6.15. 
Hence , we see that by Corollary 6.5 , if G =. G'7r,K , then the 
maximal tori of the group 2G(K ) of type Dt, ( t even) have the same 0 
structure as those of the corresponding (via lattices) Chevalley group 
Bt(K
o
) which do not correspond to conjugacy classes of W(DL). The 
correspondence here is 
if '7t is ad or sc , we take (B) (K) I. sc, K 0 ' 
(see Proposition 4.4) • 
We put this on a more formal basis in the folloldng way • lhrst we 
make two definitions to determine the classes of Hl(~,W) • 
Defini tion 6.1. Let ~ be the partition of W defined by associating 
with each Pi E ~ an ordered n-tuple Ni = ["1''''2, ... ,')Jn] of positive and 
negative integers with k -
. 1 I~·I - Q J= J , such that ''IE p. if w acts as a ~ 
'».-cycle (taking care of the sign) on the subset l e~~ +' + k: 1 ~k ~ y.1 
J ""1 ••• j-l +. . J 
of the natural basis {e. ~ t of V. 
J j=l (This is a finer partition. than 
that effected by the signed-cycle type) • 
Defini tion 6.2. Let "(t = {N : N if? an ordered n-tuple of integers J and 
let.1\. be the set of pairs of parti tions [" ,,rJ oi' t We define a 
function g: it --+..A which maps an ordered n-tuple N onto the 
(unordered) n-tuple g(N) 
Lemma 6.9. Let [A'~] be any signed cycle-type corresponding to a class 
6.16. 
Let h=Up .• 
1. 
Then h ~ If- (<1", W) and 'Y (h) = C ..• 
Proof. Then, since 
or fixes for j < t it is clear that W.l:, 
has associated with it the n-tuple Ni = [~l'~' ••• '~n-l'-~nJ 
Let W~ E p 
1. i 
Wi 'R:' w. J 
and 
{ 
4 
Hence h = UP. 1. 
} 
) 
for as above • Then 
w."r:., w.'t' E. C . 
1. J 
geN. ) ::= g CNj) = ['-'rJ 1. 
0 
This determines the classes of H1(o;W) , and we finally have :-
Proposition 6.10. let wE p such that g(N) =[",,,] , and suppose that 
'2 Then the maximal tori T of the group 
w 
2G7r,K(KO ) of type D.t, (.2 even) corresponding to the class h have 
elementary divisors given by :-
(i). Proposition 4.5 ,-if 7r = 1(', 
(ii). Proposition 4.18 , if ~ = ad or sc • 
This follows from Lemma 6.9, • 
o 
CHAPTER 7. 
and 3D4(g)' 
2G2(..9...2--')--L..._2~2( q2) 2F (~2\ ~F=i=n=i~t~e~g~r~o~u~p=s~o~f~t~W1='=s~t~e~d~t~y~p~e __ ~ - - ~-~-~~~4 
If one does not take account of the type of nodes in the set of 
diagrams of simple groups G~,K' then the list of graph automorphisms i~ 
Table 6.1 is completed by the addition of three caseo , represented i~ 
Table 7.1 • These automorphisms are described in S 1. 2 , where we note 
that SUCh&lltomorphisms only occur when p = 2 or 3 , depending upon the 
type of the root system ~ of g. Due to the nature of these 
automorphisms the diagrams of Table 7.1 do not give rise tD new exterior 
forms of G K. 71", However , R. Ree (].4] showed that one can , under certain 
conditions, associate with" them abstract groups which are analogues of 
groups of rational points 
2G2(q2) Ree groups and 
of exterior forms. These are the 
d th S uk" 2B2(q2) wh;ch , an e uz ~ groups • 
were originally discovered by IVI. Suzuki [22] in a very different light • 
In this Chapter , we complete our discussion by f,inding the structure 
of the maximal tori in the remaining finite groups of Lie type, viz. the 
Ree and Suzuk~ groups and the Steinberg grouIJS 3D4(q) , and we begin. by 
examining the procedure for obtaining the Ree and Suzuki groups in § 7.1. 
The reason for including the groups 3D4 (q) in this Chapter is that the 
groups and 2F 4 (q 2) are very closely related and , had we not~ 
already considered the groups in Chapter 6 , it would be 
convcaient to also discuss those in this Chapter • In fact , if.:C is 
a root system of type }" 4 then both the long roots ~.t and the short roots 
~s form root systems of type D4 • 
i7.1. Construction of the Ree and Suzuki groups • 
If one attemps to reproduce the construction of i 6.1 by taking a 
figure 2G from Table 7.1 , then_, as in § 1. 2 , one can prove that for 
certain fields KI ' (of characteristic p = 2 if G = B2 or F4 , and of 
characteristic , if G = G2) , the group G(KI ) has automorphisms ~ of 
order 2. By analogy with the exterior forms, we shall call a group of 
points fixed under such an automorphism 2 ~ a t~~sted group of type G(Kl ) 
The essential difference between the two types is that here , no field K 
o 
plays the r~le of "base field" • 
Another automorphism a' of G(Kl ) of order 2 , which possesses the 
same properties as ~, will be said to be equivalent to ~ if it is the 
transform of ~ by an inner automorphism of G(Kl ) The classificatioa 
of the automorphisms , (and hence the Ree groups) , is given by the 
following 'rheorem , due to Ree , D-41 
Theorem 7.1. If G = B2 or F4 (resp. G2) , the equival6nce classes of 
automorphisms of order 2 of G(Kl ) , which act in the way shown in Table 7.1 
are in canonical 1-1 correspondence with the automorphisms e of Kl such 
that. x , 9
2 
(resp. (x') = x) , for all 
o 
Thus to every automorphism e of Kl satisfying-this relation, there 
is associated a group of type 2G(Kl ) , which one could vITite as 
although we will not need to make use of such a notation. 
TABLE 7.1. 
• jI '.=::::=====00 2G 2 
•• ----~E:====~j~J-----o 2F 4 
elements has an automorpnism e The field Kl = GF{q) of q = pn 
8 2 
such that (xP) = x if and only if n = 2m+l , for any m~ O. Then 
e must be the automorphism e m x = xP , and the uniqueness of this 
automorphism will permit us , in the case of a finite field Kl ' to speak 
2 ( ) ( 2m+l) without ambiguity of the Ree group G Kl ' where Kl = GF P • 
Specifically by [7] ,we have ~ defined on generators as :-
m ~7\ ~ x (tP ) if a is long 1 ' where ~ ~a m+l 
,. x (tP ) if a ET\. is short. ~a 
is the permutation of 7\. described in the corresponding diagram 2G of 
Table 7.1 • 
Now let K be the algebraic closure of the field Kl = GF(p2m+l) 
where p = 2 (resp. 3) and let G = G ~e a simple algebraic group of 7r,K 
Hence 
Then, with ~ defined as above, we know 
s~nce (G 2) (j. = G~ , we know that 
cY 
the twisted group of type G Thus , ''Ie may use the resul ts 
of Chapter 1 to find the structure of the maximal tori of the Ree and 
Suzuki groups • 
Let ~ be a root system of type B2 , G2 or F 4 embedded in a real 
vector space V. Now ~ induces, by Proposition 1.3 , an isometry ~ 
of V and also , via the permutationc ~ of 7T, an automorphism of W. 
Hence 1:- acts on Wand we consider the group W* = <W,'l::..> , which is the 
semi-direct product of W by "'C. Then W* is a group of autamorphisms 
of V, al though A(~) = W(-::rC) is a proper , normal subgroup of W* 
since -e does not preserve :::t: -. In fact, ~ is an iso~orphis~ of root 
, " 
systems and maps ~ into a distinct root system -:E:: of the same type 
embedded in V • 
1 . 
We recall Lemma 6.4 , which sets up a bijection "f : H (o-,W) ~.ct:.(W*)'1 
and this holds in this case • ife proceed by considering each group in turnc 
but first we prove a general result on Dihedral groups. The reason for 
proving this is that if ~ is of type B2 or G2 " then "\'1 is a Dihedral 
group of order divisible by 4. 
Lemma 7.2. Let W be the Dihedral group, W =«x,y 
of order 4n., and let l:. be the involuti ve automorphism of W which 
permutes x ru1d y. Then I ~(Vl*) I = (n+l) , and a set of represen·t3.tives 
of the elements of ~(W*) is {'t.,X,l:,(XY)Xl:.,(Xy)2x -e., •• o,(Xy)n-l. xe 1 . 
Proof. Now ~(W) = (n+3) , with classes represented by 
Co = {l\W , Cl = txy1 W , C2 = {(Xy)2}W, ••• ,cn = t(Xy)n~w 
and C~+2 = ~ y 1 W • 
C "=Ix}W 
n+l 
As in Lemma 2.4 1: acts on ):(w) , and fixes all the classes except 
, I 
the last two • Hence, by Proposition 2.5 , the number of classes of 
t~ (~) is just (n+l) • 
As we remarked earlier , this does not supply us wi'th a list of 
representatives of elements of ~~(W*) , but it does serve as a useful check. 
To determine representatives, we see that the W-conjugacy classes of We 
are :-
{ 'C) W = { "l:., (xy)"C. , (xy) 2-c. , ••• , (xy) 2n-1 'l:. 1 ' 
{(Xy)Sx.·c:.1 W = {(Xy)Sx'r., (xy)2n-s-Ix 'C 1 for {o , 1 , ... , n-l] • 
Now , vle have seen in the proof of Lemma 6.4 that the W* -conjugacy 
classes of W* are the \-I-conjugacy classes of * W • ' Hence we have the 
result as claimed. o 
NOTE. We could get 'information by looking at the action of 
'l:. 011 {rc : C E'(vl) 1 as in Lemma 2.4 , but this would not enable u's to 
find the representatives of I H «(T,W) , as Lemma 7.2 does. 
In this case , c: is the operation of reflection 
in the dotted line shown at an angle of 67tO with 
the root a, where ;nr = {a,b} is a fundamental 
system for ~ • Furthermore , in this case , . 
Hom( A / A d,K~) is trivial , since K has 
sc a 
I 
I 
characteristic 2 • Hence , the centre of G 
sc,K is trivial , and the 
a 
isogeny G 
sc,K ~Gad,K becomes a radical isogeny • Thus we need only 
consider (up to radical isogeny) the groups Gad,K' by considering the 
action of .... ~ on I\. v J-:a ad • 
Now in this case : W 
a 
2 is a 
Dihedral group of order 8 • Hence, by Lemma 7.2 , I ~y:'(W*) I = 3 and 
. representatives of the 3 elements of are {'C., If 'Z:. , (w Wbhl"c' 1 . a a a 
Thus, by Lemma 6.4 , representatives of the 3 elements of Hl(J,W) are 
{ 1, wa By Propositions 1.3 and 1.4 , a maximal torus of 
2B2 (Kl ) corresponding to the representative w. has relation matrix 
(q. (w'C ~ - I) . Then, by Theorem 1.2 , there are 3 conjugacy classes 
of maximal tori in 2B2 (Kl ) with relation matrices corresponding to the :3 
representatives above. Hence we must determine the action of loll:. on. 
Then \-Ie have : 
Proposition 7.;2. There are 3 conjugacy classes of maximal tori in the 
groups 2B2( q2) , and these are described in the follm-ring table together 
with the order of the corresponding group Wu' 
Representative element Order of class I Ii (j I Elementary divisors 
1 4 2 el = (q2 -1) . 
wa 2 4 el = (q2 _ .J"2'q+l) . 
w w w 
a b a 2 4 e1 = (q2+ ~q+1) . 
Proof. v1e omit the details but note that the matrices (q. (w'Z:.)7t - r) 
diagonalise over the ring Z [q /.{2] o 
This completes the case for the groups 
§7.Y· 
In. this case , ~ is the operation of reflection in the dotted line 
shown at an angle of 75 0 with the root a, ",here 1\ = {a, b 1 is a 
fundamental system for ~ Also , A _ A so tha~ we only need ~sc - ~ad ' 
consider the action of 0'* on I 
A ad • b 
When -:Z: is of type G2 , then W 
is a Dihedral group, 
order 12 • Hence, by Lemma 7.2 , 
I ~(w*) I = 4 and repres en ta ti ves of I 
the 4 elements of ~y'(w*) are {l:" wa.,;, wawbwa""C,(wawb)2wa~ 1 . 
As in .§ 7.2 , we have :-
Proposition 7.4. There are 4 conjugacy classes of maximal tori i~ the 
groups 2G2(q2) , and these are described in the following table together 
1d th the order of the corresponding group Woo' 
'.1 
I 
I 
1&1 
Representative element Order of class 11'f0'1 Elementary divisors 
1 6 2 el = (q2_1) . 
, 
wa 2 6 el = (q2_~q+l) • 
W wbw 2 a a 6 e17e2=2,e3=t(q2+1) • 
(wwb)2w 2 6 el = (q2+J)q+l) • a a 
Proof. We omit the details but note that the matrices (q.(wr~-I) 
diagonalise over the ring Z 19J.B] only in cases (i), (ii) and (iv). In 
case (iii) , however, the matrix (q.(W'C~-I) reduces to 
2 ] -t( qf,.f3 + 1) c2 r 0 
.J)q-3 to cl >-l-t( q2 +1) :J 
Z · -/r-73 = 3m over s~nce Y.I"':; This result is non-trivial since 2 (q +1) is 
di visi ble by 4, and by no higher power of 2 , when 2 q = Hence 
is isomorphic to 
o 
NOTE. In these two cases, the groups C 2 correspond to the Kl-split 
q -1 
tori of G(Kl ). For groups of type B2 and G2 we ma~ consider the 
action of l: on f rc c ~ ~(\'l) ) Then we have 
r (B2) = I p 0,. o • 
Hence , by Lemma 2.4, ~ fixes each graph of peW) except 0 and ., 
which are permuted, (since 0---0 and.---. represent the same class in 
Hence , I /"(.(w*) I = n + 1 , as in Lemma 7.2 • In these cases , 
2n.= h - the Coxeter number, [4] 
Also, in the list of representatives of Lemma 7.2 , the final 
representative can be replaced by ( xy ) ~ x't:. , i e . by (xy) h/.2' x"C. in th e s e 
cases (see the proof of Lemma 7.2.) • But h/2 (xy) .= z is the unique 
non-identity central element of W, (see [10] .) Further , z = -1 in 
-_.. 1 
thesp- casea , so that for w = (wawb)n- wa ' then (q.(w~)~ -I) is 
equivalent to the matrix (q.(zwa~~-I) = «-q).(wa~)~ -I) . Since the 
matrix for the representative w. of the class (ii) is diagonalisable over 
a 
Z[q / JPl in each case to give elementary divisors e.=f.(q)~z[q/.JP1 , 
~. ~ 
then the elementary divisors corresponding to the final class are 
e. = f. (-q) • 
~ ~ 
In this case, it is much more difficult to see geometrically how. ~ 
acts on ~ , since ~ is embedded in a 4-dimensional . real vector space • 
However, acc:)rding to the diagram of Table 7.1 , "l: acts by exchanging 
long roots with short roots, and vice-versa. Hence , -c: acts on W by 
mappirlg a reflection due to a short root onto a reflection corresponding to 
a long root and vice-versa • Thus , "C acts on ~ (W) by mapping the 
graph ~C representing C ~ ~(W) to the graph ~(C) representing 
"C.(C) ~;C(W) , where .rl:(C) is obtained from ~ by exchanging each node • 
by the node 0 and vice-versa • Hence, we can find ~(C) for every 
7.10. 
class C ~ tCW) by looking at the graphs ~ listed in Table 5.2 In 
W(F4) , we do have the situation where , i~ some cases, more than.ona 
graph represents a given class C • Hence , we do need the full list of 
admissible graphs and their respective classes in order to determine 
precisely where 't. maps each graph r . I take this opportunity of 
thanking Professor R.W. Carter for supplying me with this information. 
"C 
We also list the graphs ~ in Table 5. 2 • 
When g is of type F4 , then ~sc = ~ad so, that we only have 
one type of group in the isogeny class, viz. G 
ad,K Hence we need only 
consider the action. of w on A ad where w is a representative of each. • 
element of Hl(~,W), in order to determine the elementary divisors of the 
matrix (q.(w~~ -I) • 
Proposition 7.5. Let W = \i(F 4) , then I Hl( 0", vi) I = 11 • 
Proof. If we look at Table 5.2 , "1e see that there are precisely 11 
conjugacy classes C such that 'l:. (C) = C Hence, by Proposition 2.5 
since ~ is of order 2 , 
J ~(W*) I = 2 x 11 + 25;11 = 29 and I ~l:.(W*) I = 11. 
Now , by Lemma 6.4 , there is a bij ection ~: Hl( (j, \'1) ---~~ ~'r.(w*) 
so the result follows. 
'0 
Al though this result does riot supply us "Ti th representative elements 
for the classes of Hl(cr,W) , it does at least inform us when we have 
7011. 
TABLE 7.2. 
Positive Co-ordinates "'l(i) 'W2(i) W3(i) w4(i) Length "to( i) 
root i of root 
1 (0,1,-1,0) -1 7 1 1 l 2 
2 ( 1 1 1 1 ) "2,-"2,-"2,-"2 2 2 8 -2 s 1 
3 (0,0,1,-1) 7 -3 5 3 t 4 
4 (0,0,0,1) 4 6 -4 8 s 3 
. 
5 (0,0,1,1) 11 5 3 9 t 6· 
6 (0,0,1,0) 10 4 6 12 s 5 
7 (0,1,0,-1) 3 1 11 7 t. 8 
8 (1 1 1 1) "2,-"2,-2',2' 8 12 2 4. s 7 
~ (1,-1,0,0) 15 9 9 ·5 e 
.. 
10 
10 (0,1,0,0) 6 10 10 16. s 9 
11 (0,1,0,1) 5 13 7 15 l 12 
12 ( 1 1 1 1 ) "2,-"2,"2,-"2 16 8 14 6 s 11 
13 (0,1,1,0) 13 11 13 17 e 14 
14 ( 1 1 1 1) '2, -'2,"2,'2 18 14 12 14 s 13 
15 (1,0,-1,0) 9 171 15 11 t 16 
16. O-,-~,-t,-t) 12 16 18 10 s 15 
17 (1,0,0,-1) 17 15 19 13 l 18 
18 (1 1 1 1) '2,"2,-"2,'2 14 20 16 18 s 17 
19 (1,0,0,1) 19 21 17 19 e 20 
20 (1 1 1 1 ) '2,'2,'2,-"2 20 18 22 20 s 19 
21 (1,0,1,0) 23 19 21 21 t 22 
22 (1 1 1 1) '2,'2,2',"2 22 22 20 24 s 21 
23 (1,1,0,0) 21 23 23 23 I. 24 
24 (1,0,0,0) 24 24 24 22 s 23 
7.12 . 
completed our search for such representatives • Since ~ is just 
post-mul tiplication by 'l::. , we direct our search to finding representatives 
of the 11 classes of ''z::.(I'i*). Hence , we must investigate the nature 
of the group W * . 
Let ~ be a root system of type F4 embedded in a 4-dimensional real 
vector space v o A fundamental system 
with corresponding Dynkin diagram PI P2 P3 P4. Then, with 
•• ------«======0"-----0 
respect to the basis {ei ! ' the 24 posi ti ve roots of ~ are given in. 
Table 7.2 , along with the action of ~ on ~ and the action. of the 
fundamental reflections W,. = w, 
~ Pi on ::2C • The action of ~ is obtained 
since 'I'fe know from Ttt.ble 7.1 that, "l: permutes with and with 
Here , we label the posi ti ve roots as r i for i ~ {I, ... , 24} and for 
abbreviation in the Table , we denote r. 
~ 
by i . 
of r. 
~ 
under the fundamental reflection wI ' and if 
'Write Also , we have 
is the image 
wl(r.) = -r. , we 
~ J 
Then" if ~s is the set of short roots of.z: and ~t the set of 
long roots of ~ ,both ~s and ~( are root systems of type D4 and 
-z;: ( :::£ s) = :?£.( · 
There are several ways we can investigate the group W(F4) (and hence 
the group W¥C) , and we shall begin_ by considering these approaches • 
7.13. 
First we consider W in the context of reflection groups, following 
U3] Let V be a 4-dimensional real vector space with orthonormal 
basis {ei \ i~l ' and consider the four vectors of the set. 
7( 1 = ~ r 3 , r 5 , r g, r l \ Then. 7f. 1 is a fundamental system for the root 
system -~R. = ~ 1 ' say , which is of type D4 • Let s, t, u, v be the ' 
corresponding reflections in Au t(V) , ie. s is the reflec:tion.in theplane __ 
e3 = e4 • Then the group WI = <s,t.,u,V:Rl> with defining relations--
Rl = { s2=t2=u2=v2=(sv)3=(tv)3=(uv)3=1;st=ts, u=ut,su=us 1 is a Weyl group 
of type D4 with corresponding graph 
Consider the group 
acting on the graph in the foll01-Jing way :-
u 
-1 1, xyx 
f -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 R2 = 1 x.s.x =t,xu=ux,xv=vx,y.s.y =t,y.t.y =u,y.u.y =s,y.v.y =V 
Then_ S ~ ~3 ' the symmetric group on three letters (viz. r 3 ,r5,r9) , and 
So S acts as above • 
From R2 ' we see that S is an automorphism group of WI ' and we let 
W = WI • S (semi-direct) , so that W = A( -£ 1) by Lemma 2.3. Then we 
have :-
Proposi hon 7.6. 
7.14. 
Proof. From Rl and R2 , it follows that W is generated by 
s,v,x and xy. Hence, W = < s,v,x,XY:R3 "> with defining relations 
R3 = { s2=v2=x2=(xy) 2=( sv)3 =(x. xy) 3=( sx)4= 1, vx=xv, v(xy )=(xy )v, s(xy )=( xy) s J 
This is a set of defining relations for W(F4) , so W~ W(F4) . Since 
Iwl = IW(F4)1 = 1152 , the resul~ follows. o 
Now let W2 = ..c(s,t,u,v,x RIVR2>-' Then we have :-
Proposition 7.7. 
Proof. -1 _ < '> Since x.s.x = t , ~t follows that W2 = s,u,v,x: RlvR2 and-
the result follows by a similar argument to the proof of 7.6 • D 
Hence we can regard \~(F 4) as the full group of automorphisms of V 
which preserve the root system :::Z::l of type D4 , ie. the group A(::::e: l ) •. 
Furthermore , 
W(B4) ~ W(F4) , and this subgroup is not normal since 
This situation: is represented by the following graph :-
-1 -1 y. x .. y = y x 
where each of the groups W1 'W2 'W corresponds to a certain subgraph 
containing 4 nodes . This corresponds to the reverse process described by 
Dynkin [12J in order to find the subsystems of maximal rank of ~ , so 
that u is the reflection corresponding to the highest root of ~ and 
7.15. 
t that corresponding to the highest root of ~ 2 = ~ (B4) • Let ~ be 
the isometry of V defined by the graph automorphism of :::2C as in 
Proposi tiOIL 1.3 and let W1t = <W, '2:> . Then ~ is the invblutive 
automorphism of W which is defined by 
! -1 R4 = t 'C.v.l:. = xy and -1 1 'Z:..s."Z: = x f 
Proposition,7.8. (i). N = W~ f\ WI is a normal subgroup of W of order 32 , 
and, by definitio~, N is a normal subgroup of W* 
(ii). W / N ~ ~3 x ~ and this extension splits, 
(iii). The commutator subgroup WI ofW is generated by tN,y,el, where 
e = (stuv)2 .• Then 1 1 1 ~~ W = W U Ii v U W x v W-xv • 
Proof. See [13] o 
Since 'Ive wish to find the conjugacy classes of *" W , and we know that 
a normal subgroup is a union of conjugacy classes , we could begin by 
considering all the normal subgroups of W ~ • We know that W~ is a 
soluble group of order 2304 = 28 •32 , and -V;* = < 8, v, "C '> with defining 
relations given by R3 U R4 • 
Proposition 7.9. (i)o 
(ii). 
Proof. Since A x B ~ ~3 X~3 has no normal 2-subgroups , then 
Now Wft / N has no normal 2-subgroups , so that °2(1'1'*)= 02(W) • 
7.16. 
Part (ii) follows because of the nature of z:: • 
o 
f -1 1 If we denote the group , 1 w ~ w~ = w , of 'C. -fixed points of 
W by W~ , then,:-
Proposition 7.10. '< 2 2 ()8 >,.. We = a,b: a =b = ab = 1 D16 ' the Dihedral 
group of order 16 , where a = v.x:y and 2 b = (s.x) • 
Proof. The Dynkin diagram of ~ is 
0< = ave;1) = t(Pl+I2P4) and ~ = av(w2 ) = t(P2+f2P3) 
[20] shows how wI'(. = v.xy , w, = (s.x)2 and 
W't = <wa('w, : wo(2 = w~2 '= (wl(wf )8 = 1> • 
Hence W.:H has the following structure :-
Suppose that M is a maximal normal subgroup 
of w~. Then W~/ M ' b I' ~s ae ~an , so 
w, 
Lemma 7.11. There are 3 maxiffial normal subgroups 
of W~, and W*/ (w*) I ~ C2 x C2 • 
Proof. w*/ (W*) I = < s , v ,'~ >wi th defining relations 
f 2 - 2 _2 2'-1 R5 =l S = v = ~ = ~ = 1 \ , where x = (Ii*) I x • 
Hence W*/ (W*) I ~ C2 x C2 with maximal normal subgroups 
<:: I ,s '> , < I, ~ >- and < I, SE '7 . 
Then, Steinberg . 
o 
1 
W 
1 
D 
7.17. 
Coxeter [9,10] discusses W as the symmetry group of the self-
reciprocal 24-cell {3,4,31 in Euclidean 4-space • This offers a 
geometrical illustratio~ of many of the properties of W and W*. This 
regular polytope LS quite remarkable, being another peculiarity of 
4-dimensional Euclidean space in that it has no analogue i~ any other 
dimension • In fact , we can see that £., is a "skeleton" of {3, 4, 3! with 
the long roots corresponding to the vertices of £3,4,31 and the short roots 
to the mid-points of the 24 cells of{3,4,31. Then we can easily see 
that ~ is the dual map of this self-reciprocal figure • 
The polytope l3,4,3} arises by truncating f34 ' the 4-dimensional 
hyperoctahedron • So it has 24 octahedra as cells, and consequently 24 
vertices, viz. the centres of the edges of ~4 • The subgroup 'of W that 
leaves fixed a vertex of {3,4,3} is the symmetry group of the vertex figure 
{4,31, ie. the cube, so this group is the hyperoctahedral group W(B3) • 
The 24 cosets of W(B3) in W(F 4) correspond to the 24. vertices of { 3,4, 3J • 
This construction, due to Ceslro , exhibits W(C
4
) as a subgroup of W of 
:!.ndex 3 , and the 24 octahedra fall into 3 sets of 8 , which are the vertex 
figures of 3 distinct hyperoctahedra lying in the bound~ng hyperplanes of 
.3 hypercubes. 
vie also have the reciprocal construction, due" to Gosset , from two 
equal hypercubes , l'lhich is the analogy of the construction for the rhombic. 
dodecahedron • In fact , the 24 vertices of { 3,4, 3} represent the 24 units 
of Hurwitz's integral quaternions • 
7.18. 
Coxeter shows the link betweeIL W as the symmetry group of {3, 4., 3 t 
and as a reflection group , ~nd then provides some additional information 
Since the defining relations , R3 ' for W invol ve an even 
number of generators, each element of W is either even or odd, according 
as any·expressLon for it has an even number of generators or an odd number 
The even elements of W form a subgroup W+ of index 2 , called the 
even subgroup • 
In a dual paper , [11] , on,groups of the form 
the authors show that the subgroup 
of W generated by { a = st and b = uv 1 has defining relations 
f 3 3 (-1 -1 )2 R = 1 a = b = a b ab = and is a subgroup of index 4 Since a 
and b are commutators , it fo llows that this subgroup is WI • In [10] , 
Coxeter shows that W contains a unique central inversior- which reverses 
every vector irr V • 
) 
subgroup Z. 
This is z = (stuv)6 , which generates the central 
Coxeter also shows , [11] , that the central quotient group of WI. is 
~somorphic to A4 x A4 ' where A4 is the alternating group of degree 4 • 
Hence 'i.e have the structure shown alongside • w 
7.19. 
Lemma 7.12. 
(ii). Eaah coset of in w* . {+ + + + t , VJ. z. ....1 , W s, W -c , \~ Sl: 1 is a union. 
of conjugacy classes of W * . 
Proof •. (i). 
Now, w¥t = W U W'C. , so we have three situations :-
since WI ~ w+ • 
(b). gl E w , e2 "W'C so that gl = wI ' g2 = W2 'l:. for w1 ,w2 Eo W • 
[J . -1 -1 -1 l:. -1 -1 + Then gl,g2 = \'l1"t.·w2 ·"'C. wI .w2 - wl ·w2 .1'11 vT2 E. W since 
e (w2'C.) = ~ (w2) , where e (w) is the number of generators in a reduced 
word for w. 
so that g. = w. 'l:. for w. E. vI • 
~ ~ ~ 
Then 
as in (b) • 
Hence w ~ W+, and (W*), ~ W+. By Lemma 7.11 and by definitions of the 
groups W+ and W~ ,both (1'1*) I and W+ have index 4 in if*' • Hence 
(ii). Let c: be any group and let GIG' = {G' ,G'x1 , 000 ,G'xn 1. Let g E G • 
Then -1 -1 ( -1 -1) [] g • G'x .• g = g .G'.g • g X.g x. ox. = G'. g,x .• x. = G' 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~~. x .• ~ 
Thus each aoset G'x. is a normal subset of G, and is thus a union of 
~ 
conjugacy classes of G When G = W* then (W*) , = W+ and the four 
cosets + + + ~1 ,WS,W'l: and W+s~ are each a union of conjugacy classes 
of W 
o 
7.20. 
We have already established in Proposition 7.5 that we are searching 
for the 11 conjugacy classes of W* which are contained in Wl:. , so we 
have :-
Corollary 7.12. The 11 classes of Wit contained in Wl: are partitioned 
into the two cosets w+~ and W+s~ of W*/ W+ • 
Proof. By Lemma 7.12. D 
Another way of considering W is suggested by considering the vector 
spaces of dimension n over the field GF(3) ~ Then V (3) can 
n 
be thought of as a "skeleton" of an n-dimensional cube in the sense that 
each point of represents the mid-point of oome j-dimensional face 
of the cube , for 0" j ~ n • The orthogonal group is the grou.p 
of transformations of V (3) which fix the origin and preserve distances • 
n 
The group is generated by reflections in the hyperplanes ''lhich pass 
through the origin and are orthogonal to the non-isotropic vectors of V
n
(3) • 
It is clear that if n = 2 or 3 , then 0+(3) ~ W(B ) - the symmetry group 
n n. 
of the n-cube. HO .. Tever , such an analogy soon breaks down in 
4-dimensional space because of the unit vectors (±L, ±l , ±l , ±l). ~'or 
we can embed W(B) in O+(Z) and reduce (modulo 3) to embed in 0+(3) • 
n n . n 
This gives a monomorphism so that 
However , when n = 2 or 3 , any g ~ 0~(3) can be "lifted" uniquely to 
'f'-l(g) f O~(Z) , and this breaks down for n = 4 beca.use of the uni t 
7.21. 
Now W(B4) ~ C2~~4 ' and we can think of the C2xC2xC2xC2 as a 
split maximal torus T inside GL4(3) with the ~4 as Weyl group WeT) 0 
Then W(B4) is just the normaliser N(T) inside GL4(3) , ie. the subgroup 
of monomial matrices • 
LemmA. 7.13. 
Proof. It is straightforward to check that there are twice as many 
orthogonal matrices that cannot be "lifted" from 0:(3) to o:(Z) as there 
are monomial matrices • o 
We recall that (W(F4) : W(B4» = 3 also, and this suggests a 
possible isomorphism between .W(F4) and 0~(3). 
Proposition 7.14. 
Proof. Let, Z* = <Z , t..., and let Q. : be reduction 
modulo 3 • By the nature of W as a reflection 
group and of ~ , we know that we can embed W in o:(z*) , where the 
basis of V is {e.1 and the roots of ~ are as in 'fable 702 
~ 
If m ~ o:(z*) , then either m E M is a Qonomial matrix in 0:(3) , 
or every entry of m is ±t Now consider the sequence 
,., 
"f.I: W~O:(Z*) ~ 0:(3) , where 'Q (ai ) = ( Q (aij » . 
Let m f ker~ and suppose m ~ o:(z*) is a monomial., Then, since 
7.22. 
Q(M) = I4 ' we must have m = 1 • If , on the other hand, m has every 
entry equal to ±t, then correspondingly, Q(m) will have every entry 
~ 1 , so that Q(m) :#= 14 . Hence, ker"f = 1 and ttf is a monomorphism • 
We have already seen that. I Wi = /°4(3)1 ' although it is easy to sea that 
Q can be inverted to a "lifting" map • Hence , ~ is an isomorphism 
o 
Now we have shown W to be isomorphic to 0:( 3) , ''le may describe the 
group W ~ in. the same con text • 
Proposition 7.15. 
Proof. Let k == GF(3) and consider K= k(i) , vThere i is the posi ti ve 
root of the polynomidl 2 x +1 (. k [x] 2 Then K ~ GF(3 ) • Identify W 
with 0:(3) as in 7.14 , and consider all matrices with respect to the 
natural basis {e·1· ~l ~. ~-
corresponding matrix be T. 
Consider the action of ~ on V and let the 
Then we can sho,'/' that 
where 
NOvl let r == z~(n) , then obviously T' O:(Y) and if Q : Y ~ K 
is reduction modulo 3 , then Y / 3Y ~ K • Then, just as in Proposition 
So vfe may identify W~ 
o 
Now that we heve established some of the various roles of the group W, 
vie may freely use each role to aid us in our solution of the. problem • 
7.2}. 
First , we prove a result concerning the characteristic polynomials 
corresponding to the classes ~~(w~). 
f (t) E y[t] / Proposition 7.16. Let be the characteristic polynomial of 
x 
a representative element x of some class of ~'C.(w*) acting on V • Then 
Q ( f) t) = gx ( t) ~ K [t1 is one of the following :-
(i) t 4+1 (-ii). t4+it3+it+l '(iii). t4_it3_it+1 
(iv). t4+t,2+l (v) • t4+it3+t2+it+l (iv). t4_it3+t2_it+l 
(Vii). t 4_t2+l (Viii). t4+it3_t 2+it+l (ix). t 4_it3_t2_it+l 
(x). t 4_l (xi). t 4+it3_it_l (xii). t 4-it3+it_l 
where Q is as in the proof of Proposition 7.15 • 
Proof • Consider W* embedded in 0~(:32) and let * x € W " W • Then 
x = T.w for some w ~ W Hence x = i • B ,where B {~~J . w(:-GL4(3) 
Now , so t x • Hence , 
Now let gA(t) f kltl be the characteristic polynomial of the matrix 
A an. V4(3) Then gB(t) = d~t(t.B-I) = t 4 .det B.gB(-t-l ) Since 
det [~ 0] _ 1 E - , then gB(t) 4 ( -1) = ± t .• gB -t . (1) 
In order to satisfy (1) , we must have 
where E = ± 1 • This set of equations has two solutions :-
7.24. 
(i). if £ = + 1 then aO = 1 and al = -a3 ' 
(ii). if f = - 1 , then a = -1 al = a3 0 and a2 = 0 . 
Hence if t B•B = -I4 , then gB( t) has one of the two forms :-
(1) gB(t) = t 4+at-3+bt2_at + 1 or 
(2) gB(t) = t 4+at3 +at - 1 where a,b (: GF(3) • 
Correspondingly if ~ W , then_ g (t) has one of the -two , x ~ W ...... 
x. 
forms :-
( 3) g (t) = t 4-ait3_bt2_ait- + 1 or x 
(4) g (t) = t 4-ait3+ait - 1 where a,b ~ GF(3) x 
This follows from equation (2) • Since a, b E GF( 3) , equation (:~,) 
results in the nine possible polynomials (i) - (ix) , and equation (4) 
supplies the further three polynomials (x) - (xii)' • 
o 
Hence, we know that if f (t) 
x 
is the characteristic polynomial of the 
element x acting on V , where x belongs to some class of ~-c(W~) , then 
its reduction modulo 3 , ie. gx( t) , must be one of the polynomials of K [tl 
listed in Prc!,osi tion 7.16. Although there is not a 1-1 correspondence_ 
between the classes of t~(WH) and these polynomials, this result proves 
useful in finding the classes • 
We now proceed with the detailed search for th~ eleven classes of 
f~(w*) , making use of the results so far obtained. However , we first 
prove a f elV us eful 1 e,mmas • 
7.25. 
Lemma 7.17. Let z be the central involution of * W , and le~ x E W , 
then, f (t) = f (-t) • 
zx x 
Proof. It is well known [4] , that in the group W(F4) , w = -1 , so Q 
tha~ z = -1 is the unique central involution of W. Furthermore, z 
commutes with 'C , so that zis the unique central involution of W ~ 
. also • 
Hence 
o 
This result is extremely useful in our search for the classes, forwe 
kn th t t 1 t f th . 1 f 1.r* have the same ow a v10 e emen s rom e same conJugacy c ass· 0 \l 
characteristic polynomial • Hence, if we find an element x with 
characteristic polynomial f (t) 
x 
such that f (t) * f (-t) , then we know 
x x 
that the conjugacy class , c 
x 
of W* containing the element x is 
distinct from 
Lemma 7.18. 
that C = C 
x 
sx: = 1<Cw(x)/ 
c 
zx 
Let 
If 
' then 
C (, 'tr.(Wtf ) and let 
CW(x) denotes the 
lc x / = /wl I s x 
x be a representative of C , 
cen~raliser of x in W and 
:B'urthermore , IC zx / = ICx /' 
so 
Proof. w* W In the proof of Lemma 6.4 , '>Ie saw tha~ C
x 
= {xl = [xl • By 
letting W act on the coset Woe , it follows from the orbi t-stabiliser 
theorem that there is 8 bijection between C
x 
and W I stabW(x) = W ICW(x) • 
The final statement follovls since LW(zx) = ([Wex) • 
o 
7.26. 
With this result we are able to calculate, by working with the 
subgroup 0:(3) in GL4(3) , the size of each class of ~~(w*) once we 
have a representative of the class • This merely involves the solution of 
several simultaneous equations, and, by Lemma 1.9 , this fact enables us 
to calculate I W CT I, which is useful for the representation theory. As 
we discover each class Ci for L E {I, ••• ,Ill , we shall list a 
representative element x, the order ord(x) of the elements Qf the class 
Ci ' the order of the class I Ci. I ' the coset of W+ in w* to which the 
class belongs, and its characteristic polynomial f (t) , together with the 
x 
structure of the corresponding torus Tx~. This latter we shall calculate 
by taking the representative x of C. • 
~ 
Under the map .'IJ of Lemma 6.4 , 
the corresponding class ,,,-1 (Ci ) of Hl(O",W) has x"c E: W as a 
representative • Then the maximal torus of G corresponding to the class 
0' 
"f' -l(cL) of HI (0", W) is an abelian group with elementary divisors 
{el, ••• ,ek ] determined by di.agonalising the matrix (q.(x't.)-c-I) = (q.x'/l"-I) 
over Z, where x1t'" is the action of x on the lattice A ad = M3 
The methods will be omitted in most cases, except to illustrate the 
method in one case, and to note that the matrices (q.x~ -I) are 
diagonalisable over Z[q /~] 
NOTE. The notation of f. (t) for the characteristic polynomial' ~ 
corresponding to the class C. is not to be confused with the notation 
:L 
() n-l fn q = q + ••• +1 used only in Chapters 3 and 4 
7.27. 
Lemma 7.19. The class Cl has as representative the element l: , and 
Also 
Proof. Certainly we know that 'z: must belong to some class of :c 't:. (w~) , 
In fact In the case of the groups 
B2 and G2 ' [W,l:] = W+ , but that is not true in this case. 
Although the general method of calculating I Ci I is to use Lemma 7.18 
with W identified with 0:(3) , in this case it is easy to see that 
(CW('C.) = (w E W "T."C. w -1 = l: 1 = W 'C. ~ D16 ' so the result follows •. 
-1 0 0 qf~ [q2:1 o ] . Also , (q.'l:7\" -I) = 0 -1 qjn 0 ... 
0 J2q -1 0 2· q -l 
I2q 0 0 -1 
0 
We note that Z~ E Cl . an 
element of the Coxeter class of W, them 
6 3 ( -3 -1) r 3 J [ ] z = c = c • 'C.c.'l:. = lC,'l: E w,~ • Hence z'C.~[W,l:]l:=Ct:. 
Since elements of the same class must have the same order , we find this 
a useful guide in our search also • 
Lemma 7.20. The class C2 has as a representative the element ·w2'C., and 
, I C 2 I = 144 and 
7.28. 
Proof. Certainly + W2l: E W S l:. , and also , 
element of order 4. Hence, ord(w2~) = 8 • 
To find I C2 1 ' we use Lemma 7.18 • The matrix of w2 wi th respect 
to the basis {eil i~l is 1 0 0 0 the matrix of 't.w2 is , so 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
i [: :] 0 1 0 0 i 1 -1 0 0 iC ,as in x x = == 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 
Proposition 7.15 • 
0 0 1 
0 o -1 
1 
1 
A= (a .. ), 
~J 
then. the condition AC = CA is equivalent to the set of 16 equations 
a12 == s21 ; a22 = ~1+a12 ; a23 = -a14 ; a24 = a13 ; 
all = -a21+a22 
. a21 = a12 ; a13 = -a23-a24 ; a14 = a23-a24 , 
a41 = a32 ; a42 = a31+a32 ; a43 =-a34 ; a44 = a33 ; 
a31 = -s42 a32 = -a41-a42 a33 = a44 ; a34 =-a43 
Hence , a13 = a14 = a23 = a24 
:::; a31 :::; a32 ;= a41 
:::; a42 = 0 , and 
«W( w2"Z:) { a b 0 0 £ 0;( 3) a, b,c,d f GF(3) 1 = . b a+b 0 0 
0 0 c d 
0 0 -d c 
a b 0 0 
Now A = b a+b 0 0 E O~(3)~ t A•A = I4 ' and this condition 
0 0 0 d 
0 0 -d c 
is equivalent to the set of 3 equations:-
7.29. 
2 2 2 I b -ab = ° , c +d == 1 • 
Since b2_ab == ° implies that either a = b or b == ° , this set of equations 
is equivalent to the two sets :-
(1). i a 2+b2 == 1 
(2). {a2+b2 == 1 
b = a 1 
b = ° J 
and 
Now set (1) is impossible as this would imply that 2 a =-1 and this has 
no solution in GF(3) Hence the condition t A. A = 14 is. equivalent to. 
the set of equations (2) • Hence, the only possibilities for the ordered 
quadruple (a,b,c,d) are (±l,Odl,O) and (±l,O,O,±l) • 
and I C2 1 = 144 , by Lemma 7.18 • 
Since , it follows that The remaining 
facts follow by diagonalisation • o 
Lemma 7.21. The class C3 has as a representative the element zw2'C.. , 
and + Also , ord(zw2't:) == 8 , l C3 I = 144. and C3 c W s l:. . 
f
3
(t) = t4+~t3_J2t 
- 1 . Further , e1 = 
4 3 12 q +J2q - 2q - 1 . 
Proof. Henca 
is distinct from C2 ' and C3 c W+ s 'l:. , since By 
Lemma 7.18 
o 
Lemma 7.22. The class C4 has as a representative the element W1'l:., and 
7.30. 
Further , and 
Proof. 
element of order 2 Hence, ord(wl~) = 4 • The remaining resulta 
follow as above • D 
Lemma 7.23. The coset + w s~ is the union of the three conjugacy classes 
Proof. T.T h . L 7 12 that w*; w+ ~- C2 x C2 • ~e ave seen 1n emma • Hence , 
each coset of W+ in W* has order 576, in particular the coset W+st 
Since 
follows that W+ s't. is the union of these three cl !..sses • o 
So , by Corollary 7.12 , we know that the remaining 7 classes of 
~(W*) lie in W+-c. In. order to determine these , we consider the 
possible orders of their representatives • 
Lemma 7.24. The only possibilities for the orders of elements of W~ are 
2 , 4 , 6 , 8 , 12 , 16 , 24 • 
Proof. Suppose that x E W~ , so that x = W'l: for w ~ W . Then 
2 -1 ~ 
x = W'l:.Wl:. = W.'l::.w'r:. = w.w Hence, ord(x) = 2e , where e =' ord(w.w~) 
Since (w.w~) t W , the only poszibilities for e are the orders of 
elements of W, viz. 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 , 8 , 12, [6) 
o 
7.31. 
Corollary 7.24. The representatives of the classes C and C ,for 
x zx 
x f W'C. , have the same order • 
Proof. Since ord(x) = 2e , for some e, it follows that 
nn.. 
z x = 1 . Now ord(z) = 2 , so that ord(zx) = 2e also. 
o 
We now have the possibilities for ord(x) , where x <: W"t:. , and we may 
be able to reduce the list of Lemma 7.24 even further if we can decide just 
how the set E = {w.w"C : .w" w1 intersects the conjugacy classes of VI • 
For the possibilities of e are precisely those belonging to the set 
t ord( x) : x E: E 1 Al though we' have found the coset w+ s"t. as a union· 
of conjugacy classes of W* , we can in fact m ow that there is no element 
of order 2 in this coset • 
Lemma 7.25. There is no element of order 2 in the coset + W sl:. • 
Proof. Suppose w ~ W+s such that ord( w~) = 2 . Then w.w'2:.=l , . ie. 
w"'(, = -1 Now is conjugate to -1 ,[6] , that must fix the W w w so 'C. 
graph rw' Since w~ w+ , then r must have either 1 or 3 nodes . 
There are 10 such graphs in Table 5.2 , none of which is fixed by ~ 
Hence there is no such element . 
D 
Lemma 7.26. There is no element of order 6 in W't:. • 
Proof. Suppose that ord(w-c) = 6 for some W f W • Then_ the element 
i 
7.32. 
w.w"C. e E has order 3, and so wo.uld have to belong to one of the classes 
However , w.wl:. cannot belong to 
then w would have to be a reflection w ,and then 
r 
w.w'e = 
'V 
would belong to Al+~' 
Now for w"l: to belong to 
(i). r is long, s is short 
,.., 
A2+A2 ' we must have 
(ii). (r,s) = 0 
w. = w w 
r.B 
(iii). (1:(r),r) = ~'C(s),s) = 0; (iv). (~(r),s) = ± t ; 
(v). l~(s),r) = ± 1 • 
since 
such that 
For r to satisfy (i) and (iii) , we see from Table 7.2 that r must 
be one of 
respectively. Similarly ,for s to satisfy (i) and (iii) , s must 
belong to the set 
respectively. I t soon follo1'TS that none of these pairings of rand s 
satisfy (ii), (iv) and (v) also. Hence no such element w. exists . 
o 
Lemma 7.27. . The class C5 has as a representative the element WI W2'l:: , 
and Also and· 
Proof. 
belongs to the Coxeter class of Wand so has order 12 • Hence , 
The remaining results 
follow as in Lemmas 7.19 and 7.20 • o 
Lemma 7.28. The class C6 has as a representative the element zWl w2 t:.. , 
+ and C6 c. W l:. 
':':-
f 6(t) = t
4+J2t3+t2+J2t + 1 • 
Proof. 
C6 is distinct from C5 ' and since 
+ Z E W • 
Corollary 7.24 , it follows that ord(zwlw2~) = 24 • 
We recall the notation of Proposition 7.10 • Then :-
Hence 
By Lemma 7.18 
o 
Lemma 7.29. The class C7 has as; a representative the element ab~, 
+ and C7 c. W ~ • Also , ord( ab-c.) = 8 , I C7 I = 12 
2 2 
and f 7(t) = (t -J2t+l) • 
2 Further, el = e2 = (q -!2q+l) • 
Proof. + ab"t ~ W 'r. • 
Also , (ab~)2 = (ab)2 since «a,b~ = W~. Now ord(ab) = 8 , so that 
ord(ab~) = 8· also. The final result, follows as in Lemma 7.19 • 
As in Lemma 7.20 , we can show that 
a32 =-a14 ; a33 = all a34 = a12 ; 
a41 - -a - 23 a42 = -a24 ; a43 = a21 a44 = a 22 1· 
a b c d 
} A = e f g h ~ 0~(3) 
-c -d a b 
-g -h e f 
-< >" (a,b,c,d) and (e,f,g,h) are orthonormal vectors of V4(3) 
7.34. 
satisfying ag + bh - ce - df = 0 , (1) • 
If the vectors are monomials , then we may choose a = ± 1 and b = c = d = 0 • 
Hence , e = g = 0 and 2 2 f +h = 1 •. This gives 8 combinations for each 
choice of one of a,b,c,d to be non-zero. Hence there are 32 
possibilities among the monomials. 
2 2 2 2 2 222 Otherwise , a =b =c =d =e =f =g =h = 1 , and we may choose one of the 16 
possibilities for (a,b,c,d) • Then, the orthogonality condition is 
ae + bf + cg + dh = 0, (2) 
Adding equations (l) and (2) , we have 
(a-c)e + (b-d)f + (a+c)g + (b+d)h = 0 (3) 
Now, in the vector (a,b,c,d) we have chosen , just one of [a-c, a+c 1 
is zero and just one of I b-d b+d } is zero So equation (3) gives one 
of {e,f,g,h} as a multiple e:. of one other element of the set, and 
f =± 1 • Then equatio~ (2) gives one of the remaning two in the set 
{e,f,g,hl as a multiple of the other. Hence ,we hav~ freedom of choice 
for two of the set le,f,g,h 1 , a total of 4 matrices for each first choice. 
Hence there are 64 such matrices altogether, and la:w(ab~)1 = 96. Then 
IC7 1= 12 by Lemma 7.18 • o 
Lemma 7.30. The class C8 has as a representative the element zab~, and 
Also ord(zabl:) == 8 
Further , el 
7.35. 
Proof. Hence 
C8 is distinct from C7 ' and C8 c w"tc since z t W+ By Lemma 7.18 
By Corollary 7.24 
it follows that ord(zab'z:.) = 8 • o 
Lemma 7.31. There exist elements w.w~ E E of order 2, and (ab)2 is 
one such • 
Proof. The classes of W containing elements of order 2 are 4Al ' 2Al ' 
If w.w~ = WI , then has an equal number of 
,., 
long and short nodes • Hence, the only possibilities are Al+~ and 
then w is a reflection and so 
belongs to W+s Hence , we must look in the class 
,., . 
2~+2~ 
Consulting Table 7.2 we see that 
,.., 
central element of W in the class 2~+2Al' and a product of co~uting 
reflections • Hence, (w w -c.)2 = w w .w w 
r l r19 r l rl9 r 2 r 20 
= z Since z has 
ord(w w -c.) = 4 • 
r l rl9 
order 2 , th::m 
Now w3w4wlw2w3(wrI9) = r3 ' so that 
2 
v = wrlwrl9 = w3w2.(Wlw4)·(W2W3) .. (wl w4).w2w3 , which is conjugate to (ab)2 
Lemma 7.32. 
and 
o 
The class C9 has as a representative the element (ab)2'C,. , 
Also ,ord«ab)2~) = 4 , IC9 1= 24 and f 9(t) = (t2+l)2 
., 
7.36. 
Proof. Since (ab)2( W1: ' it follows that «ab)2z..)4 = (ab)8 = 1, so 
The remaining results follow as in Lemmas 7.19 
and 7.20 • o 
Lemma 7.33. There exist elements w.w~ £ E of o~der 6. 
Proof. The classes of W containing elements of order 6 
If w.w"C. = w' , then r has an 
·w' 
equal number of long and short nodes • Hence the only possibility is the 
Suppose w = W" W , wi th (i). 
r s 
r long and s short • If w.w": is 
then (ii). (r,s) = (-c.(r);r(s» = 0 , 
(iii). (r,-c(r) = +(s,~(s» = ± 1 (iv). (r,l:(s) = ± 1 
(v). (l!(r),s) = ± t . 
Let and 't: (r) = r 4 • Then the possibili~ies for the pair 
{s,'l:(sH to satisfy (i) and (ii) are tlO,9J , {2,15 , ·t14,13J , {16,15J 
{22,211 , 1~4,231 , and the only pair to satisfy all the conditions is the 
pair {16,151 So we let w = w.w , and then w.w-c. belongs to the 
r3 r 16 
class F4(al ) and so has order 6. 
and 
, where is a Coxeter element 
o 
7.37. 
Lemma 7.34. The class CIO has as. a representative element c( ~T2 w3) "C. , 
and and 
,. 
Proof. By Lemma 7.33, c(w2w3h: is conjugate to the element w"Z: which 
has order 12. The remaining resul ts follow as in Lemmas 7.19 and 7.20 
o 
We have so far found 10 of the 11 conjugacy classes of ~~(W~) and 
to determine the remaining class , we consider the characteristic polynomials 
of the classes we have found, taking note of Propositio~ 7.16 • 
Lemma 7.35. In the notatio~ of Proposition 7.16 , the characteristic 
polynomials g (t) ~ K[t] 
x 
for the classes for j = 1, ••• ,10 are :-
Class Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 Ca C9 CIO 
Polynomial (i v). (xii) . (xi). (x). (vi). (v) • (v). (vi). (vii). (vii) . 
Proof. Since g (t) = Q(f (t» , we just reduce the coefficients of each 
x x 
polynomial f. (t) 
J 
modulo 3 • o 
We saw in Proposition 7.16 , that the last three polynomials (x), (xi), 
(xii) of the lis~ correspond to elements of the coset + W S1:, and since we 
know (Lemma 7.23) that the remaining class is in the coset V+~, the 
missing characteristic polynom:ial gll (t) must be one of the list (i), ..• , (ix) 
I 
• f 
, i 
7.38. 
Lemma 7.36. gll(t) is not one of the polynomials (ii), (iii), (viii) or 
(ix) • 
Proof. These polynomials occur in pairs , so that if the final class CII 
had a representative element x and characteristic polynomial one of these, 
then f(t):#= f(-t) so that zx would be a representative element of a new 
class C12 ' which is clearly a contradiction • o 
Although there may be repetitions as in (v), (vi) and (vii) , it 
appears that the most likely candidate is (i). t 4+1 • 
Lemma 7.37. There exists an element w, W such that 
and w belongs to the Coxeter class of W Such an element is 
0 1 0 0 
Proof. The companion matrix for f(t) = t 4+1 is C = 0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 1 
-1 0 0 0 
and we want to find a matrix B ~ GL4(3) such that 
t B.B = -1 4 • In order 
to preserve the characteristic pol:lllomial f( t) of C, so that 
fB(t) = f(t) , we must endeavour to transform C into B as -1 B = E. C. E , 
where E is a product of elementary matrices It is easy to see that 
0 1 0 1 
B = -1 0 1 0 satisfies all the necessary conditions . 
0 1 0 -1 
1 0 1 0 
7.39. 
Then B = [~ ~J w for some w ~ 0;(3) , so that 
[:-1 ~-1] .B 1 -1 -1 -1 w = = -1 -1 1 -1 f 0~(3) ~ VI 
-1 -1 -1 1 
1 -1 1 1 
Furthermore, it is easy to see that ord(w) = 12 , so that w belongs. 
to the Coxeter class of VI It can be shown that w'l: is W-conjugate to 
the element cb-r: , where c = wl w2w3w4 belongs to the Coxeter class of VI 
2 
and b = (w2w3) , so that we may take cb to be the required w E W . 
Since f b (t) = t 4+1 , it follows that ord( cb1:;) = 8 . C l: 0 
Lemma 7.38. The class Cll has as a representative element cb'l:, and 
Proof. Since By 
Lemma 7.37 it follows that fll(t) = t 4+1 and that ord(cb~) = 8. The 
remaining results follow as in Lemmas 7.18 and 7.19 • o 
Lemma 7.39. The coset W+~ of W* is the union of the 8 conjugacy classes 
Proof. As in Lemma 7.23 , the coset + W 't:. has order 576 , and by the 
information of Lemmas 7.27 to 7.38 , 
, ; 
, i 
7.40. 
/CIUC5VC6VC7VC8UC9VCIOVCll 1= 72 + 96 + 96 + 12 + 12 + 24 + 192 + 72 
= 576 
Since all these classes are contained in + W~ , the result follows 
D 
We recall from Chapter 6 that. the classes of Hl( 0", W) are 
Proposition 7.40. The elementary divisors of the maximal tori T and 
w 
2F4(q2) the order of the corresponding group W in the groups are as in. 
(j 
the following Table 7.3 • 
TABLE 7.3. 
Class Representative Order of Order of Elementary Divisors /Wcrl 
Ttl w~ Class 
C2·t:: w2 8 144 el = q4_~q3+J2q_l. 8 
C3 ·'C zW2 8 144 el = 
q4+.{2q3_,l2q_l. 8 
C4·'l: 4 288 
4 . 
4 \"1 el :::: q -1 . 
cl·r 1 2 72 el = e2 :::: (q2_1) . 16 
C5 ·'C 24 96 
4 3 2 I 12 WI w2 e1 = q -.J2q +q -,(2q+1. 
C 6''1: 24 96 4 3 2 zWl w2 e1 :::: q +~q +q +,[2q+l . 12 
2 C7 .'C ab 8 12 el :::: e2 = (q -..I2q+l). 96 
2 C8 .'r zab 8 12 el :::: e2 = (q +~q+l) . 96 
C9·t 
( ab)2 4 24 .e l = e2 = (q2 +1) . 48 
ClO·'C c( W2"i3) 12 192 el = q4_q
2 +1 . 6 
Cll·l: cb 8 72 el :::: q4+1 • 16 
7.41. 
the non-trivial central element of W. The representatives &re those of 
the classes Hl(~,W) • 
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 7.19 - 7.39 , and by Lemma 1.9 • 
o 
§7.5. The Steinberg groups of type 3D4(q) 
We discuss these groups in this Chapter because of the way in which 
W(F4) was constructed from W(D4) • 
is a finite field of the form GF(q3) 
Referring to § 6.1 , we see that Kl . 
G~,K is either or the groups 
G 
ad,K or G K' and ~ is the triality automor~hism of the Dynkin sc, 
diagram of D4 illustrated in Table 6.1 , which corresponds to the 
automorphism of SPinS(K) cyclically permuting z,z' and zz'. This is 
discussed in ~ 4.2 • Hence , 1:: ( An) = A7\ if and only if 7C = ad or sc • 
Furthermore , by Corollary loS , we need only discuss the case when 7r is 
the simply connected representation of Ii, since the resul'ts are identical 
in the cases "K = ad or sc • 
Now ~ 1 is a root system of type D4 embedded in V , and WI is 
the corresponding Weyl group , as in § 7.4 • Furthermore , ~ corresponds to 
the element y ~ D( -£ 1) , and wt = < WI ,'t:. > is a normal subgroup of 
W of index 2 , as in the diagr8~ after proposition 7.10 • Since "l: is a 
permutation of z: 1 ' it follows that 'r maps any graph r C onto all-
> , 
7.42. 
identical graph, although we have no easy algorithm for deciding how ~ 
acts on )b(W
l
) in the case of one graph representing distinct classes. 
We list the conjugacy classes for WI in Table 7.4 [6] , and we notice 
how there are two graphs which each occur 3 times, suggesting that each 
triple may be cyclically permut.ed by 'C. • That this is so, we prove now. 
TABLE 7.4. 
, Order of Class ~ -type r Cycle-type c'C.. Number Class 
C1 tjJ ; 1 [1 1 1 1] C1 
C2 D2 0 
0 6 [1111] C7 . 
C3 D2+D2 
0 0 0.' 0' 1 [11 11] C3 
C4 Al 
0 12 [2 1 1] C4 
C5 A1+D2 0 0 0 12 [2 1 IJ C5 
°6 D3 0---0--0 
24 - ["2 1 iJ C12 
C7 
(Al +Al ) I Q 0 6 [2 2] °8 
C8 (A +A )" 1 1 0 0 
I 6 [2 2] C2 
C9 D4(a1) <> .' 12 ["2 2J C9 
CIO A2 0--0 32 [3 1] CIO 
C11 D4 ~ 32 [3"1] Cll 
C12 
AI 
3 
0-----0---0 24 [4] C13 
C13 A" 3 0--0--0 
24 [4J C6 
7.43. 
Lemma 7.40. The automorphism ~ of WI cyclically permutes the triples 
Proof. Now 1:. acts on ~l in the manner 
e
3
-:r \\ 
illustrated , that the matrix of "C-so e3+~e3v el -e2 with respect to the normal basis 
I 
1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 
1 1 
-t -t 2 2 
i.s 1 1 1 1 So take any element w ~ C2 for example 2 -2 2 -2 
1 t 1 1 -2 2" -2 
1 0 1 0 0 
-1 0 1 0 0 
1 
Q Then w"C. 1 0 0 0 and "'C. 1 0 0 0 w = = w = 
-1 0 0 o -1 0 0 0 1 
Q 
-1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 
Then w l:. and 
-1 
l:. 
W Doth have signed cycle type [22] However , they 
are conjugate only by an element of W(C4,) , and hence belong to different 
classes of WI ' viz. C7 and C8 
D 
Now WI = <s,t,u,v> as in §7.4 and is the semi-direct product of the 
~roup C2 x C2 x C2 by the group ~4 ' [4J Coxeter [9] describes it 
as the symmetry group of the half-measure polytope h~4. Also , there are 
three cosets of WI in W* 1 each of which is a union of conjugacy classes 
o:f * WI ,by proposition 2.5 , and it is the coset W'C.. in which we are 
interested , by Lemma 6.4 .• 
! I I 
7.44. 
Prouosition 7.41. 
triality automorphism of WI. 
Proof. In this case , there is only one graph for each class so that if 
the graph f1c corresponding to the class C does not occur elsewhere in 
the list f rc c '" ~(W) , of Table 7.4 , then 't:. must fix th.:1t class. 
Hence, the only classes not fixed by ~ are those described in Lemma 7.40 , 
and so there are 7 classes fixed by t 
Thus by Proposition 2.5 since "t:. is of order 3.;, 
Now , by Lemma 6.4 there is a bijection "f: ~(CT,Wl) ----+)0 ~r.(wt) 
so the result follows. 
We now prove some more results about 
Proposition 7.42. 
W* 
1 
, v : 
D 
is isomorphic to D12 , the Dihedral group of order 12, and contains the 
central element z' = 
. 3 (stuv) • 
(ii). The commutator subgroups of WI .* and WI are identical , and equal 
to the even subgroup 
of order 6. 
(iii). and z 
Also , the quotient group 
is the central element of 
W~ / \'1 + 
1 1 
W* 
1 
is cyclic 
I 
7.45. 
Proof. The fundamental system 7\ 1 spli ts into two c::.. orbits as in 
Proposition 7.10 , and (~) follows similarly. 
(~l)~ is a root system of type G2 • 
In fact (Wl)~ ~ W(G2) and 
See [20] • 
"7 
By Coxeter [10] , since all the branches of th~ graph of ~ 1 have 
+ odd numbers attached', it folloiis that WI' =- i'11 • Now , by the above , 
I Wl 1 = 192 , so I WI' I = I WI + I = 96 • ~hen , as in Lemma 7.11 , we can see 
that W*/ (w *), 1 1 is isomorphic to C6 • Since 
WI' ~ (v1t)' , it follows that all the groups Wi, w~ and (W~)I are identical 
Since Zl = (stuv)3 l: (Wl)'t. ' then ZI is the unique central element 
of *" WI • 
Corollary 7.43. 
* classes of WI 
Each coset of W + 1 in W* 1 
In particular , the 7 
o 
is a union of conjugacy 
classes of W* 1 con tained in. 
Wl~ are partitioned into the two cosets vi +1:; and 1 W
+ 
1 s"C , each of order 
96 • 
Proof. This follows from the fact that 
Lemma 7.12 (ii) • 
Proposition 7.44. Let S = (WIYUWly-l) 
WlY' and Wly 
-1 
of WI in. W • Then. S 
l,' + '~l = 
be 
is 
(w*" ), 
1 as above , and by 
o 
tlie union of the two cosets 
the union of the 7 
conjugacy classes of' the set ):* (mentioned in ~5.3) which do not meet W2 • 
7.46. 
Proof. How I s I = 2 I WI I = 384 , and the union of the conjugacy class.es 
of 't* has order (32+96+96+16+32+96+16)'= 384 also • 
Furthermore S is a normal subset of W, since Wl y is a norma,! 
subset of W* I by Corollary 7.43 , and since • 
Finally, S 1\ W2 = ¢ by definition. of W2 as < s,t,~,v,x > 
Now, as we have seen in ~5.3 , the only normal subsets of W no~ 
• 
~* intersecting W2 are the subsets of the set  Hence by considering 
the size of these, S is just the union of these classes 
o 
Hence, the union of the two non-trivial co sets of WI in W{ is the 
union of 7 conjugacy classes of W. We see precisely how these classes 
split into W~ -conjugacy classes in the next lemma 
Lemma 7.45. Each of the 7 classes constituting S splits into two 
W: -conjugacy classes of equal size , one of which lies in Wly and the 
other in Wly~l • 
Proof. We recall how WIy· and are dual under conjugation by x • 
Also, by Corollary 7.43 , Wly is a union of wr -conjugacy classes, so 
let C' be one such Then and 
Further, -1) (C' u x.C'.x = C is a conjugacy class of W, and since 
it lies in S, i tfollows that· C E ;;~. 
o 
7.47. 
We retain the notation that if C. ~ ~* , then_ C! ~)O. ~ is the 
corresponding W~ -conjugacy class contained in Wly. In fact 
i~ {7,l3,l6,lS,20,24,251 from Table 5.2 • 
Lemma 7.46. The coset WI~ is the union. of the 1 w; -conjugacy classes 
Proof. We have seen how I C! I = tic. I and how. ! WIl:.! = tis I . ~ ~ 
each Ci C WI"Z. , it follows that WIl:. = UCi 
Prouosition 7.47. The elementary divisors of the torus T of 
w 
Since 
o 
where w E Wl is a representative element of the class Ci, are precisely 
those of the torus Tw of F4(q) corresponding to the class C. c W • ~ 
Proof. As. already stated , it follows from Corollary 1.S that we need only 
consider the case G~,K where ~ is the adjoint representation or the 
simply connected representation, since the results are identical in both 
cas.es • HO"It:;:ver , since A sc for the group D 4 is identical "Ii th 
~ ad for the group F4 when they are embedded in V, (both being the 
lattice M3 
then , if 
described in §4.2) then our obvious choice is G sc,K 
w is a representative element of some class h = "f' -l(C!) 
~. 
Hl(O",Wl ) , we need to find the elementary divisors of the matrix 
For 
of 
(q. (wZ:).n .,..1) , by Chapter 1 , where (wz)..n is the matrix of the action of 
the element w~ E W * with respect to a basis .n of 1 for the group 
7.48. 
However w l:: ~ C. , which is a W-conjugacy class as lie have seen 
~ 
in Lemmas 7.45 and 7.46 Hence , (w~).n is the matrix of the action of 
Wl: ~ W with respect to a basis n 
corresponding to the conjugacy class 
of A ~ad 
C. 
~ 
of W. 
for the group F
4
, 
Hence , the elementary 
divisors of the matrix . (q.(w't).n-I ) are precisely those corresponding to 
the classes Ci E -;,., which we have already calculated in Table 5.2 , and 
the result follows. o 
We conclude this chapter with a table of results for the groups 
3D4 (q) which lists the elementary divisors of Tw co!responding to the 
conjugacy classes C! 
~ 
of te(wt) , together with the order of the 
corresponding group W (j' using Proposi tion 1.9 • 
TABLE 7.5. 
Class Order of class Elementary divisors I 1'1 I (j 
Ci3 48 e1 = (q-l)( q3 +i) . 4 
Ci6 48 el = (q+l) (q3 -1) ]0. 4 
C24 48 el = 
(q4_q2+1 ) . 4 
C' 7 16 el = (q-l) , e 2 = (q3 -1) . 12 
C20 . 16 el = (q+l) , ~= (q3+1 ) . 12 
Cl8 
2 8 el = e2 = (q +q+l) . 24 
C25 8 el = e2 = (q2 -q+l) . 24 
CHAPTER 8. Conclusion. 
In concluding this thesis , we consider some work of Springer [17] ia 
which he shows that , under favourable circumstances , a ~-fixed maxima~ 
torus T of G and a regular character + of the. corresponding finite 
group T determine an irreducible character 
w 
of G· 
0' 
The 
construction. of the character ?<T,¢ uses ideas from the theory of 
exceptional characters of finite groups. It is believed that a further 
study of the character theory of the groups G~ should begin with a closer 
investigation of the characters XT,~ 
Let G = G K ' and choose any a-fixed maximal torus T of G. 
"7t", 
Then. we let TO' denote its fixed-point group, anQ let A T 
a 
denote the 
character group of TO' 
W~ acts on T(f and ~(j In fact , if (j is the Frobenius 
endomorphism, it easily follows that W(j= ZW(w) , where T is twisted 
.. .ri th respect to w, when (j is a pure field automorphism • 
It. 
We say that x E To- (resp. ~ E TO') is regular if the isotropy group 
of x (resp.;) in WeT is reduced to the identity If x Eo T is (j 
regular , then T is the unique maximal torus containing x, and 
If w e W , we denote the subgroup of elements of T fixed by w by 
T • 
w 
If w E WO' , then 
of To- is -contained in 
T 
w 
is O'-fixed • Also , any non-regular element 
(wT)o- for some non-trivial w ~ W 
cr 
Let S be a subset of T which satisfies the following condition :-
(j 
(I). for all x E G ,N ~ the intersection 
(j " 
Then S consists of non-regular elements of T(j. 
, " We say that two characters fJ ' 1> E T(j are equivalent if they have 
the same restriction to S. We denote the equivalence class of p by c(f,) , 
and the set of regular characters of 
,... 
T by T 
0- (j,r If H is a 
subgroup of G and p is a character of H , then we denote the character 
induced to G by in --.G 1> 
,... 
Let ¢ E T satisfy the following condition :-
a,r 
(II) • c = c(t/» meets at least 3 
,... 
orbits of Wo- in T~ 
Then it can be shown that there exists a unique sibTI € = ± 1 and unique 
c 
irreducible characters 'XT,~' 
such that. 
(independent of the choice of S) of G 
<:f' 
" Also, if ¢, ¢' E Tcr,r satisfy (II) , then XT,,p = ?<'T,P' if and only 
if rp' lies in the WO"-orbi t of rp • 
Also , if T and Tl are tvIO (j-fixed maximal tori which are not 
conjugate by an element of Go-' and if Sl C Tl satisfies (I) , then. it. 
can be shown. for regular characters ~ ~ 
satisfying (II) that J( T II. =1= X T ". • 
, "I' l' l'l 
A 
T 
0-, r 
In [17] , there is also a dincussion. of asymptotic formulae for the 
A 
number of regular elements of T" and To-' and also of the distinct 
irreducible characters of G~ constructed in this way. 
There is a conjectur.e of r,lacDonald [18] concerning the values of the 
characters XT,p on the regular semi-simple elements of G , vi z. a 
where t E: T is regular 
a 
and the sum is extended over all distinct W-conjugates of t. l-1acDonald 
'has also conj ectured in the case where G is of Chevalley type that the, 
.(j 
degree of 'X .T, P should be 
e I Tal-l • ~ ~=l 
d. 
(q ~ -1) 
invariants of W, see [20J • 
where the d. 
~ 
are the basic 
It seems necessary to obtain explicit values of the characters ?<T,~ 
and , in a recent paper [15] , Ree and Chang have done this for the groups 
In, fact, G2(2) is the only group of Chevalley 
type which does not contain regular elements in the Coxeter tori • 
In general , if w belongs to the Coxeter class of W, and h is the 
Coxeter number of W, then the non-regular elements of T(j are those of 
the groups (dT) (j' where d is a divisor of h. 
w 
If L(G) is the Lie algebl'a of G, then Chevalley has sho\'m [16] that 
if G is a semi-simple adjoint group , then 
elements , and in fact these elements lie in 
L(G)(K ) 
o 
contains regular 
L(T)(K ) , where 
o 
T is a 
Coxeter torus of G. Later, A. Borel and T.A. Springer [Tohoku Math. 
Journal No.20] showed this to be true for any reductive Group G. 
If we consider regular semi-simple elements in the group G(K ) , it 
o 
is easy to show that for any maximal torus T of G which is twisted 
with respect to w ~ W , regular elements lie in T i.f and only i.f 
~ 
(O"II_I)X contains no root of ~ ,ie. that (qw-I)X contains no root .(III) • 
Certainly, to satisfy this condition, w must not lie ~ any Weyl· 
subgroup W' of rank less than. that of W and we can check that this 
condition is satisfied in every group G(K) except G2(2) • , 0 Referring 
to S7.3 , we know that w must belong to the Coxeter class o£ W, and a 
representative o.f this class is a rotation anticlockwise through 600 about. 
the origin. Then, (2.w-I). a = 2.(b+2a)-a = 2b+3a , the highest root of . 
Hence, the condition (III) is not satisfied. and the 
Coxeter tori of G2(2) , which are isomorphic to C3 , do not contai~ 
regular elements • In fact , in this group , the group (2T) , which is 
v 
'a sub-torus corresponding to n long root of ~ is such that (2T)~ 
w 
coincides with T 
0" 
We have already remarked that the groups (dT)O" 
v 
consist of the non-regular elements of T 
0" • 
1. Borel A. 
2. Borel A. 
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